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NOTICE OF MEETING
CABINET MEMBER FOR TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
THURSDAY, 25 FEBRUARY 2021 AT 4.00 PM
VIRTUAL REMOTE MEETING
Telephone enquiries to Anna Martyn Tel 023 9283 4870
Email: democratic@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

CABINET MEMBER FOR TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
Councillor Lynne Stagg (Liberal Democrat)
Group Spokespersons
Councillor Simon Bosher, Conservative
Councillor Graham Heaney, Labour

(NB

This Agenda should be retained for future reference with the minutes of this meeting.)

Please note that the agenda, minutes and non-exempt reports are available to view online on
the Portsmouth City Council website: www.portsmouth.gov.uk
Deputations by members of the public may be made on any item where a decision is
going to be taken. The request should be made in writing to the contact officer (above) by
12 noon two working days before the meeting, and must include the purpose of the
deputation (for example, for or against the recommendations). Email requests are
accepted.

AGENDA
1

Apologies

2

Declarations of Members' Interests

3

Portsmouth E-Scooter Rental Trial Scheme (Pages 5 - 66)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
1.

Notes the progress that has been made with the E-Scooter
Rental Trial project since September 2020;

1

4

2.

Approves Portsmouth City Council's participation in an EScooter Rental Trial to commence in March 2021 until 26th November
2021, to be achieved via the introduction of an Experimental Traffic
Regulation Order (ETRO);

3.

Approves Portsmouth City Council entering into a Vehicle
Special Order (VSO) Agreement with the Department for Transport
(DfT) to authorise the use of E-Scooters in the project area with the
express delegation to sign the VSO delegated to the City Solicitor.

Casualty Statistics Analysis Report (Pages 67 - 146)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
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1.

Future road safety infrastructure projects are selected using the
Annual Casualty Report as a recognised source of data to prioritise
schemes to align with or determine the available budget.

2.

The Annual Casualty Report will be used alongside the results of
speed surveys, stakeholder correspondence and requests and
anecdotal evidence from surveys completed at behavioural change
and enforcement events to prioritise schemes to align with or
determine the available budget.

Safety Improvements (Safer Routes to School) (Pages 147 - 164)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
Approves the spend from the Local Transport Plan 3 - Safer Routes to
School Improvements budget to be spent at:

Mayfield School - junction of Mayfield Road and Kensington
Road;

At least one other location from;
1. Moorland Road;
2. Moorings Way/Warren Avenue;
3. Hayling Avenue (all locations illustrated in Appendix A).
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Speed and Casualty Reduction Measures 2021 / 2022 budget (Pages 165 178)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
Approves the spend from the Speed Reduction Measure budget of speed
reduction measures at the junctions of Dysart/Mansvid/Tredegar
Avenue, the junction of Havant Road and Farlington Avenue and Castle
Road between Kings Road and Hambrook Road.

7

Highbury Street proposals (TRO 86B/2020: proposed parking
restrictions) (Pages 179 - 194)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
1.

Having considered the public response contained in Appendix
B, that the restrictions proposed in Highbury Street under TRO
86/2020 (Appendix A, sections A2 and B1) are implemented under
2

TRO 86B/2020, meaning the double yellow lines and KA zone parking
bay are installed as proposed;
2.

8

It is noted that the remaining proposals of TRO 86/2020 were
implemented in January 2021 under TRO 86A/2020, due to support
and/or no objections.

Solent Transport Constitution (Pages 195 - 220)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
Endorses the changes to the Solent Transport constitution as set out in
this report.

9

Review of Portsmouth Supported Bus Services (Pages 221 - 242)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
Approves the extension of all five existing supported bus service
contracts from 27 March 2021 to 31 December 2021.

10

Concessionary Fares Scheme (Pages 243 - 258)
RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member
1.

Notes the contents of this report;

2.

Revises the reimbursement to bus operators to one based on
the percentage of mileage operated in accordance with guidance
issued by the Department for Transport on 20 November 2020;

3.

Delegates authority to the Cabinet Member for Traffic and
Transportation in conjunction with the Director of Regeneration and
the S151 Officer, to make any necessary changes within the allocated
budget.
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Agenda Item 3

Title of meeting:

Traffic and Transportation Decision meeting

Date of meeting:

25 February 2021

Subject:

Portsmouth E-Scooter Rental Trial Scheme

Report by:

Tristan Samuels - Director of Regeneration

Wards affected:

All

Key decision:

No

Full Council decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report
Following previous approval at the Traffic and Transportation Cabinet Meeting in
September 2020 to develop an E-scooter Rental Trial scheme in Portsmouth;
this report provides further information to enable progression to launch the
scheme in March 2021.

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation:

2.1

Notes the progress that has been made with the E-Scooter Rental Trial
project since September 2020;

2.2

Approves Portsmouth City Council's participation in an E-Scooter Rental
Trial to commence in March 2021 until 26th November 2021, to be achieved
via the introduction of an Experimental Traffic Regulation Order (ETRO);

2.3

Approves Portsmouth City Council entering into a Vehicle Special Order
(VSO) Agreement with the Department for Transport (DfT) to authorise the
use of E-Scooters in the project area with the express delegation to sign
the VSO delegated to the City Solicitor.
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3.

Background
Overview

3.1

As part of the government's response to COVID-19, and to support a ‘green’
restart of local travel to help mitigate reduced capacity on public transport, the
Department for Transport (DfT) has fast-tracked and expanded trials of rental escooters. The DfT considers that e-scooters offer the potential for fast, clean and
inexpensive travel which can help to ease the burden on transport networks and
allow for social distancing.

3.2

The trials will be for up to 12 months and will enable essential insights for the
DfT and councils as to how rental e-scooters contribute to the transport mix in
urban centres. Following the trials it is anticipated that the DfT will assess
whether these vehicles should be legalised in the UK as part of their Future
Transport Regulatory Review.

3.3

During the trials e-scooters will be classified as motor vehicles, and the relevant
motor vehicle insurance will be provided via the scheme operator. The vehicles
will need to meet requirements for vehicle construction and approval set by the
DfT.

3.4

The DfT is satisfied that minimum vehicle construction standards and other
measures to be introduced to mitigate safety risk as part of the trials are
sufficient to legalise e-scooters for use in trials across the UK.

3.5

Evidence from existing e-scooter schemes in other cities around the world have
suggested that they have the potential to encourage modal shift from private
motor vehicles. Rental e-scooters also provide a viable non-car alternative to
public transport that meet social distancing guidelines, which are likely to remain
important for the duration of the trial.

3.6

The DfT is only permitting the trialling of rental e-scooters. The use of privately
owned e-scooters on the public highway will remain illegal throughout the trial
period.

3.7

As of November 2020, 26 E-Scooter schemes had been launched across the
UK. The DfT has also recently set a deadline for any new e-scooter trial
schemes to launch by 31st March 2021, so it is expected that a number of other
trials will launch in the coming weeks. Some Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs) relating to the trial have been included at Appendix A.
Background to Solent Transport's E-Scooter Proposal to the Department
for Transport

3.8

In March 2020 Solent Transport was successfully awarded £28.8m of funding
from the DfT's Future Transport Zones (FTZ) programme, to enable the
2
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implementation of a programme of trials of innovative approaches to transport
across the Solent area, from 2020/21 to 2023/24. This programme did not
include rental e-scooter trials.
3.9

During Summer 2020 the DfT announced the possibility for FTZ Local
Authorities to run e-scooter rental trial schemes as part of the transport restart
response to the pandemic, on the basis that funding is reallocated from within
the existing FTZ programme to facilitate such projects.

3.10

Following a review of areas of the Solent FTZ which may not be as effective due
to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, some schemes have been delayed
by a year. Subsequently, Solent Transport undertook work with the DfT to
enable the reallocation of circa £900k from areas of the FTZ programme with
reduced need to provide a subsidised set of e-scooter schemes across the four
Local Transport Authority areas in the Solent region.

3.11

On 31st July 2020, Solent Transport submitted a proposal to the DfT requesting
permission to operate an e-scooter trial in the Solent area, with up to four subprojects in Portsmouth, Winchester, Southampton, and on the Isle of Wight.

3.12

The Isle of Wight scheme was the first part of the Solent project to launch in
November 2020 with the operator Beryl. The Isle of Wight launch has triggered
the 12-month trial period for the Solent Region, and this is the reason why
Portsmouth's trial is scheduled to run until 26th November 2021.

3.13

The situation with e-scooters beyond November 2021 will be determined by the
DfT following feedback from the trials. The trial could end, an extension to the
trial could be considered or legislation changes by the DfT may directly
determine the future approach.

3.14

The Isle of Wight scheme launched with 25 e-scooters in Newport during the
lockdown period in November / December 2020, since expanding the scheme to
76 e-scooters in Newport and Ryde. Due to lockdown, the scheme has been
focusing on supporting NHS staff and emergency service workers with free /
subsidised travel. By the end of January 2021 over 5000 journeys had been
made with over 32,000km travelled.

3.15

Prior to approving the Portsmouth trial, the DfT required information relating to
the proposed trial operator and certain scheme details. A comprehensive
procurement process to identify an operator concluded in December 2020, with
the company Voi appointed as the Portsmouth e-scooter trial scheme operator.
Recommendation 2.3 of the report will enable the council and the DfT to enter
into a Vehicle Special Order (VSO) Agreement to authorise the use of Voi escooters within Portsmouth during the period of the rental trial.

3
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Aims of the Trial
3.16

The main aim of the trial is to build robust evidence about the safety benefits,
public perceptions and wider impacts of e-scooters in order to inform legal
changes that may be necessary after the trial period ends.

3.17

Key areas which the Council and DfT, working with the scheme operator, will
gather information on include:







3.18

Safety outcomes for e-scooter users and what influences this;
Interaction with, and effect on, other road users;
Public perceptions of the e-scooters, including impacts for people with
disabilities and related groups;
Nature of modal shift and new journeys that have been enabled;
Characteristics of users and how uptake and outcomes differ for different
groups; and
Local Authority perception of effects on their transport system.

The scheme operator will collect quantitative and qualitative data regarding the
effects of the scheme during the trial. Ongoing engagement with key stakeholder
groups will also take place throughout the trial to understand perception and
impacts. The information collected will contribute towards the DfT assessment
review process. PCC will also undertake their own perception and behavioural
change surveys, as set out in paragraph 6.7.
Policy Context

3.19

The trial supports the ambitions of Portsmouth's emerging Transport Strategy
2020 - 2036, in particular draft policy 10 that supports the delivery of innovations
in micro-mobility to promote travel choices and active travel options, along with
the climate change agenda by proactively providing opportunities to promote
sustainable transport.

3.20

The trial supports Draft Policy 9, by providing capacity for people to access and
move within the city via a non-car mode, together with Draft Policy 1 as the
scheme supports the delivery of cleaner air in the City.

3.21

The introduction of e-scooters to the region is also a key component of the FTZ
programme. It will operate alongside and complement other future FTZ projects,
including Bikeshare, and will integrate with the proposed Mobility as a Service
(MaaS) platform, enabling integrated travel across a range of transport modes.

4
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4.

Appointment of an Operator for the Portsmouth Trial

4.1

As stated in 3.15, PCC has appointed the company Voi as its operator for the escooter rental trial project that is expected to run from March 2021 to November
2021.

4.2

Detailed information in relation to Voi and the proposed operating model for
Portsmouth, is included in Appendix B, with key operational information
summarised below:
E-Scooter vehicle

4.3

The e-Scooter vehicle that will be used for the Portsmouth trials offers a number
of technological advances, including:









A 60 mile range and 5 year lifespan;
A maximum speed of 15.5 miles per hour with ability to restrict speed in
specified zones;
Swappable battery technology to enable batteries to be changed 'in the field'
by Voi operatives;
Unique vehicle ID plate and identifiable colouring/ branding that is being
developed for launch;
Lights and reflectors;
10-inch pneumatic tyres;
Tamper-proof bell; and
Turning indicators (to be included in latest e-scooter model set for launch in
Spring 2021),

Technology
4.4

The geo-fencing technology that is fundamental to the operational model will
enable the Council to work with the operator to determine where the e-scooters
can go in the city - the defined operating area. In basic terms, when the escooter vehicle leaves the defined operating area it will gradually slow and come
to a halt, requiring the user to walk the scooter back into the operating area for it
to start again.

4.5

The geofencing technology also enables the introduction of 'slow-speed zones',
typically used in busier areas or areas that may be subject to conflicting
movements. This will limit the e-scooter speed in these areas to the equivalent
of a fast walking pace. An example of a proposed slow-speed zone is Guildhall
Square. A number of 'slow-speed zones' will be included as part of the
development of the trial and more can be added if required following scheme
launch.
Parking

4.6

The scheme in Portsmouth will be a fully docked scheme with parking racks and
5
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geo-fenced Mandatory Parking Zones. E-scooter users will be expected to leave
the e-scooter in a parking rack at the end of their ride, with the geofencing
technology ensuring that rides can only be finished within the defined Mandatory
Parking Zone. Any users attempting to end their journey outside a Mandatory
Parking Zone will be subject to a £25 fine. In other cities in the UK such an
approach has generally led to high levels of parking compliance. For example, in
the Isle of Wight, the use of Mandatory Parking Zones (without parking racks)
has resulted in 95% of journeys being ended within such zones during the first
two months of operation.
4.7

Portsmouth will be one of the first Local Authorities in the UK to integrate
physical parking racks as part of the scheme. Voi has worked collaboratively
with the Royal National Institute for the Blind (RNIB) to develop the design of the
parking racks, as shown and referenced in Appendix 2.
Safety, Education & Compliance

4.8

Voi will provide fully comprehensive motor vehicle insurance for e-scooter riders.
In addition, there are a number of measures that Voi will employ in relation to
Driver Education, Compliance and Health & Safety, detailed in Appendix 2.

4.9

Key examples include:






the launch of the first e-scooter traffic school, training over 500,000 users to
date;
a fully integrated driver licence screening process;
the provision of free helmets and incentives for helmet use;
awareness campaigns and ongoing community engagement; and
stringent sanitary measures for Covid-19.

Enforcement
4.10

Voi employs a range of tools to tackle anti-social behaviour and misuse of escooters. In addition to the use of technology and education referenced above
and described in detail in Appendix 2, the following approaches will also be
undertaken:






Collaboration with the Police - meetings between PCC, Hampshire Police
and Voi have commenced as part of the development of the trial and will
continue during the trial to ensure that any issues are identified and
collaboratively addressed;
Reporting Misuse - All Voi e-scooters are distinctive and carry a unique
registration plate. Anyone can report a wrongly parked e-scooter or bad
driver behaviour to Voi via a 24/7 freephone number or online. As stated, in
4.6, users will also receive a £25 fine for ending a journey outside of a
Mandatory Parking Zone;
Ambassador Programme - a team of field operatives are on site to address
any problems with abandoned / incorrectly parked e-scooters.
6
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5.

Original E-Scooter Scheme Proposals (August 2020)

5.1

The council's original objective for the rental e-scooter scheme, developed in
Summer 2020, was to focus on the promotion of e-scooters as a sustainable
mode of travel for all communities in Portsmouth. This was seen to be
particularly important whilst access to public transport was expected to remain
constrained due to the pandemic. For example, the launch scheme originally
included proposals for e-scooters at Portsmouth Park & Ride to enable escooter journeys to be made to / from key destinations in the town centre as a
viable alternative to using the bus. In addition, there was also a focus on the role
of e-scooters for leisure and recreational use, taking advantage of a Spring
launch date.

5.2

Due to the changing situation with the pandemic over Christmas and an
extended third period of lockdown, it has been necessary for the council, Solent
Transport and Voi to reconsider the original proposals for the trial, particularly
during the early months of implementation whilst restrictions remain in place.
Updated Proposals (March 2021)

5.3

Given the ongoing focus on avoiding unnecessary travel, the early stages of the
e-scooter trial have been adjusted to focus on assisting key worker travel, with a
particular focus on NHS staff and emergency service worker travel. A major
benefit for NHS staff and emergency service workers is that during full lockdown
such workers that use an e-scooters will be able to travel completely free of
charge and once full lockdown is lifted there will be a 75% discount.

5.4

PCC and Voi have been working constructively with Queen Alexandra (QA)
Hospital who have shared some high-level anonymised data on journey to work
patterns amongst staff to enable PCC and Voi to develop a launch scheme that
will best serve staff for their journey to and from the hospital. QA also plan to
incorporate e-scooter parking at the hospital and promote the scheme amongst
staff (subject to their own approval process).

5.5

PCC officers have also followed a similar process with Solent NHS Trust who
manage St Mary's and St James's hospital sites and plan to integrate e-scooter
parking at these locations, whilst working with the Trust to promote the scheme
to staff.

5.6

The e-scooter parking hubs at the hospital will also be available to the general
public, and will provide an additional transport option for those travelling for
vaccinations over coming months.

5.7

The work with the hospitals, particularly in relation to the journey to work data,
has resulted in an e-scooter operational area that will cover a large part of the
city from the outset, as can be seen on in Appendix 2. This is to ensure that the
e-scooter scheme can meaningfully service the staff hospital catchment.
7
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5.8

Within the operational area there will be approximately 25 e-scooter parking
locations during the launch phase, as shown on in Appendix 2. The e-scooter
launch will involve the deployment of between 75 - 100 e-scooters and will be
progressively scaled up or down based on demand. The e-scooter parking
locations will also be progressively increased during the launch phase.

5.9

It should be noted that the e-scooters will be available for hire by the wider
public from launch, but the marketing and communications campaign will be
focused on NHS staff, emergency service workers and those who need to
undertake essential journeys whilst restrictions on movement remain in place.

5.10

The e-scooters used in the trial will typically be allowed to use the same road
space and routes as bicycles. However, as stated, the geo-fencing technology
will limit e-scooter movements to the defined operating area for the trial. In
addition, within the operating area it will also be possible to define 'go slow'
areas where the e-scooters will be physically restricted to lower speeds and 'nogo zones' where e-scooters will not be permitted and will turn off upon entry to
the area. It is important to note that this will be a dynamic system and additional
'go-slow' and 'no-go' zones can be added to the scheme by Voi within a matters
of hours. Ongoing dialogue between PCC, the Police, Voi and other
stakeholders will be key to determining any further areas that need to be
included as 'go-slow' and 'no-go' zones, particularly in the early stages of the
trial.

6.

Stakeholder Engagement

6.1

Solent Transport is leading on strategic stakeholder engagement with key
stakeholders at a regional level. To this end, they have established a Strategic
Stakeholder Forum with the first meeting taking place in November 2020. The
Strategic Stakeholder Forum includes representatives from local transport
operators, disability groups and further meetings are expected to take place
throughout the duration of the trial.

6.2

At a local level, early informal engagement with stakeholders took place in
autumn 2020. This has since been followed by more focused engagement in
January / February 2021 following the appointment of the scheme operator.

6.3

During January and February 2021 PCC and Voi have had virtual meetings with
representatives from the following organisations to discuss the details of the
scheme and understand any specific concerns:
-

Hampshire Constabulary
Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust
Solent Hospitals NHS Trust
Gosport Ferry
FirstGroup
8
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-

Stagecoach South
University of Portsmouth
Portsmouth Cycle Forum
Portsmouth Friends of the Earth
Cycling UK
Sustrans
Portsmouth International Port
Hampshire Fire & Rescue Service
Taxi Trade Representatives

6.4

In addition, meetings were held with Wightlink and South Western Railways in
Autumn 2020.

6.5

Due to the current constraints on face-to-face meetings due to the pandemic,
and the impracticable nature of online meetings for some stakeholder groups,
the following engagement has also taken place through ongoing dialogue. This
includes:


Visually Impaired Action Group (VIAG) - ongoing dialogue with the PCC
officer lead for the group who has discussed the detail of the scheme with
VIAG representatives and shared comments and questions back to the
project team. Ongoing dialogue to continue throughout the trial.



Portsmouth Disability Forum - Discussions have taken place via the Chair of
the Portsmouth Disability Forum who has liaised with the group regarding the
details of the project and is in the process of feeding back comments and
questions to the project team. Ongoing dialogue to continue during the trial.



MAKE (Aldingbourne Trust) - MAKE supports individuals with learning
disabilities. Information regarding the scheme has been shared with the
group and questions / comments are being fed back via their Facebook
page.

6.6

Details of the scheme have also been shared with Hovertravel, Portsmouth
Ramblers, Walking Friends Portsmouth, British Cycling, Portsmouth North End
Cycling Club, Her Majesty's Naval Base, BAE Systems, Independent Trade
Representatives, Gunwharf Quays, Portsmouth Historic Dockyard and Lucketts.

6.7

In terms of wider engagement with residents within the City, the Council will be
undertaking public perception surveys to measure attitudes to e-scooters before
and after the trial and assess the impact of behaviour change as a result of the
trial.

7.

Marketing & Communications

7.1

The scheme will have a soft launch and only be promoted for wider commuter
and leisure use when lockdown restrictions enable this.
9
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PCC is working with Solent Transport and Voi to deliver a clear and targeted
marketing and communications plan aimed towards relevant audiences specific
to Portsmouth. As stated, the initial focus of the scheme will be to support NHS
staff and key worker journeys and the project team is engaged with QA, St
Mary's and St James's to promote the scheme to staff.
7.2

Key messaging will work consistently across the Portsmouth region to reassure
users about the main benefits of the e-scooter trial from the outset - safety,
reliability, cleanliness, ease of use and accessibility

7.3

Strong and clear communications will be given on the legal status of private
scooters and how this rental scheme will be the only way that an e-scooter can
be legally ridden on Portsmouth roads. Engagement with the Police will be key,
with the Hampshire Constabulary launching a campaign in the run up to
Christmas setting out the rules around private e-scooter use and explaining
some of the risks and consequences of using them in a public place. The project
team is working collaboratively with the force regarding the trial and the nature
of the engagement moving forward.

7.4

The marketing and communications campaign will operate at both a regional
Solent-wide level and at a local level for Portsmouth's scheme. As a general
principle we will have an overall approach that is flexible and responds to
monitoring information about the schemes in terms of user attitudes, experience
and uptake.

7.5

The communications and marketing campaign is at an advanced stage and is
ready to launch, subject to approval of the scheme.

8.

Reasons for recommendations

8.1

An Experimental Traffic Regulation Order (ETRO) is required to enable
Portsmouth City Council to participate in an e-scooter trial, facilitated by the DfT.
Participating in the e-scooter trial will enable Portsmouth to offer free /
subsidised travel for NHS staff / emergency service workers over coming
months and the e-scooter parking hub locations have been designed to
specifically assist with this essential travel to work. Rental e-scooters at the
hospitals will also be available to the general public. With restrictions expected
to ease over coming months the focus will then turn to the promotion of a
sustainable mode of travel for communities in Portsmouth, whilst access to
public transport capacity remains constrained due to the pandemic.

8.2

Entering into a Vehicle Special Order (VSO) Agreement with the DfT is a
specific project requirement to authorise the use of e-scooters in the trial area.

8.3

The trial will enable e-scooters to be introduced in a controlled and safe manner,
from which we can provide evidence as to their suitability as a transport mode in
10
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Portsmouth. This evidence will feed into the evaluation process being conducted
by the DfT who will consider whether to legalise e-scooters in the future.
8.4

The trial supports the ambitions of Portsmouth's emerging Transport Strategy
2020 - 2023, in particular draft Policy 10 that supports the delivery of innovations
in micro-mobility to promote travel choices and active travel options, along with
the climate change agenda by proactively providing opportunities to promote
sustainable transport.

9.

Integrated impact assessment

9.1

An Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA) has been carried out which has identified
the need for a full Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA).

9.2

A range of stakeholders have been engaged as part of the development of the
scheme, as set out at 6.1 - 6.6 and it is the intention to continue this
engagement throughout the trial, particularly with the Police and Mobility
Groups. The Equalities Impact Assessment will remain a 'live' document for the
duration of the trial and the current version of it is included at Appendix C.

10.

Legal implications

10.1

The VSO, once signed, will authorise the use of such e-scooters as are
approved under the VSO on all roads, including cycle lanes, within the city
boundaries. If it is deemed necessary to restrict their use on specific roads or
specific types of road this will have to be deal with by a traffic regulation order
(TRO).

10.2

It is intended to prohibit the use of e-scooters on roads with a speed limit of
above 40mph for safety reasons.

10.3

The existing TROs in respect of bus lanes and Guildhall Square will have to be
amended to permit the use of e-scooters as this would still be prohibited
notwithstanding the making of the VSO.

10.4

Cycle tracks forming part of the highway will have to be converted into cycle
lanes as the e-scooters are classified as motor vehicles and, as such, are
prohibited from using cycle tracks.

10.5

As it is only intended to be a trial at this stage, it is proposed to seek an
experimental traffic regulation order (ETRO). ETROs can last for up to 18
months and can be made permanent should the trial prove to be successful.

10.6

Although there is no obligation to consult with the general public before
introducing an ETRO, statutory notice must be given if it is intended to make the
order permanent and any person may object to the making the order permanent
11
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within a period of six months from the date of such notice and any such
objection should be taken into account when determining whether or not to
make the order permanent when the ETRO expires.
10.7

The trial is intended to be in place for 10 months until the end of November
2021. The Direction of Regeneration has the authority to modify or suspend the
Order, or any provision of it if it appears to him essential:
(a)
(b)
(c)

In the interests of the expeditious, convenient and safe movement of traffic;
In the interests of providing suitable and adequate on-street parking
facilities; or
For preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which any
road affected by the Order runs.

10.8

If it is proposed to place docking stations on the highway opposite private business
or residential premises, the owners/occupiers of such premises should be made
aware of the proposals and invited to contact the Council if they have any
concerns. Under the Highways Act 1980 it is necessary to obtain consent of any
person having an interest in the proposals before doing so. Notice must be given
of the proposal to install the docks and the public given a period of at least 28
days to comment on the proposals. If a valid objection is received during this
period any dock already installed should be removed immediately and steps taken
to secure consent before reinstating the docking station.

11.

Finance comments

11.1

Project costs associated with the development and running of the E-Scooter
rental trial project will be met by Solent Transport, in accordance with the funding
allocated to the trial as part of the FTZ programme. Solent Transport also fund a
dedicated FTZ Project Manager dedicated to Portsmouth who is coordinating the
implementation of the scheme.

………………………………………………
Signed by:
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Appendices:
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix C

Frequently asked Questions
Voi Scheme Details
Integrated Impact Assessment / Equalities
Impact Assessment

Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a
material extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of
document
Transport Recovery Plan

Location

Government guidance on escooter trials

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/e-scooter-trials-guidance-for-users

Solent Transport Joint Committee
papers

https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/g4512/Public%20repo
rts%20pack%2029th-Jun2020%2011.00%20Solent%20Transport%20Joint%20Committ
ee.pdf?T=10

Portsmouth City Council escooter webpage

https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/parking-travel-and-roads/travel/escooters

Electric Scooter Trials & Traffic
Signs (Coronavirus) Regulations
& General Directions 2020

The Electric Scooter Trials and Traffic Signs (Coronavirus)
Regulations and General Directions 2020
(legislation.gov.uk)

Portsmouth E-Scooter Rental
Trial Scheme Traffic &
Transportation Committee Report
(September 2020)

https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s28007/Portsm
outh Rental E-scooter Trial.pdf

https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieDecisionDetails.aspx?AIId=132
36

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………
………………………………………………
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Portsmouth E-Scooter Rental Trial Scheme
Appendix A

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
What are the micro-mobility trials?
The Department for Transport (DfT) have brought forward and extended e-scooter
trials, to aid response to COVID measures, and to inform future legislation on escooter use.
The trials would be for up to 12 months and would provide essential insights for the
council on how e-scooters contribute to the transport mix in Portsmouth, as well as
learning from other local authorities and data collected by the Department for
Transport (DfT).
Why have the DfT fast tracked trials?
The DfT have brought forward and expanded e-scooter trials to support a ‘green’
restart of local travel and to help mitigate the impact of reduced public transport
capacity. The trials will help to inform future changes in legislation on e-scooter use.
The DfT see e-scooters as offering the potential for fast, clean and inexpensive
travel, which will help to ease the burden on transport networks and allow for social
distancing. They also offer an alternative transport mode in the long-term.
What are e-scooters?
E-scooters are designed around a traditional kick scooter but have an electric motor
allowing the user to coast between 5mph (walking speed) and 15.5mph. E-scooters
provide an attractive alternative for short commutes and journeys or sightseeing (~3
mile distances or less). This allows users to travel standing on the e-scooter, using
the handlebar to control acceleration and braking. The e-scooters would be available
on short-term hire (pay per minute), with monthly bundles available.
Who would be delivering the service?
A procurement exercise has been undertaken to identify Voi as the Council's
Scheme Operator.
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When would the trial begin?
If the trial is approved, Voi would introduce e-scooters to the City from mid-March
in line with DfT deadlines for the trial. A low number of e-scooters would be
introduced to start, increasing numbers over a few weeks in line with demand and
approval from Portsmouth City Council (PCC), once comfortable with street
operations. The introduction of the parking locations will also be phased at the
launch stage.
How would the service be managed?
Voi will be responsible for providing, operating and maintaining the e-scooter fleet
and parking racks. This includes ensuring there are systems in place to monitor escooters and be able to use rebalancing to ensure demand is met; operating a 24/7
service; and maintenance of e-scooters.
What are the benefits of Portsmouth participating in the trial?
Introducing a shared e-scooter rental scheme as part of a trial offers the opportunity
to bring e-scooters into Portsmouth's transport mix in a small-scale, controlled,
closely monitored environment. The trial would provide us with the opportunity to
understand the market, user behaviour and perception of micro-mobility transport
within Portsmouth by non-users and users. The trial period would also provide the
opportunity to understand how e-scooters complement other transport options in the
city.
Regular contact with other local authorities, particularly those in the Solent
Region also running trials, will enable us to learn from trials in other areas, and
where we may look to make changes to our operations.
Are PCC able to adjust operations during the trial?
Participating in the trials allows for e-scooters to be introduced to Portsmouth in a
controlled manner.
PCC would have full control of the trial, and would work in partnership with Voi on
how the e-scooter scheme would run. The council would have control over parking
locations, the rate of deployment of e-scooters, the service area, and identification of
slow speed zones. Regular contact and meetings with Voi and council officers would
ensure any adjustments can be made through the duration of the trial. Voi are also
able to provide data to help PCC make informed decisions on the trial.
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How would the service be evaluated?
The DfT are undertaking their own evaluation of the trials. This would be shared with
participating local authorities. PCC will be able to gain access to this data. This
evaluation will broadly cover;







Safety of e-scooters;
Who is using them;
The impact on the transport system (modal shift, integration with other
transport modes);
Public perceptions of e-scooters;
Outcomes seen in differing areas;
Lessons learned from implementation.

PCC is also undertaking before and after surveys, focusing on public perceptions of e-scooters
and their impact on the transport system.
What is the maximum speed of scooters and how would this be controlled?
The maximum speed of an e-scooter is capped at 15.5mph. This is a requirement set
by the DfT. Voi will be able to restrict speed on certain areas of the city for safety of
users and non-users.
Who is able to ride an e-scooter?
As part of DfT requirements, users must hold at least a provisional driving license to
ride an e-scooter (with some international licenses also accepted).
Where would e-scooters be able to ride?
The DfT have stated that e-scooters would be treated similarly to electrically-assisted
pedal cycles (EPACS) as they have a similar road presence. E-scooters would
therefore be allowed to ride on roads and cycle lanes but not pavements.
How do we ensure rider safety and safety of non-users?
Voi has set out how they will educate users about riding safely and appropriately,
including encouraging helmet use. They have also set out measures they have to
ensure safe parking, including having designated parking racks.
Voi are also able to use geo-fencing to restrict e-scooter access and/or speed on
certain streets within the city centre, such as pedestrianised streets. This will
improve safety in areas of high pedestrian usage.
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What insurance is in place?
Voi has the DfT requirements for insurance, and are able to provide fully
comprehensive motor vehicle insurance for riders.
How would hygiene be considered in response to COVID-19?
Voi has outlined a robust process and measures it has in place in response, and to
address, COVID-19. These measures ensure the safety of both users and their
staff. They also ensure that e-scooters will be cleaned on a regular basis and users
will be reminded of guidance on hand cleansing.
How would we address e-scooters contributing to street clutter?
The approach to safe parking in PCC will be to adopt a system of designated parking
racks within Mandatory Parking Zone (which instructs the user where to park) rather
than a dockless system (this is where the e-scooters are left at the user’s discretion).
This approach will reduce street clutter. Users will incur penalties if not parked in the
correct place. Generally the e-scooters have stands which ensure they are kept
upright and technology can be used to identify fallen e- scooters.
How would the e-scooter scheme be advertised across the city?
The e-scooter scheme would be advertised across the city through PCC and Voi's
communication channels. A communications plan has been drawn up, and PCC will
work with Voi, Solent Transport and the DfT on informing and educating the public on
the trial.
What is the impact on the blind and partially sighted, elderly people and those
with small children? How are concerns being addressed?
Concerns have been raised by the RNIB and other national organisations around the
impact of e-scooters on the blind and partially sighted. The RNIB have outlined
recommendations for local authorities and e-scooter providers.
PCC and Voi recognise the need to mitigate the impact of e-scooters on this group
and have addressed a number of the recommendations set out by the RNIB for
introducing e-scooters. These include, but are not limited to:




Designated parking racks within Mandatory Parking Zones for e-scooters;
Restricting access to certain areas and slow speed zones;
Systems in place to encourage safe and appropriate parking, with systems in
place to respond to poor parking.

PCC and Voi have also engaged with local organisations in Portsmouth to discuss
how their operations may affect those with sight loss.
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Have the police been consulted and what are their views?
PCC, Voi and the Hampshire Constabulary will work collaboratively in the run-up and
during the trial to respond to any issues or concerns.
How will the police identify between legal (rental) e-scooters vs illegal (private)
scooters?
A requirement of the Council's e-scooter operator is to ensure their e-scooters are clearly
identifiable and this is being developed for launch. This will make it clear to identify
which e-scooter is part of the trial and which is a private e-scooter. The Voi escooters will also have unique vehicle ID plates.
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N̹úÞŌ̹ŕŌłƱ̹ƂŷćÞĿ̹ħĬĠħłƱ̹ŕğ̹Ƌħć̹úÞŌ̹āŕ̹ÞƋƋĬƋƓāć̹
ÞŌā̹ƋćŌÞúĬƋƱ̹ŕğ̹Ƌħć̹ƋćÞŊ̹Ƌŕ̹ƂħÞŷć̹Ƌħć̹
ŷźŕāƓúƋ̹ÞŌā̹úÞŷÞùĬłĬƋĬćƂ̹Ƌŕ̹ƂƓĬƋ̹ŕƓź̹
ƂƋźććƋƂúÞŷćƂ̹ÞŌā̹ĬŌāĬƪĬāƓÞł̹źćŹƓĬźćŊćŌƋƂ̹̕
ÊŕƓłā̹N̹źćúŕŊŊćŌā̹ÉŕĬ̹̐ÞùƂŕłƓƋćłƱ̘̕

.XUW6XOOLYDQ3ULQFLSDO7UDIILF
2IILFHU%LUPLQJKDP&LW\&RXQFLO

ÇjēŊƴǛƴġƦƴŊūŸŭŊöŢƦ

̯Êć̲ƪć̹ùććŌ̹ŷÞźƋĬúƓłÞźłƱ̹ĬŊŷźćƂƂćā̹ÞƋ̹Ƌħć̹
źÞƋć̹ŕğ̹ƋćúħŌŕłŕĠĬúÞł̹ÞŌā̹ŕŷćźÞƋĬŕŌÞł̹
ćƪŕłƓƋĬŕŌ̹ćƪĬāćŌƋ̹ƂĬŌúć̹łÞƓŌúħ̹̕«ħĬƂ̹úŕƓŷłćā̹
ƫĬƋħ̹Þ̹ƫĬłłĬŌĠŌćƂƂ̹Ƌŕ̹ƫŕźĿ̹ƫĬƋħ̹źćĠĬŕŌÞł̹ÞŌā̹
ŌÞƋĬŕŌÞł̹ŕźĠÞŌĬƂÞƋĬŕŌƂ̹ƂƓúħ̹ÞƂ̹Ƌħć̹ŕłĬúć̹̐
kN̹ćƋú̹ħÞƂ̹łćā̹Ƌŕ̹Þ̹ŷŕƂĬƋĬŕŌ̹ŕğ̹ŊƓúħ̹
ĬŊŷźŕƪćā̹úŕŌǃāćŌúć̹ĬŌ̹Ƌħć̹ƫĬāćź̹
úŕŊŊƓŌĬƋƱ̕
̹NŌ̹ÉŕĬ̹ƫć̹ħÞƪć̹Þ̹ŊŕùĬłĬƋƱ̹ŷÞźƋŌćź̹ƫħŕ̹ƫĬłł̹
ŊÞĿć̹ƋħĬƂ̹ƂúħćŊć̹Þ̹źćĠĬŕŌÞł̹ƂƓúúćƂƂ̰̕

0DUN&ROOLQV,QQRYDWLRQ
,QWHJUDWLRQ/HDG7UDQVSRUWIRU
:HVW0LGODQGV


̯ćĬŌĠ̹Þ̹ƱŕƓŌĠ̹āƱŌÞŊĬú̹úŕŊŷÞŌƱ̹ƋħćƱ̹Þźć̹
ƪćźƱ̹źćƂŷŕŌƂĬƪć̹ÞŌā̹ŹƓĬúĿ̹Ƌŕ̹āćłĬƪćź̕
Êć̹ħÞƪć̹ğŕƓŌā̹ÉŕĬ̹Ƌŕ̹ùć̹ÞŌ̹ćŌƋħƓƂĬÞƂƋĬú̹̐
ǄćưĬùłć̹̐źćƂŷŕŌƂĬùłć̹ÞŌā̹ŷźŕğćƂƂĬŕŌÞł̹
ŷÞźƋŌćź̹Ƌŕ̹úŕłłÞùŕźÞƋć̹ƫĬƋħ̹ğŕź̹ŕƓź̹ć̨ƂúŕŕƋćź̹
ƋźĬÞł̕
ÉŕĬ̹Þźć̹Þ̹ĠźćÞƋ̹ŷÞźƋŌćź̹Ƌŕ̹úħŕŕƂć̹ÞŌā̹ƫĬłł̹
ĠĬƪć̹ƱŕƓ̹ćƪćźƱ̹úħÞŌúć̹ğŕź̹ƂƓúúćƂƂ̰̕

$OH[1DXJKWRQ7UDQVSRUW3ROLF\
2IILFHU/LYHUSRRO&LW\5HJLRQ
&RPELQHG$XWKRULW\
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̯AźŕŊ̹Ƌħć̹ŕƓƋƂćƋ̹ÉŕĬ̲Ƃ̹úŕŊŊĬƋŊćŌƋ̹ÞŌā̹
ŷźŕğćƂƂĬŕŌÞł̹ÞŷŷźŕÞúħ̹ħÞƂ̹ƂħŕŌć̹ƋħźŕƓĠħ̹̹̕
«ħćƱ̲ƪć̹ŊÞāć̹ƂƓźć̹ƋħÞƋ̹ƋħćƱ̹ƓŌāćźƂƋÞŌā̹Ƌħć̹
āĬǀćźĬŌĠ̹ŌććāƂ̹ŕğ̹ŕƓź̹źćĠĬŕŌ̹ƫćłł̹ÞŌā̹ƋħćƱ̲ƪć̹
ùććŌ̹ǄćưĬùłć̹ÞŌā̹ÞāÞŷƋÞùłć̹ĬŌ̹ƋÞĬłŕźĬŌĠ̹
ÞŷŷźŕÞúħćƂ̹Ƌŕ̹ŊććƋ̹ŕƓź̹ƋźÞŌƂŷŕźƋ̹ÞŌā̹ƫĬāćź̹
źćĠĬŕŌÞł̹ŕùļćúƋĬƪćƂ̹̹̕N̲ƪć̹ùććŌ̹ĬŊŷźćƂƂćā̹ƫĬƋħ̹
ÉŕĬ̲Ƃ̹ÞŷŷźŕÞúħ̹Ƃŕ̹ğÞź̹ÞŌā̹ƫć̲źć̹łŕŕĿĬŌĠ̹
ğŕźƫÞźā̹Ƌŕ̹úŕŌƋĬŌƓĬŌĠ̹Ƌŕ̹ƫŕźĿ̹ƫĬƋħ̹ƋħćŊ̹
ƋħźŕƓĠħŕƓƋ̹Ƌħć̹ć̨ƂúŕŕƋćź̹ƋźĬÞł̹ŷćźĬŕā̰̕
-DVRQ+XPP+HDGRI7UDQVSRUW
:HVWRI(QJODQG&RPELQHG
$XWKRULW\

wŸĒŊŢŊƦöƴŊŸŭöŭĚƦēńġūġĚġǔġŢŸƛūġŭƴ͆öƛńöƦġĚöƛƛƞŸöēń
àġƦēöŢġƞġƦƛŸŭƦŊĒŢǛöŭĚƦöĻġŢǛ͇ĒöƦġĚŸŭƼƴŊŢŊƦöƴŊŸŭöŭĚŊŭēŢŸƦġ
ēŸŢŢöĒŸƞöƴŊŸŭǕŊƴńƴńġēŸƼŭēŊŢǕŊƴńŸŭļŸŊŭļśŸŊŭƴġǔöŢƼöƴŊŸŭ͌
wöƞēń͡yŸǔ̈̆̈̇͆
ƼŊŢĚ0ĻǫēŊġŭēŊġƦ

wŊĚ͡wöƞēń̈̆̈̇͆
§ƞġŢŊūŊŭöƞǛIŢġġƴmöƼŭēń

ªġǫŭġƴŸƦƴƞġöūŢŊŭġöēēġƦƦöēƞŸƦƦ
ƴńġēŊƴǛ͑ŊūƛƞŸǔġēŸŭŭġēƴŊŸŭƦǕŊƴń
ƴƞöŭƦŊƴ͑ūŸŭŊƴŸƞöŭĚŊŭēƞġöƦġǬġġƴ
ƦŊǥġ͌

XŭŊƴŊöŢĚġƛŢŸǛūġŭƴ͇ƛƼĒŢŊēƦöĻġƴǛ
ġǔġŭƴƦöŭĚēŸūūƼŭŊƴǛŸƼƴƞġöēń͌
IŸŢŢŸǕ̇̆͡ƛŸŊŭƴŢöƼŭēńƛŢöŭ͌

VW

3KDVH

QG

3KDVH

höŭ͡wöƞēń̈̆̈̇͆
0ŭļöļġ͇§ŢöŭöŭĚÀġƦƴ

0ŭļöļġǕŊƴńŢŸēöŢ
ƦƴöŞġńŸŢĚġƞƦ͇ŊŭēŢƼĚŊŭļƴńġ
§ŸŢŊēġöŭĚǔƼŢŭġƞöĒŢġļƞŸƼƛƦ͌
wöƛƛŊŭļŸƼƴŸĻŸƛġƞöƴŊŸŭöŢ
ǥŸŭġƦöŭĚŊĚġŭƴŊĻǛƛöƞŞŊŭļ
ŭŸĚġƦ͌ÇŭĚġƞƴöŞġƞŊļŸƞŸƼƦ
ƛƞġ͡ŢöƼŭēńƴġƦƴŊŭļ͌


UG

3KDVH

WK

3KDVH

wöƞēń͡yŸǔ̈̆̈̇͆
Ěöƛƴτ²ēöŢġ

JƞŸǕƴŸĻƼŢŢŊŭŊƴŊöŢǬġġƴ
ƦŊǥġöŭĚŊŭēƞġöƦġ
ūöƞŞġƴŊŭļƴŸƴƞöŊŭöŭĚ
öƴƴƞöēƴƞŊĚġƞƦ͌XūƛƞŸǔġ
ƦġƞǔŊēġĒöƦġĚŸŭēŸŭƦƴöŭƴ
ĻġġĚĒöēŞöŭĚġǚƴġŭƦŊǔġ
ĚöƴöļöƴńġƞŊŭļ͌
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yŸǔ͍̈̆̈̇͡
ÀƞŊöŢēŸŭƴŊŭƼġƦ͍

§ŸƦƦŊĒŊŢŊƴǛŸĻƴƞŊöŢġǚƴġŭƦŊŸŭ
öŭĚ͒Ÿƞġ͡ƦēŸŸƴġƞŢġļŊƦŢöƴŊŸŭ
ĒǛ(ĻÀƞġƦƼŢƴŊŭļŊŭ
ƛŸƦƦŊĒŊŢŊƴǛĻŸƞŢŸŭļġƞ
ēŸŭƴƞöēƴĒġƴǕġġŭßŸŊöŭĚ
§ŸƞƴƦūŸƼƴń

wŸĒŊŢŊƦöƴŊŸŭ͆XŭǔġƦƴŊŭļŸƼƞÇjġǚƛġƞŊġŭēġ

àġöŭöŢǛƦġĚÇjƞŊĚġĚöƴööŭĚĻġġĚĒöēŞēŸŢŢġēƴġĚĻƞŸū!ŸƼŭēŊŢƦöŭĚŢŸēöŢƦƴöŞġńŸŢĚġƞƦƴŸ
ĚġǔġŢŸƛƴńġĻŸŢŢŸǕŊŭļ̇̆͡ƛŸŊŭƴŢöƼŭēńƛŢöŭ͇ĻŸƞƦöĻġöŭĚƦƼēēġƦƦĻƼŢŢöƼŭēńġƦ͌

˟˞́ŚıőƔ͓aãƜőÿĬ͓Ňãő͓ĤŚƀ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ
̆̇

möƼŭēńǕŊƴńöēŸŭƦġƞǔöƴŊǔġǬġġƴƦŊǥġŸĻ̇̆̆

̆̌

ªġĒöŢöŭēġĒġƴǕġġŭ̇̆ƛū̌͡öū͌

̆̈

mŊūŊƴġĚŭƼūĒġƞŸĻƛöƞŞŊŭļǥŸŭġƦöƴŢöƼŭēń

̆̍

ĚöƛƴŸƛġƞöƴŊŭļǕŊŭĚŸǕƴŸyR²ƦńŊĻƴƦ

̆̉

ÀġƦƴ͡ƞŊĚġļġŸĻġŭēġƦƛƞŊŸƞƴŸŢöƼŭēń͌

̆̎

ªġƦƛŸŭĚƴŸńŸƴƦƛŸƴƦ͌

̆̊

mŊūŊƴūöǚ͌ƦƛġġĚƴŸ̇̆ūƛńŊŭǫƞƦƴūŸŭƴń͌

̆̏

̆̋

0ĚƼēöƴġŸŭŢŊŭġǔŊößŸŊġ͡ĚƞŊǔŊŭļƦēńŸŸŢ͌

̇̆

ġƴöēƴŊēöŢǕŊƴńŊŭĻƞöƦƴƞƼēƴƼƞġ͌
²ēöŢġƦġŭƦŊĒŢǛŊŭŢŊŭġǕŊƴńĚġūöŭĚ

Ɣ͓aãƜőÿĮ͓̆AŚÿƜƈ͓Śő͓͋ČƈƈČőƔıãŇ͓ƔƀãƳČŇ͓͌ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔıőĥ͓ƔƀãƳČŇ͓ĤŚƀ͓_Čƺ͓ÎŚƀńČƀƈ͓ƔŚ͓ãőĆ͓ĤƀŚŏ͓ńČƺ͓ŽŚıőƔƈ͓ŚĤ͓
ıőƔČƀČƈƔ͓̻Č̮ḫ͓̂ĬŚƈŽıƔãŇ͓ƔŚ͓ƔƀãőƈŽŚƀƔ͓ĬƜþ̴͓͓ÿıƔƺ͓ÿČőƔƀČ̼
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§ƞġĻġƞƞġĚƞŸƼƴġƦöŭĚƛƞŸƛŸƦġĚŢöƼŭēńŸƛġƞöƴŊŭļöƞġö
'5$)7

§öƞŞŊŭļńƼĒŞġǛ͆
Jƞġġŭ͆mŸēöƴŊŸŭöļƞġġĚ
æġŢŢŸǕ͒͒ĒŢƼġ͆ÇŭĚġƞ
ƞġǔŊġǕ
ªġĚ͆RŸƦƛŊƴöŢŢŸēöƴŊŸŭƦ

3UHIHUUHGURXWHV
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ªöƴŊŸŭöŢġĻŸƞŢöƞļġƞŸƛġƞöƴŊŭļöƞġö
'5$)7

䚉

䚉



²ġƞǔŊēŊŭļöŢŢyR²ǕŸƞŞġƞƦŊŭ§ŸƞƴƦūŸƼƴńǕŊƴńĻƞġġƞŊĚġƦĻŸƞ
ġƦƦġŭƴŊöŢƴƞöǔġŢ
mŸǕġƞġ͡ƦēŸŸƴġƞĚġŭƦŊƴǛ͛ēŢƼƴƴġƞ͜ƛġƞŞṻĚƼƞŊŭļƴńġŢöƼŭēń
ƛńöƦġƴŸöŢŢŸǕƴńġƛƼĒŢŊēöŭĚƴƞöŭƦƛŸƞƴƛƞŸǔŊĚġƞƦƴŸļġƴ
ĻöūŊŢŊöƞǕŊƴńƴńġġ͡ƦēŸŸƴġƞƦ

䚉

wŸƞġƛöƞŞŊŭļŸƛƴŊŸŭƦήūŸƞġśŸƼƞŭġǛƦήńŊļńġƞöĚŸƛƴŊŸŭή
ūŸĚöŢƦńŊĻƴ

䚉

²ġƴƦƴńġƦēġŭġĻŸƞĻƼƞƴńġƞƛńöƦġƦǕŊƴńūŸƞġġ͡ƦēŸŸƴġƞƦöŭĚ
ūŸƞġńƼĒƦ

1+6:RUNHUVUHVLGHQFHVDQG
SURSRVHGKXEV
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ßŸŊͬƦŸƛġƞöƴŊŸŭƦ

JġŸĻġŭēġĚǥŸŭġƦƴŸļƼŊĚġƦöĻġöŭĚēŸūƛŢŊöŭƴƼƦġ͌͌
yŸƞŊĚŊŭļǥŸŭġƦ
Ǖńġƞġ ƼƦġƞƦ öƞġ ŭŸƴ öŢŢŸǕġĚ ƴŸ ƼƦġ ƴńġ ƦēŸŸƴġƞ ͛ġ͌ļ͌
ƛöǔġūġŭƴ͇ƛöƞŞƦöŭĚēġūġƴġƞŊġƦ͜

ĚǔöŭēġĚļġŸĻġŭēŊŭļĻŸƞƦöĻġöŭĚ
ƞġƦƛŸŭƦŊĒŢġƼƦġ

²ŢŸǕƦƛġġĚǥŸŭġƦ
ǕńġƞġƦƛġġĚŊƦƞġĚƼēġĚ͛ġ͌ļ͌ŭġöƞĒŸĚŊġƦŸĻǕöƴġƞ͇ĒƼƦǛ
öƞġöƦ͜

ēēƼƞöƴġļġŸĻġŭēŊŭļġŭöĒŢġƦƼƦƴŸūġġƴ
ƞġƦƴƞŊēƴŊŸŭƦƦġƴĒǛ(ĻÀöŭĚēŸƼŭēŊŢƦ͌

yŸƛöƞŞŊŭļǥŸŭġƦ
ƴŸ ƛƞŸƴġēƴ Ÿƴńġƞ ƞŸöĚ öŭĚ ƼƞĒöŭ Ʀƛöēġ ƼƦġƞƦ ͛ġ͌ļ͌
ƛġĚġƦƴƞŊöŭöƞġöƦ͇ƛöƞŞƦ͇ƛöǔġūġŭƴƦ͜
XŭēġŭƴŊǔŊƦġĚƛöƞŞŊŭļǥŸŭġƦ
ƴŸļƼŊĚġƛöƞŞŊŭļƴŸĚġĚŊēöƴġĚǥŸŭġƦ͌ÇƦġƞƦöƞġƛƞŸǔŊĚġĚ
ö ĚŊƦēŸƼŭƴ Ǖńġŭ ƴńġǛ ƦƼēēġƦƦĻƼŢŢǛ ġŭĚ ö ƞŊĚġ Ŋŭ ƴńġƦġ
öƞġöƦ͌

ßŸŊƼƦġƦŊŭĚƼƦƴƞǛ͡ŢġöĚŊŭļJ§²öŭĚö
ƛƞŸƛƞŊġƴöƞǛ̊JXŸÀ͛ēŸūūƼŭŊēöƴŊŸŭƦūŸĚƼŢġ͜
ƴŸƦƼƛƛŸƞƴļġŸĻġŭēŊŭļ͌

wöŭĚöƴŸƞǛƛöƞŞŊŭļǥŸŭġƦ
ƴŸ ūöŭĚöƴġ ƛöƞŞŊŭļ Ŋŭ ēġƞƴöŊŭ ńƼĒƦ ͛ġƝƼŊǔöŢġŭƴ ƴŸ
ĚŸēŞŊŭļūŸĚġŢ͌͜
ƛġƞöƴŊŭļǥŸŭġ
ŸƛġƞöƴŊŸŭöŢöƞġöĻŸƞƴńġƦġƞǔŊēġöŭĚƴƞŊöŢ͌
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§ŸƞƴƦūŸƼƴńƦƴöŞġńŸŢĚġƞġŭļöļġūġŭƴ
ÍŚı͓ČőĥãĥČƈ͓ƴıƔĬ͓
ã͓ƳãƀıČƔƺ͓ŚĤ͓ńČƺ͓
ÿıƔƺ͓ƈƔãńČĬŚŇĆČƀƈ

ßƼŢŭġƞöĒŢġ͒ġƝƼöŢŊƴŊġƦļƞŸƼƛƦ

ÍŚı͓ƀČĥƜŇãƀŇƺ͓ČőĥãĥČƈ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ƳãƀıŚƜƈ͓
ƈƔãńČĬŚŇĆČƀ͓ĥƀŚƜŽƈ͓ıő͓ƔĬČ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓Ώ͓͓
¢ŚŇČőƔ͓ƀČĥıŚő̮

0ūġƞļġŭēǛƦġƞǔŊēġƦ

¯ĬČƈČ͓ƈČƈƈıŚőƈ͓ãƀČ͓ıőƔČőĆČĆ͓ƔŚ͓ĆƀıƳČ͓
ãƴãƀČőČƈƈ͓ŚĤ͓ÍŚı͌ƈ͓ŚŽČƀãƔıŚőƈ͓ãőĆ͓
ÿŚŇŇãþŚƀãƔČ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ČƹƔČƀőãŇ͓ƈƔãńČĬŚŇĆČƀƈ̩͓
ıőÿŇƜĆıőĥ͓ƳƜŇőČƀãþŇČ͓ĥƀŚƜŽƈ̩͓
ČŏČƀĥČőÿƺ͓ƈČƀƳıÿČƈ͓ãőĆ͓ŇãőĆŚƴőČƀƈ̮



Ɣ͓*őĥãĥČŏČőƔ͓ƈČƈƈıŚő͓ƴıƔĬ͓ŇŚÿãŇ͓ÿƺÿŇıőĥ̴ƴãŇńıőĥ͓ĥƀŚƜŽƈ͓Śő͓ˠ˞͓]ãőƜãƀƺ̩͓ŽŚƈıƔıƳČ͓ƈČƈƈıŚő͓
ƴıƔĬ͓ƀČŽƀČƈČőƔãƔıƳČƈ͓ĤƀŚŏ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓ƺÿŇČ͓AŚƀƜŏ̩͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓AƀıČőĆƈ͓ŚĤ͓ƔĬČ͓*ãƀƔĬ̩͓
¢ƜƈƔƀãőƈ͓ãőĆ͓ƺÿŇıőĥ͓¶_
Ɣ͓¶ŽĆãƔČ͓ƔŚ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓ÍıƈƜãŇŇƺ͓NŏŽãıƀČĆ͓ÿƔıŚő͓BƀŚƜŽ͓̻ÍNB̼͓ŽƀČƈČőƔČĆ͓þƺ͓͓
ƀČŽƀČƈČőƔãƔıƳČ̩͓ƔƀıãŇ͓ıőĤŚƀŏãƔıŚő͓ƈĬãƀČĆ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓$ıƈãþıŇıƔƺ͓AŚƀƜŏ͓ãőĆ͓i_*͓
̻ŇĆıőĥþŚƜƀőČ͓¯ƀƜƈƔ̼̳͓ŚőĥŚıőĥ͓ĆıãŇŚĥƜČ͓ƔŚ͓ÿŚőƔıőƜČ͓

Ɣ͓_ıÿń́Śǉ͓ŏČČƔıőĥ͓ĬČŇĆ͓ƴıƔĬ͓iãƀÿƜƈ͓_ČőőČĆƺ͓ĤƀŚŏ͓IãŏŽƈĬıƀČ͓ŚőƈƔãþƜŇãƀƺ͓ƔŚ͓ıőƔƀŚĆƜÿČ͓ƔŚ͓
ÍŚı̮͓ČÿƜƀƀıőĥ͓ƈČƈƈıŚőƈ͓ƔŚ͓þČ͓ãƀƀãőĥČĆ͓ƔŚ͓ĆƀıƳČ͓ÿŇŚƈČ͓ČőĥãĥČŏČőƔ͓ƔŚƴãƀĆƈ͓ƔĬČ͓ƔƀıãŇ͓ŇãƜőÿĬ
Ɣ͓NőƔƀŚĆƜÿƔŚƀƺ͓ƈČƈƈıŚő͓ĬČŇĆ͓ƴıƔĬ͓IãŏŽƈĬıƀČ͓AıƀČ͓Ώ͓ČƈÿƜČ͓¢ČƀƳıÿČ̩͓ƈıƔČ͓ƳıƈıƔ͓ŚĤ͓ÍŚı͓ƴãƀČĬŚƜƈČ͓
ƔŚ͓þČ͓ãƀƀãőĥČĆ͓ƴĬČő͓ƈıƔČ͓ÿŚőǌƀŏČĆ

möŭĚŸǕŭġƞƦτĒƼƦŊŭġƦƦġƦ

Ɣ͓¢ƔãńČĬŚŇĆČƀ͓þƀıČǌőĥƈ͓þČıőĥ͓ƜőĆČƀƔãńČő͓ƴıƔĬ͓¢ŚŇČőƔ͓kI¢͓¯ƀƜƈƔ͓˦͓AČþƀƜãƀƺ͓ãőĆ͓ŽƀČƳıŚƜƈŇƺ͓
ČőĥãĥČĆ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓IŚƈŽıƔãŇƈ͓kI¢͓¯ƀƜƈƔ
Ɣ͓ÍŚı͓Ώ͓͓ŽƀČƈČőƔČĆ͓ƔŚ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓¶őıƳČƀƈıƔƺ̩͓ƔƀãőƈŽŚƀƔ͓ÿŚŏŽãőıČƈ͓ıőÿŇƜĆıőĥ͓BŚƈŽŚƀƔ͓
AČƀƀƺ͓Ώ͓IŚƳČƀƔƀãƳČŇ̩͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓NőƔČƀőãƔıŚőãŇ͓ŚƀƔ̩͓¢ƔãĥČÿŚãÿĬ͓¢ŚƜƔĬ̩͓Ώ͓AıƀƈƔBƀŚƜŽ
Ɣ͓͓ŇıÿČőÿıőĥ͓ƔČãŏ͓þƀıČǌőĥ͓ƜőĆČƀƔãńČő͓ƴıƔĬ͓ƀČĥãƀĆƈ͓ƔŚ͓Ɣãƹı̴ŽƀıƳãƔČ͓ĬıƀČ͓ƔƀãĆČ͓ıő͓
ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓̻ŏČČƔıőĥ͓ƴıƔĬ͓Ɣãƹı͓ƔƀãĆČ͓ƔŚ͓þČ͓ãƀƀãőĥČĆ͓ƈĬŚƀƔŇƺ̼
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(ĻÀ!ŸūƛŢŊöŭƴ
ÍŚı͓Ĭãƈ͓ƈƜþŏıƔƔČĆ͓ãŽŽŇıÿãƔıŚőƈ͓ĤŚƀ͓ã͓ÍČĬıÿŇČ͓
¢ŽČÿıãŇ͓ tƀĆČƀ͓ ̻Í¢t̼͓ ƔŚ͓ ƔĬČ͓ $ČŽãƀƔŏČőƔ͓ ĤŚƀ͓
¯ƀãőƈŽŚƀƔ͓ ̻$Ĥ¯̼͓ ĤŚƀ͓ ˡ͓ Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓ ŏŚĆČŇƈ̩͓
ƴĬıÿĬ͓ĬãƳČ͓aa͓þČČő͓ãŽŽƀŚƳČĆ̮

ßŸŊ0͡²ēŸŸƴġƞƦ

ÍŚıãĥČƀ͓ˡÓ
ÍŚı͌ƈ͓ÿƜƀƀČőƔ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓ŏŚĆČŇ̩͓ƔĬČ͓ÍŚıãĥČƀ͓ˡÓ̩͓
ıƈ͓ƔĬČ͓ŏŚƈƔ͓ãĆƳãőÿČĆ̩͓ƈãĤČƈƔ̩͓ãőĆ͓ƈƜƈƔãıőãþŇČ͓
Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓ŏŚĆČŇ͓ıő͓ƔĬČ͓ŏãƀńČƔ̮
ÍŚı͓ıƈ͓ƔĬČ͓ǌƀƈƔ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓ŚŽČƀãƔŚƀ͓ƔŚ͓ÿŚőĆƜÿƔ͓
ã͓ĤƜŇŇ͓ıőĆČŽČőĆČőƔ͓aıĤČ͓ƺÿŇČ͓őãŇƺƈıƈ̩͓þƺ͓
*ƀőƈƔ͓Ώ͓ÔŚƜőĥ͓̻*Ô̼̮͓¯Ĭıƈ͓ƀČŽŚƀƔ͓ƳČƀıǌČĆ͓ƔĬãƔ͓
ÍŚı͌ƈ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓ĬãƳČ͓ã͓ŇıĤČƈŽãő͓ƜŽ͓ƔŚ͓ˣ͓ƺČãƀƈ͓
ãőĆ͓Ĭãƈ͓ƺıČŇĆČĆ͓ŚƳČƀ͓˥˟͓ƀČĆƜÿƔıŚő͓ıő͓
ČŏıƈƈıŚőƈ͓ƈıőÿČ͓]ãőƜãƀƺ͓ˠ˞˟˧̮

͓
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ßŸŊöļġƞ̉åßġńŊēŢġ²ƛġē
Ɣ ˤ˞͓ŏıŇČ͓ƀãőĥČ̴͓͓ˣ͓ƺČãƀ͓ŇıĤČƈŽãő
Ɣ iãƹ͓ƈŽČČĆ͓˟ˣ̮ˣŏŽĬ̴͓͓ˣ˞˞Î͓ŽŚƴČƀ̴͓͓˟ˣ͓
ƈŇŚŽČ
Ɣ ¢ƴãŽŽãþŇČ͓þãƔƔČƀƺ
Ɣ ČãÿŚő͓ƔŚ͓ƈĬŚƴ͓ãƳãıŇãþıŇıƔƺ
Ɣ $ŚƜþŇČ͓ĬƺĆƀãƜŇıÿ͓ƈƜƈŽČőƈıŚő͓ĤŚƀ͓ƈŏŚŚƔĬČƀ͓
ƀıĆČƈ͓
Ɣ $ƜãŇ͓ńıÿńƈƔãőĆ
Ɣ $ƜãŇ͓ƀãńıőĥ͓ƈƺƈƔČŏ͓
Ɣ ˢB͓ÿŚőőČÿƔıŚő͓ĤŚƀ͓ĤãƈƔČƀ͓ƜőŇŚÿńıőĥ̴ŇŚÿńıőḫ̂
Ɣ ĆƳãőÿČĆ͓B¢
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§ńǛƦŊēöŢŊŭĻƞöƦƴƞƼēƴƼƞġ
Ɣ

ÍŚı͓ƈƔƀŚőĥŇƺ͓ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔƈ͓ƔĬČ͓ıőƈƔãŇŇãƔıŚő͓ŚĤ͓ŽĬƺƈıÿãŇ͓ıőĤƀãƈƔƀƜÿƔƜƀČ͓ãƔ͓
ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓ŏãőĆãƔŚƀƺ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓ĬƜþƈ̮͓¯Ĭıƈ͓ıőÿŇƜĆČƈ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓ƀãÿńƈ͓
ãőĆ͓ǍŚŚƀ͓ƳıőƺŇƈ̮͓

Ɣ

ÎĬƺ͓ƜƈČ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓ƀãÿńƈ͓Śƀ͓ǍŚŚƀ͓ƳıőƺŇ̯͓
ż
ŚƈıƔıƳČ͓ČǉČÿƔ͓ŚĤ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓þČĬãƳıŚƜƀ̢͓ĬŊŷźŕƪć̹ŷÞźĿĬŌĠ̹
úŕŊŷłĬÞŌúć̹ùƱ̹Ɠŷ̹Ƌŕ̹˕˔Ͱ̣

ż
ż
Ɣ



ÍıƈıþıŇıƔƺ͓ıƈ͓ńČƺ̢͓²ƂćźƂ̹ƫĬłłĬŌĠ̹Ƌŕ̹ƫÞłĿ̹ćưƋźÞ̹ŊćƋćźƂ̹ƫħćŌ̹ŷÞźĿĬŌĠ̹
źÞúĿƂ̹ćÞƂĬłƱ̹ƪĬƂĬùłć̣

kŚő́ƜƈČƀƈ͓ƈĬŚƴ͓ã͓ŽŚƈıƔıƳČ͓ãƔƔıƔƜĆČ͓ƔŚƴãƀĆƈ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓ƀãÿńƈ͓
̢ƂƓźƪćƱƂ̹úŕŌāƓúƋćā̹ùƱ̹kŕźƫćĠĬÞŌ̹NŌƂƋĬƋƓƋć̹ŕğ̹«źÞŌƂŷŕźƋ̹*úŕŌŕŊĬúƂ̣͓

ÍŚı͓ƔŚ͓ÿŚƳČƀ͓aa͓ıőĤƀãƈƔƀƜÿƔƜƀČ͓ÿŚƈƔƈ͓ƀČſƜıƀČĆ͓ıő͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓ƔŚ͓
ČőƈƜƀČ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓ŏČČƔ͓ƺŚƜƀ͓ƀČſƜıƀČŏČőƔƈ͓

FDUSDUNLQJƈŽãÿČ
HVFRRWHUV
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ÍŚı͓ŇãƜőÿĬıőĥ͓ƀãÿńƈ͓ƔŚ͓ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔ͓
ƀČƈŽŚőƈıþŇČ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓ƔŚĥČƔĬČƀ͓
ƴıƔĬ͓tƈŇŚ͓ıƔƺ͓ŚƜőÿıŇ͓ãőĆ͓ƔĬČ͓
Ĭãıƀ͓ŚĤ͓ƔĬČ͓ƈƈŚÿıãƔıŚő͓ĤŚƀ͓ƔĬČ͓
ÍıƈƜãŇŇƺ͓NŏŽãıƀČĆ͓ıő͓kŚƀƴãƺ̮͓

§ƞŊēŊŭļūŸĚġŢ

§öǛ͡öƦ͡ǛŸƼ͡ļŸ

²ƼĒƦēƞŊƛƴŊŸŭ§öēŞöļġƦ

ͬ˞̮˧˧͓ƔŚ͓ƜőŇŚÿń͓

$ãƺ͓ãƈƈ̨͓ͬˣ

ͬ˞̮˟ˢ̴ŏıőƜƔČ̮͓

iŚőƔĬŇƺ͓ãƈƈ̨͓ͬˢ˞͓

ßŸŊ̊͡͡ŢŢ

ßŸŊ²ƴƼĚġŭƴƦ

iŚőƔĬŇƺ͓ãƈƈ̨͓ͬ˟˞̮˞˞͓̻˥ˣ͓ĆıƈÿŚƜőƔ̼͓

iŚőƔĬŇƺ͓ãƈƈ̨͓ͬˡˠ̮˞˞͓̻ˠ˞͓
ĆıƈÿŚƜőƔ̼͓

ßŸŊRġƞŸġƦ
AƀČČ͓ƔƀãƳČŇ͓ĤŚƀ͓ãŇŇ͓kI¢̴͓͓ČŏČƀĥČőÿƺ͓
ƈČƀƳıÿČ͓ƴŚƀńČƀƈ͓ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬŚƜƔ͓
ŇŚÿńĆŚƴő͓̻˥ˣ͓ĆıƈÿŚƜőƔ͓ƔĬČƀČãĤƔČƀ̼

ßŸŊĻŸƞ ƼƦŊŭġƦƦ
ÍŚŇƜŏČ͓ĆıƈÿŚƜőƔƈ͓Ƴıã͓ˠ͓ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏ

ßŸŊ!öƞĚŢġƦƦ
BıĤƔ́ÿãƀĆƈ͓ãƳãıŇãþŇČ͓ãƔ͓ĆıƈƔƀıþƜƔıŚő͓ŽŚıőƔƈ

Ɣ͓ÍŚı͓ƴČ͌ƀČ͓ĆČŏŚÿƀãƔıƈıőĥ͓ŏŚþıŇıƔƺ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ã͓ƀãőĥČ͓ŚĤ͓ıőÿŇƜƈıƳČ͓ãőĆ͓ãÿÿČƈƈıþŇČ͓
ŽƀıÿČ͓ŽŇãőƈ̮͓¶őŇıŏıƔČĆ͓ƔƀãƳČŇ͓ĤŚƀ͓ãƈ͓ŇŚƴ͓ãƈ͓ͬ˟̮˦ˡ̴Ćãƺ͓̻Śƀ͓ˢˤŽ̴Ćãƺ͓ĤŚƀ͓ŇŚƴ͓
ıőÿŚŏČ͓ƜƈČƀƈ̼
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RġöŢƴńτ²öĻġƴǛ
ÎČ͓ıőƳČƈƔ͓ĬČãƳıŇƺ͓ıő͓ČĆƜÿãƔıőĥ͓ƜƈČƀƈ͓ãőĆ͓ĤŚƈƔČƀıőĥ͓ƈãĤČ͓ãĆŚŽƔıŚő̮͓
*ĆƜÿãƔıŚő͓͓́ÍŚı͓Ĭãƈ͓ıőƳČƈƔČĆ͓ŚƳČƀ͓ͬ˟̮ˣŏ͓Ɣƀãıőıőĥ͓

ƴãƀČőČƈƈ͓ÿãŏŽãıĥőƈ͓Ώ͓ÿŚŏŏƜőıƔƺ͓ČőĥãĥČŏČőƔ͓͓́

ıĆČƀ͓¢ÿƀČČőıőĥ͓͓́ÍŚı͌ƈ͓ĤƜŇŇƺ͓ıőƔČĥƀãƔČĆ͓ĆƀıƳČƀ͌ƈ͓
ŇıÿČőƈČ͓ƈÿƀČČőıőĥ͓ÿãŽãþıŇıƔƺ͓Ɯƈıőĥ͓͋ƈƔãƔČ͓ŚĤ͓ƔĬČ͓
ãƀƔ͌́AıőãőÿıãŇ͓_ỐƔČÿĬőŚŇŚĥƺ͓ƔŚ͓ČőƈƜƀČ͓ŚƜƀ͓ƀıĆČƀƈ͓
ãƀČ͓ÿŚŏŽŇıãőƔ͓ƴıƔĬ͓$Ĥ¯͓ƀČĥƜŇãƔıŚőƈ͓̻ŚƳČƀ͓ãőĆ͓ãþŚƳČ͓
$Ĥ¯͓ƀČſƜıƀČŏČőƔ͓ƔŚ͓ıőÿŇƜĆČ͓ã͓Ɣıÿń͓þŚƹ͓ıő͓ãŽŽ̼

$ƀƜőń͓ƀıĆČƀ͓ŽƀČƳČőƔıŚő͓͓́ÍŚı͓ıƈ͓ĆČƳČŇŚŽıőĥ͓ƔĬČ͓ƴŚƀŇĆ͌ƈ͓ǌƀƈƔ͓

ÍŚı͓ƔŚ͓ıőƳČƈƔ͓ͳͬˠ˥ń͓Śő͓ãĆƳČƀƔıƈıőĥ͓ıőıƔıãƔıƳČƈ͓ƔŚ͓ŽƀŚŏŚƔČ͓ƈãĤČ͓
ƀıĆıőĥ͓ãőĆ͓Žãƀńıőḫ͓̂ÍŚı͓ƴıŇŇ͓ıőƳČƈƔ͓ͳͬˡˠń͓ƔŚ͓ĬŚƈƔ͓ŏŚőƔĬŇƺ͓ƈãĤČƔƺ͓
ČƳČőƔƈ͓ıő͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓ƔŚ͓ČőĥãĥČ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ŇŚÿãŇ͓ÿŚŏŏƜőıƔıČƈ͓Ƴıã͓ŚƜƀ͓
ÍŚı͓ŇƜþ̮͓ÎČ͓ƴČŇÿŚŏČ͓ŁŚıőƔ͓ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő͓ƴıƔĬ͓ƔĬČ̨͓͓

ƀıĆČƀƈ͓Ƴıã͓ƔĬČ͓ƴŚƀŇĆ͌ƈ͓ǌƀƈƔ͓ãÿÿƀČĆıƔČĆ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓
Ɣƀãıőıőĥ͓ƈÿĬŚŚŇ̮͓ͳˣ˞˞ń͓ƜƈČƀƈ͓ĬãƳČ͓ŽãƈƈČĆ͓ƔĬČ͓ƔČƈƔ̮͓
ÍŚı͓ƴıŇŇ͓ıőƳČƈƔ͓ͳͬ˥˞ń͓Śő͓ıőÿČőƔıƳČƈ͓ƔŚ͓ĥČƔ͓ƀıĆČƀƈ͓ƔŚ͓
Žãƈƈ͓ƔĬČ͓ƔČƈƔ͓ıő͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ̮͓ÍŚı͓ŽãƀƔőČƀƈ͓ƴıƔĬ͓Nãŏ͓
ŚãĆ¢ŏãƀƔ͓ãőĆ͓͓Śő͓ƀıĆČƀ͓Ɣƀãıőıőḫ̂

ıő́ãŽŽ͓ĆƀƜőń͓ƀıĆČƀ͓ŽƀČƳČőƔıŚő͓ƈƺƈƔČŏ̮͓¯ĬČ͓ĤČãƔƜƀČ͓̻ƔĬãƔ͓
ıőÿŇƜĆČƈ͓ã͓ƈČƀıČƈ͓ŚĤ͓ŽƜǄǄŇČƈ͓ƔŚ͓ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČ͓þƺ͓ƔĬČ͓ƀıĆČƀ̼͓ƴıŇŇ͓þČ͓
ŚŽČƀãƔıŚőãŇ͓ĆƜƀıőĥ͓ČƳČőıőĥƈ͓ãőĆ͓ƴČČńČőĆ͓ãőĆ͓ıƈ͓þČıőĥ͓ŽıŇŚƔČĆ͓
ƔŚ͓ƀČĆƜÿČ͓ĆƀƜőń͓ƜƈČƀƈ͓ĤƀŚŏ͓Ɯƈıőĥ͓ƔĬČ͓ƈČƀƳıÿČ̮

AƀČČ͓ĬČŇŏČƔƈ͓͓͓́ıĆČƀƈ͓ÿãő͓ƀČſƜČƈƔ͓ã͓ĤƀČČ͓ĬČŇŏČƔ͓ãőƺ͓ƔıŏČ͓

NőƈƜƀãőÿČ͓͓́ÍŚı͓ƔŚ͓ŽƀŚƳıĆČ͓ĤƜŇŇƺ͓ÿŚŏŽƀČĬČőƈıƳČ͓
ŏŚƔŚƀ͓ƳČĬıÿŇČ͓ıőƈƜƀãőÿČ͓ĤŚƀ͓ƀıĆČƀƈ͓̻ŚƳČƀ͓ãőĆ͓ãþŚƳČ͓
$Ĥ¯͓ƀČſƜıƀČŏČőƔƈ͓ĤŚƀ͓ˡƀĆ͓ãƀƔƺ͓aıãþıŇıƔƺ͓ÿŚƳČƀ̼



ĤƀŚŏ͓ÍŚı̮͓ıÿń͓ƜŽ͓ŇŚÿãƔıŚőƈ͓ƴıŇŇ͓þČ͓ƈŽƀČãĆ͓ãÿƀŚƈƈ͓ČãÿĬ͓ÿıƔƺ͓ƴČ͓
ŚŽČƀãƔČ͓ıő͓ƔŚ͓ČőƈƜƀČ͓ČƳČƀƺŚőČ͓Ĭãƈ͓ãÿÿČƈƈ͓ƔŚ͓ã͓ĬČŇŏČƔ̮͓ÍŚı͓ƴıŇŇ͓
ĆıƈƔƀıþƜƔČ͓ˣ̩˞˞˞͓ĤƀČČ͓ĬČŇŏČƔƈ͓ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬŚƜƔ͓ŚƀƔƈŏŚƜƔĬ͓ĆƜƀıőĥ͓
ƔĬıƈ͓ƔƀıãŇ̮͓¶¢Čƀƈ͓ƴıŇŇ͓ãŇƈŚ͓ƀČÿČıƳČ͓ã͓ĆıƈÿŚƜőƔ͓ĤŚƀ͓ƴČãƀıőĥ͓ã͓ĬČŇŏČƔ͓
Ƴıã͓ƔĬČ͓͉ĬČŇŏČƔ͓ƈČŇǌČ͓͊ĤČãƔƜƀČ͓Śő͓ƔĬČ͓ãŽŽ̮
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ŭƴŊ͡ūŊēƞŸĒŊöŢńöŭĚŢġĒöƞƦ
ÎČ͓ÿƜƀƀČőƔŇƺ͓ãǊƹ͓¢ĬıČŇĆČƹΓ͓
ŚŽŽČƀ́¯ãŽČ͓ƔãŽČ͓Śő͓ŚƜƀ͓
ĬãőĆŇČþãƀƈ̮͓*ƹŽŚƈƜƀČ͓ƔŚ͓ÿŚŽŽČƀ͓
ıőãÿƔıƳãƔČƈ͓˧˧̮˧˦͓ŚĤ͓ŚƀŚőãƳıƀƜƈČƈ͓
ıő͓ŏıőƜƔČƈ͓ıƀƀČƳČƀƈıþŇƺ̮͓ŇŇ͓ŚĤ͓ŚƜƀ͓Íˢ͓
Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀƈ͓ƴıŇŇ͓ĬãƳČ͓þƜıŇƔ͓ıő͓
ãőƔıŏıÿƀŚþıãŇ͓ĬãőĆŇČþãƀƈ̮͓

RġöŢƴńτ²öĻġƴǛ

¢ƔƀıőĥČőƔ͓ƈãőıƔãƀƺ͓
ŏČãƈƜƀČƈ͓ĤŚƀ͓
tÍN$́˟˧
$Ɯƀıőĥ͓ƔĬČ͓tÍN$͓ŚƜƔþƀČãń̩͓ÍŚı͓
ıŏŏČĆıãƔČŇƺ͓ıŏŽŇČŏČőƔČĆ͓ƈƔƀıÿƔ͓ƈãőıƔãƀƺ͓
ŏČãƈƜƀČƈ͓ƔŚ͓ŏıƔıĥãƔČ͓ÿŚőƔãĥıŚő͓ƀıƈńƈ͓ĤŚƀ͓
ŚƜƀ͓ƜƈČƀƈ͓ãőĆ͓ČŏŽŇŚƺČČƈ̮͓

0ŭƦƼƞġĚƦġƞǔŊēġńǛļŊġŭġ
ƛƞŸƴŸēŸŢƦƞġĚƼēġƞŊƦŞŸĻ
ēŸŭƴöļŊŸŭ͌
̧ ¢ÿŚŚƔČƀƈ͓ãƀČ͓ĆıƈıőĤČÿƔČĆ͓ˠƹ͓ã͓Ćãƺ
̧ tŽČƀãƔıŚőãŇ͓ƔČãŏƈ͓ƴČãƀ͓
ŏãőĆãƔŚƀƺ͓*͓̻ŏãƈńƈ͓Ώ͓ĥŇŚƳČƈ̼
̧ Nő́ãŽŽ͓tÍN$́˟˧͓ıőĤŚƀŏãƔıŚő̮
̧ ãƀńıőĥ͓ƀãÿńƈ͓ČſƜıŽŽČĆ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ĬãőĆ͓
ƈãőıƔıƈČƀ͓ĆıƈŽČőƈČƀƈ

ÎČ͓ãƀČ͓ŽƀŚƜĆ͓ƔŚ͓ĬãƳČ͓ŏãıőƔãıőČĆ͓ã͓ĤƜŇŇƺ͓
ŚŽČƀãƔıŚőãŇ͓ƈČƀƳıÿČ̩͓ƔŚ͓ĬČŇŽ͓ĤãÿıŇıƔãƔČ͓ƈãĤČ͓
ƔƀãƳČŇ̩͓ŽãƀƔıÿƜŇãƀŇƺ͓ĤŚƀ͓ńČƺ͓ƴŚƀńČƀƈ̮

²ƼƛƛŸƞƴŊŭļŞġǛǕŸƞŞġƞƦöŭĚ
ŢŸēöŢĒƼƦŊŭġƦƦġƦ

¯Ĭıƈ͓Ĭãƈ͓þČČő͓ã͓ĬƜĥČ͓ƈƜÿÿČƈƈ̩͓ıŇŇƜƈƔƀãƔČĆ͓
þƺ͓ãő͓ãƳČƀãĥČ͓ƜƔıŇıƈãƔıŚő͓ƀãƔČ͓ŚĤ͓˥̮˥͓ƀıĆČƈ͓
ŽČƀ͓ƳČĬıÿŇČ͓ŽČƀ͓Ćãƺ͓ıő͓aıƳČƀŽŚŚŇ͓ĆƜƀıőĥ͓
ŇŚÿńĆŚƴő̮

̧ ¢ƜŽŽŚƀƔ͓ĤŚƀ͓ŇŚÿãŇ͓þƜƈıőČƈƈ͓ãőĆ͓
ƀČƈƔãƜƀãőƔ͓ĆČŇıƳČƀƺ̮



̧ AƀČČ͓ƀıĆČƈ͓ĤŚƀ͓kI¢͓ãőĆ͓*ŏČƀĥČőÿƺ͓
¢ČƀƳıÿČ͓ƴŚƀńČƀƈ͓̻ÍŚı́ˢ͓IČƀŚČƈ̼

̧ ̭ÎČŇŇiŚƳČ̮͓ÍŚı͓ıƈ͓ƔĬČ͓ŚǊÿıãŇ͓
ŽãƀƔőČƀ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ƔĬČ͓ÎŚƀŇĆ͓*ÿŚőŚŏıÿ͓
AŚƀƜŏ̩͓ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔıőĥ͓ƈãĤČ͓ƀČÿŚƳČƀƺ͓
ãÿƀŚƈƈ͓*ƜƀŚŽČ̮͓
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!ŸŢŢöĒŸƞöƴŊŸŭǕŊƴńmöǕ
0ŭĻŸƞēġūġŭƴ
̧ ÎČČńŇƺ͓ŏČČƔıőĥƈ͓ƴıƔĬ͓ŽŚŇıÿČ͓ƔŚ͓
ČƈƔãþŇıƈĬ͓ŽƀŚƔŚÿŚŇƈ͓ĤŚƀ͓ĆČãŇıőĥ͓ƴıƔĬ͓
ŏıƈƜƈČ̴ÿƀıŏıőãŇ͓ãÿƔıƳıƔƺ̮

0ŭĻŸƞēġūġŭƴ

̧ ŚŇıÿČ͓ƀČŽƀČƈČőƔãƔıƳČ͓
ãÿÿŚŏŽãőıČƈ͓ÍŚı͓ƔČãŏ͓ĆƜƀıőĥ͓
ŽƀČ́ŇãƜőÿĬ͓ƈıƔČ͓ƳıƈıƔƈ

iıƔıĥãƔıőĥ͓őƔı́¢ŚÿıãŇ͓
ČĬãƳıŚƜƀ

̧ Ś́ĆČƳČŇŚŽ͓ƀČŽŚƀƔıőĥ͓ƔŚŚŇƈ͓ƔŚ͓
ĤãÿıŇıƔãƔČ͓ĆãƔã͓ƈĬãƀıőĥ͓ãőĆ͓
ČőĤŚƀÿČŏČőƔ

¯ĬƀŚƜĥĬ͓ŚƜƀ͓ƜőŏãƔÿĬČĆ͓ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ͓ıő͓ƔĬČ͓¶_̩͓ƴČ͓ĬãƳČ͓ĆČƳČŇŚŽČĆ͓ ūĒöƦƦöĚŸƞ§ƞŸļƞöū
ã͓ƀãőĥČ͓ŚĤ͓ƔŚŚŇƈ͓ƔŚ͓ƔãÿńŇČ͓ãőƔı́ƈŚÿıãŇ͓þČĬãƳıŚƜƀ̩͓ãőĆ͓ŽƀČƳČőƔ͓ƔĬČ͓
̧ ƀŚƳıĆČ͓ŚőČ́Śő́ŚőČ͓ČĆƜÿãƔıŚő̩͓
ĆıƈƔƀıþƜƔČ͓ƈãĤČƔƺ͓ŏãƔČƀıãŇƈ͓ãőĆ͓ĤƀČČ͓
ŏıƈƜƈČ͓ŚĤ͓ŚƜƀ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀƈ̮
ÎČ͓ƀČÿŚĥőıƈČ͓ƔĬãƔ͓ƔČÿĬőŚŇŚĥƺ͓ãŇŚőČ͓ÿãőőŚƔ͓ƈŚŇƳČ͓ƔĬČƈČ͓ıƈƈƜČƈ̩͓
ãőĆ͓ƔĬČƀČĤŚƀČ͓ĬãƳČ͓ıőƳČƈƔČĆ͓ƈıĥőıǌÿãőƔŇƺ͓ıő͓ıőıƔıãƔıƳČƈ͓ƈƜÿĬ͓ãƈ͓ŚƜƀ͓
ŏþãƈƈãĆŚƀ͓ƀŚĥƀãŏ̩͓ãƈ͓ƴČŇŇ͓ãƈ͓ıő͓ČƹƔČőƈıƳČ͓ÿŚŇŇãþŚƀãƔıŚő͓ƴıƔĬ͓
ŇŚÿãŇ͓ŽŚŇıÿČ̮͓

ĬČŇŏČƔƈ̩͓ČőÿŚƜƀãĥČ͓ƜƈČƀƈ͓ƔŚ͓
ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČ͓ƔƀãǊÿ͓ƈÿĬŚŚŇ

̧ ČþãŇãőÿČ͓ãþãőĆŚőČĆ̴͓
ƴƀŚőĥŇƺ́ŽãƀńČĆ͓ƈÿŚŚƔČƀƈ
̧ ČŽŚƀƔ͓ŏıƈƜƈČ͓ãőĆ͓ıŇŇČĥãŇ͓
þČĬãƳıŚƜƀ

ªġƛŸƞƴŊŭļwŊƦƼƦġ
̧ őƺŚőČ͓ÿãő͓ƀČŽŚƀƔ͓ã͓ƴƀŚőĥŇƺ͓
ŽãƀńČĆ͓ƈÿŚŚƔČƀ͓Śƀ͓ƀıƈńƺ͓þČĬãƳıŚƜƀ͓
Ɯƈıőĥ͓ƔĬČıƀ͓ŽĬŚőČ͓Śƀ͓ŚőŇıőČ͓ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔ͓
ÿĬãőőČŇƈ̮
̧ ŇŇ͓Č́ƈÿŚŚƔČƀƈ͓ãƀČ͓ČſƜıŽŽČĆ͓ƴıƔĬ͓
ƜőıſƜČ͓ƀČĥıƈƔƀãƔıŚő͓őƜŏþČƀƈ͓ƔŚ͓
ČőãþŇČ͓Čãƈƺ͓ƀČŽŚƀƔıőĥ
̧ ¶ƈČƀƈ͓ƀČÿČıƳČ͓ã͓ͬˠˣ͓ǌőČ͓ĤŚƀ͓Žãƀńıőĥ͓
ŚƜƔƈıĆČ͓ŚĤ͓ƔĬČ͓ŚŽČƀãƔıŚőãŇ͓ǄŚőČ̮
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Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
Integrated impact assessment (IIA) form December 2019

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
The integrated impact assessment is a quick and easy screening process. It should:
identify those policies, projects, services, functions or strategies that could impact positively or
negatively on the following areas:
Communities and safety
Regeneration and culture

Environment and public space
Equality & - DiversityThis can be found in Section A5

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Transport Planning

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old) :
Solent E-scooter Rental Trial, Portsmouth sub-project

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:
Existing

★

New / proposed
Changed

What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
Solent Transport (a partnership of Portsmouth, Hampshire, Southampton and Isle of Wight Councils)
were successful is securing Future Transport Zone (FTZ) funding from the DfT. While the original (FTZ)
programme did not include an e-scooter project,Page
this has45
been brought in to support restart to travel
following COVID-19 restrictions and the government's fast tracking of rental e-scooter trials.

Portsmouth City Council and Solent Transport partners recently responded to a consultation from the
Department for Transport which will inform the proposed trials. Portsmouth City Council also responded
to the DfT's Future of Transport regulatory review: call for evidence on micromobility vehicles, flexible
bus services and Mobility as a Service (MaaS).
Has any consultation been undertaken for this proposal? What were the outcomes of the consultations? Has
anything changed because of the consultation? Did this inform your proposal?
Stakeholder engagement has been undertaken as part of the development of the trial and will be ongoing throughout the trial.
This has informed a number of changes for the trial and how the e-scooters will operate along with rider education. As the escooter project is a trial it will be introduced under an experimental traffic order and the first 6 months following scheme
implementation will form the formal consultation period.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A1-Crime - Will it make our city safer?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce crime, disorder, ASB and the fear of crime?
How will it prevent the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances?
How will it protect and support young people at risk of harm?
How will it discourage re-offending?

If you want more information contact Lisa.Wills@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-spp-plan-2018-20.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How will you measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A2-Housing - Will it provide good quality homes?
In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it increase good quality affordable housing, including social housing?
How will it reduce the number of poor quality homes and accommodation?
How will it produce well-insulated and sustainable buildings?
How will it provide a mix of housing for different groups and needs?
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★

If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/psh-providing-affordable-housing-in-portsmouth-april-19.
pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A3-Health - Will this help promote healthy, safe and independent living?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve physical and mental health?
How will it improve quality of life?
How will it encourage healthy lifestyle choices?
How will it create healthy places? (Including workplaces)

If you want more information contact Dominique.Letouze@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cons-114.86-health-and-wellbeing-strategy-proof-2.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

E-scooter rental allows residents that meet the entitlement criteria to have access to a sustainable modes of travel, and provide
access to essential services and facilities such as hospitals, retail, universities, public transport routes and council offices, enabling all
residents, especially those on low incomes, to use an affordable mode of transport and to use it more often, improving their access
to a range of basic necessities such as health care and shops and reducing social isolation. The trial will enable social inclusion
benefits for residents by allowing them greater freedom to travel.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The operator, working with the Council, will monitor the level of e-scooter travel within the city.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A4-Income deprivation and poverty-Will it consider income
deprivation and reduce poverty?
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★

No

In thinking about this question:
• How will it support those vulnerable to falling into poverty; e.g., single working age adults and lone parent
households?
• How will it consider low-income communities, households and individuals?
• How will it support those unable to work?
• How will it support those with no educational qualifications?
If you want more information contact Mark.Sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-homelessness-strategy-2018-to-2023.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/health-and-care/health/joint-strategic-needs-assessment

Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
E-scooter travel allows residents (especially those on low incomes) improved access to services,
facilities and social networks by using rental e-scooter services;
- promoting social inclusion;
- providing greater freedom to access shops, services, amenities, and work;
- freedom to access healthcare and freedom to visit family and friends.
Voi, the Council's scheme operator, has a pricing structure option that gives users from low income groups unlimited monthly travel
passes (VoiPass) at a 75% discount. This initiative was developed with the aim of making the service as affordable and inclusive as
possible and to improve access to employment, education and healthcare.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Passenger numbers of VoiPass members Portsmouth along with E-scooter mileage in the city.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A5-Equality & diversity - Will it have any positive/negative impacts on
the protected characteristics?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it impact on the protected characteristics-Positive or negative impact (Protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010, Age, disability, race/ethnicity, Sexual orientation, gender reassignment, sex,
religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,socio-economic)
• What mitigation has been put in place to lessen any impacts or barriers removed?
• How will it help promote equality for a specific protected characteristic?
If you want more information contact gina.perryman@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-equality-strategy-2019-22-final.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
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Age, disability and pregnancy and maternity are the specific protected characteristics known to be affected through being more
vulnerable when sharing paths with e-scooters, through reduced awareness of their presence and/or ability to move and allow them

to pass as required.
Measures which will be taken from scheme launch to minimise impacts include:
- lower speed limit of 10mph for launch of scheme during the first month
-Modest e-scooter fleet size at the beginning of the trial, with 75 - 100 e-scooters across the city;
- geo-fencing routes with no ride and go-slow zones speeds,
- use of horns/bells, lights/indicators/hand signals and ensuring users undertake training.
- On-board sensors detect fallen scooters, thus allowing field operatives to quickly rectify the situation and prevent safety risks to the
public.
- All e-scooters are equipped with unique registration numbers, enabling easy reporting and improving accountability for those that
misuse the scooters and pose risks to vulnerable/disability groups.
- Ongoing engagement and feedback from relevant stakeholders .
Voi work in partnership with the RNIB and can run campaigns to raise awareness and educate users about parking safely/
considerately for others.
Voi has launched the world’s first e-scooter training school, RideLikeVoila in collaboration with the AA and Drivetech, teaching users
to ride and park in accordance with local regulations. They have updated the Portsmouth traffic school to include questions that
drive awareness of vulnerable groups and will continue to do this, in line with local feedback.
In addition, the scheme operator Voi is about to commence a 12 month project with Warwick University to define an Acoustic Vehicle
Alert System (AVAS) for e-scooters. The team will conduct a thorough analysis to inform product development. Voi’s research will
address several important questions including the effect of artificial e-scooter sounds on rider and pedestrian behaviour (including
the visually impaired), as well as the relevant impacts if some scooters have sound and others don’t. It will also investigate use of a
dynamic sound which adjusts based on the environment e.g. background sounds and travelling speed of the scooter. These findings
will directly impact the types of scooters which will be deployed over the trial by PCC.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
A full trial will be undertaken for the e-scooters launching in March. Throughout the trial the Full EIA will be
continuously updated with information / data that has been collected and actions taken to mitigate any negative
impacts.
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B1-Carbon emissions - Will it reduce carbon emissions?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
How will it provide renewable sources of energy?
How will it reduce the need for motorised vehicle travel?
How will it encourage and support residents to reduce carbon emissions?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-sustainability-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
E-scooters are more sustainable and less polluting that the private car. This scheme provides an alternative mode of transport to the
private car for all who qualify, allowing them to travel for for a low cost around the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The operator will collect quantitative and qualitative data throughout the trial to measure the impacts of the scheme in terms of escooter usage and modal shift.
The Council will also be undertaking its own before and after survey to better understand some of the impacts of the scheme,
including modal shift.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B2-Energy use - Will it reduce energy use?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce water consumption?
How will it reduce electricity consumption?
How will it reduce gas consumption?
How will it reduce the production of waste?

If you want more information contact Triston.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s24685/Home%20Energy%20Appendix%201%20-%20Energy%
20and%20water%20at%20home%20-%20Strategy%202019-25.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
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How are you going to measure/check the impact of
your proposal?

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B3 - Climate change mitigation and flooding-Will it proactively
mitigate against a changing climate and flooding?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it minimise flood risk from both coastal and surface flooding in the future?
How will it protect properties and buildings from flooding?
How will it make local people aware of the risk from flooding?
How will it mitigate for future changes in temperature and extreme weather events?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-surface-water-management-plan-2019.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-flood-risk-management-plan.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B4-Natural environment-Will it ensure public spaces are greener, more
sustainable and well-maintained?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it encourage biodiversity and protect habitats?
• How will it preserve natural sites?
• How will it conserve and enhance natural species?
If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-solent-recreation-mitigation-strategy-dec-17.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B5-Air quality - Will it improve air quality?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce motor vehicle traffic congestion?
How will it reduce emissions of key pollutants?
How will it discourage the idling of motor vehicles?
How will it reduce reliance on private car use?

If you want more information contact Hayley.Trower@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-aq-air-quality-plan-outline-business-case.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Travel by E-scooter is less polluting than traveling in individual, privately owned cars. By reducing the amount of emissions from
transportation in a dense urban areas like Portsmouth, E-scooters can help to reduce emissions, to meet air quality standards, and to
decrease the health risks of poor air quality for our residents.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The Council monitor air quality across the city through a series of testing sites. These will continue to be
monitored through the Air Quality Team.
The operator will undertake quantitative and qualitative surveys throughout the trial, that will help better
understand the impact on modal shift. Similarly, PCC will undertaken a survey to understand the impact of the
scheme upon travel behaviour.
Voi is currently operating in 10 UK cities and across all schemes have seen over 500,000 e-scooter trips. Based
on their data collection in these cities they estimate that 80,000 car trips have been avoided on UK roads since
launch. Similar data will be collected for the Portsmouth trial.
As part of the wider Solent Transport trial we can look to the Isle of Wight scheme as an indication of the level of
modal shift we might expect. The IOW scheme launched with 25 e-scooters in Newport during the lockdown
period in November / December 2020, since expanding the scheme to 76 e-scooters in Newport and Ryde. Due
to lockdown, the scheme has been focusing on supporting NHS staff and emergency service workers with free /
subsidised travel. By the end of January 2021 over 5000 journeys had been made with over 32,000km travelled.
Portsmouth would hope to see a similarly proportionate level of uptake and relative decrease in private vehicle
miles.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B6-Transport - Will it improve road safety and transport for the
whole community?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users over users of private vehicles?
How will it allocate street space to ensure children and older people can walk and cycle safely in the area?
How will it increase the proportion of journeys made using sustainable and active transport?
How will it reduce the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses, with pedestrians and cyclists?
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If you want more information contact Pam.Turton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/travel/local-transport-plan-3
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The scheme will provide an additional transport option for residents, workers and visitors to Portsmouth. It is anticipated that the
scheme will increase the proportion of journeys made by sustainable transport in the city, but the data collected within the trial will
enable this to be assessed. The operator has a number of measures and initiatives in place to mitigate the impact on highway safety
and there will be collaborative working between the council, the operator and the Police on such matters during the trial.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Surveys and data collected by the Operator and the Council will enable an assessment of the impact on modal shift. Data collection
and engagement will also inform the highway safety impact of the project.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B7-Waste management - Will it increase recycling and reduce
the production of waste?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it reduce household waste and consumption?
• How will it increase recycling?
• How will it reduce industrial and construction waste?
If you want more information contact Steven.Russell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/HampshireMineralsWastePlanADOPTED.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C1-Culture and heritage - Will it promote, protect and
enhance our culture and heritage?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it protect areas of cultural value?
How will it protect listed buildings?
How will it encourage events and attractions?
How will it make Portsmouth a city people want to live in?

If you want more information contact Claire.Looney@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C2-Employment and opportunities - Will it promote the
development of a skilled workforce?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve qualifications and skills for local people?
How will it reduce unemployment?
How will it create high quality jobs?
How will it improve earnings?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C3 - Economy - Will it encourage businesses to invest in the city,
support sustainable growth and regeneration?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it encourage the development of key industries?
How will it improve the local economy?
How will it create valuable employment opportunities for local people?
How will it promote employment and growth in the city?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The project will include a Portsmouth based team that will be responsible for e-scooter operations within the city. This includes
warehouse based staff and people out in the field rebalancing the e-scooters, swapping batteries and dealing with any technical
issues. The scheme operator is committed to employing locally for these roles.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Confirm number of employees once scheme is in place and proportion that have been employed locally.

Q8 - Who was involved in the Integrated impact assessment?
Chi Sharpe
Richard Lancaster
Hayley Chivers
Gina Perryman

This IIA has been approved by:

Pam Turton

Contact number:

023 92 834614

Date:

21/02/2021
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Equality Impact Assessment
Full assessment form 2018

www.portsmouthccg.nhs.uk

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Transport Planning

www.portsmouth.gov.uk

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old):
Solent E-scooter Rental trial, Portsmouth sub-project

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:
Existing

★

New / proposed
Changed

Lead officer

Richard Lancaster

People involved with completing the EIA:

Hayley Chivers
Chi Sharpe
Richard Lancaster
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Introductory information (Optional)
All electric scooters (e-scooters) are illegal to ride on public land in the UK, they are only legal to use on
private land.
Enforcement of the law for e-scooters is responsibility of the Police and local transport authorities do
not have these powers.
As part of a review into their legalisation the Department for Transport (DfT) are permitting a number of
regulated trials of rental e-scooters.
Solent Transport (a partnership of Portsmouth, Hampshire, Southampton and Isle of Wight Councils)
were successful is securing Future Transport Zone (FTZ) funding from the DfT. While the original (FTZ)
programme did not include an e-scooter project, this has been brought in to support restart to travel
following COVID-19 restrictions and the government's fast tracking of rental e-scooter trials.

Step 1 - Make sure you have clear aims and objectives
What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
DfT trials will be specifically for rental e-scooters only. Private e-scooter use will remain illegal, even in
trial areas. DfT have made changes to legislation to regulate rental e-scooters.
The DfT's intention is for trials for up to 12 months and they need to commence by 31st March 2021.
There are specific requirements for any DfT e-scooter trial in terms of vehicle specification and users
who will be required to be registered and hold a valid driving licence. DfT also recommend that
providers offer training courses to users (and have indicated that proposals around user training may
be a factor in their process of decision making/ permitting of trials).
The e-scooters will in the most part be treated in a similar way to electrically assisted pedal cycles (ebikes), travelling a similar speed. Wearing helmets would not be mandatory and the e-scooters would
be allowed on road, in cycle lanes and tracks. Trial e-scooters will not be permitted on pedestrian-only
pavements. The local transport authority may determine any specifically restricted routes or routes with
speed restrictions. Many e-scooters have “geofencing” capabilities preventing them from being ridden
in certain areas (if designated) and/or allowing enforcement of lower speed limits in designated areas.
It is understood DfT will be engaging with national police bodies and disability groups such as the
visually impaired.
The Solent trial has up to 4 sub-projects;Portsmouth, Winchester, Isle of Wight and Southampton.
Managing user behaviour will form part of the project proposal and we will continue to engage with the
Police to inform them about our trial, seek their feedback, and ensure they are clear, once a trial
begins, about which scooters are permitted and which ones remain illegal.

Who is the policy, service, function, project or strategy going to benefit or have a detrimental
effect on and how?
The introduction of e-scooters may have a detrimental impact on disabled pedestrians with visual,
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hearing and / or mobility impairments as e-scooters will be able to travel on shared use paths and do

not make much noise to draw attention to them approaching of speeds up to 15.5mph.

What outcomes do you want to achieve?

What barriers are there to achieving these
outcomes?

Introduction of an attractive and safe trial of rental
e-scooters in the city.

User behaviour will impact the safety of the
scheme and will need to be carefully monitored.

Step 2 - Collecting your information
What existing information / data do you have? (Local or national data) look at population profiles,
JSNA data, surveys and patient and customer public engagement activity locally that will inform your
project, natioinal studies and public engagement.
Market testing has been undertaken with e-scooter suppliers to understand their offer and experience.
Case studies of schemes across the world.
As this is a trial it forms part of overall data gathering to inform future policy decisions.

Using your existing data, what does it tell you?
Docked schemes would help prevent obstructions of the pavement by e-scooters.
It is possible to restrict use of e-scooters by geo-fencing. Go slow zones can be implemented where
there is concerns about conflict.

Step 3 - Now you need to consult!
Who have you consulted with?

Solent Transport has liaised with the regional
Police.

If you haven't consulted yet please list who you
are going to consult with
MAKE
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Private Vehicle Hire

PCC has liased with Local Bus operators, Rail
operators, Independent taxi trade and walking and
cycling interest groups.
Portsmouth Police Service.
Hampshire Fire Service
Visually Impaired Action Group (VIAG)
Portsmouth Disability Forum representatives
Hospitals - Queen Alexandra / St Mary's / St
James's
Please give examples of how you have or are going to consult with specific groups or
communities e.g. meetings, surveys
The majority of the meetings have taken place via online meetings. The project team will commence
face-to-face engagement with stakeholders when a change to existing restrictions allows.

Step 4 - What's the impact?
Is there an impact on some groups in the community? (think about race, gender, disability, age,
gender reassignment, religion or belief, sexual orientation, sex, pregnancy and maternity,
marriage or civil partnerships and other socially excluded communities or groups)
Generic information that covers all equality strands (Optional)

Ethnicity or race
None known

Gender reassignment
None known

Age
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Young children and older people may be more
vulnerable

reduced lack of awareness, and/or ability to move and allow them to pass as required. Under 17s are
unable to qualify for a rental e-scooter as the minimum age set by government legislation is 18 with a
provisional drivers license.

Disability
Those with visual, hearing or mobility impairments may be impacted through sharing paths with escooters through reduced awareness of their presence and/or ability to move and allow them to pass as
required.

Religion or belief
None known

Sexual orientation
None known

Sex
None known

Marriage or civil partnerships
None known

Pregnancy & maternity
There may be a detrimental impact to pregnancy and maternity with e-scooters sharing paths with
heavily pregnant individuals who are less able to move and let e-scooters pass as required and those
using prams less able to maneuverer to let e-scooters pass.

Other socially excluded groups or communities
None known.
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Note:Other sociallyexcluded groups, examples includes,Homeless, rough sleeper and unpaid carers.
Many forms of exclusion are linked to financial disadvantage. How will this change affect people on low
incomes, in financial crisis or living in areas of greater deprivation?

Health Impact
Have you referred to the Joint Needs Assessment (www.jsna.portsmouth.gov.uk) to identify any
associated health and well-being needs?
Yes

★

No

What are the health impacts, positive and / or negative? For example, is there a positive impact
on enabling healthier lifestyles or promoting positive mental health? Could it prevent spread of
infection or disease? Will it reduce any inequalities in health and well-being experienced by
some localities, groups, ages etc? On the other hand, could it restrict opportunities for health
and well-being?

Health inequalities are strongly associated with deprivation and income inequalities in the city.
Have you referred to Portsmouth's Tackling Poverty Needs Assessment and strategy (available
on the JSNA website above), which identifies those groups or geographical areas that are
vulnerable to poverty? Does this have a disproportionately negative impact, on any of these
groups and if so how? Are there any positive impacts?, if so what are they?
For more help on this element of tackling poverty and needs assessment contact Mark Sage:
email:mark.sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Step 5 - What are the differences?
Are any groups affected in a different way to others as a result of your policy, service, function,
project or strategy?
Please summerise any potential impacts this will have on specific protected characteristics
Age, disability and pregnancy and maternity are the specific protected characteristics known to be
affected through being more vulnerable when sharing paths with e-scooters.

Does your policy, service, function, project or strategy either directly or indirectly discriminate?

★

Yes

No

If you are either directly or indirectly discriminating, how are you going to change this or
mitigate the negative impact?
Ongoing engagement with relevant stakeholders will help to inform how to mitigate this.
Geo-fencing routes, restricting speeds in certain locations, use of horns/bells, lights/indicators/hand
signals and ensuring users undertake training forms part of the strategy to mitigate impacts.
Our supplier Voi is about to commence a 12 month project with Warwick University to define an
Acoustic Vehicle Alert System (AVAS) for e-scooters. The team will conduct a thorough analysis to
inform product development. Voi’s research will address several important questions including the effect
of artificial e-scooter sounds on rider and pedestrian behavior (including the visually impaired), as well
as the relevant impacts if some scooters have sound and others don’t. It will also investigate use of a
dynamic sound which adjusts based on the environment e.g. background sounds and travelling speed
of the scooter. These findings will directly impact the types of scooters which will be deployed over the
trial by PCC.
Voi and the RNIB will work in partnership to run a campaign to raise awareness and educate users
about parking safely/considerately for others.
On-board sensors detect fallen scooters, thus allowing field operatives to quickly rectify the situation
and prevent safety risks to the public.
All e-scooters are equipped with unique registration numbers, enabling easy reporting and improving
accountability for those that misuse the scooters and pose risks to vulnerable/disability groups.
Voi launched the world’s first e-scooter training school, RideLikeVoila in collaboration with the AA and
Drivetech, teaching users to ride and park in accordance with local regulations. They have updated their
traffic school to include questions that drive awareness of vulnerable groups and will continue to do this,
in line with local feedback.
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Step 6 - Make a recommendation based on steps 2 - 5
If you are in a position to make a recommendation to change or introduce the policy, service,
project or strategy clearly show how it was decided on and how any engagement shapes your
recommendations.
We are not in a position to make a recommendation until the e-scooter rental trial consultation has been
completed. As the e-scooter rental scheme is being introduced as a trial, it will be introduced under an
experimental traffic order with the first 6 months of the scheme being in place forming the consultation
period.

What changes or benefits have been highlighted as a result of your consultation?
To be determined.

If you are not in a position to go ahead what actions are you going to take?
(Please complete the fields below)
Action
Ongoing engagement with
identified stakeholder groups
prior to and during the e-scooter
trial

Timescale
March - November 2021

Responsible officer
Richard Lancaster

How are you going to review the policy, service, project or strategy, how often and who will be
responsible?
10 month trial which will be continually monitored and reviewed throughout. This document will be
updated consistently throughout the trial.

Step 7 - Now just publish your results
This EIA has been approved by: Pam Turton
Page
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Contact number:

023 92 834614

Date:

21/02/2021

PCC staff-Please email a copy of your completed EIA to the Equality and diversity team. We will contact
you with any comments or queries about your preliminary EIA.
Telephone: 023 9283 4789, Email: equalities@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
CCG staff-Please email a copy of your completed EIA to the Equality lead who will contact you with any
comments or queries about your full EIA. Email: sehccg.equalityanddiversity@nhs.net
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Agenda Item 4

Title of meeting:

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation Decision
Meeting

Date of meeting:

25th February 2021

Subject:

Casualty Statistics Analysis Report

Report by:

Tristan Samuels, Director of Regeneration

Wards affected:

All

Key decision:

No

Full Council decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to document the number of road collisions and casualties in
the city for the year (01/01/19 - 31/12/2019), the data is contained in
Appendix A. The 2019 statistics (STATS 19) are the most recent full set of road traffic
accident available from the Department for Transport.

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that:

3.

(a)

Future road safety infrastructure projects are selected using the Annual Casualty
Report as a recognised source of data to prioritise schemes to align with or
determine the available budget.

(b)

The Annual Casualty Report will be used alongside the results of speed surveys,
stakeholder correspondence and requests and anecdotal evidence from surveys
completed at behavioural change and enforcement events to prioritise schemes
to align with or determine the available budget.

Background

3.1 National Picture - The total number of people injured or killed on Great Britain's
roads over the last 5 years 2015-2019 are shown below:
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Source: Road casualty analysis (pedestriansafety.org.uk)

3.2 Local Picture - The total number of people injured or killed on Portsmouth's
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road over the last 5 years are shown below:

Source: Road casualty analysis (pedestriansafety.org.uk)

3.3 Under Section 39 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 the Council has a statutory duty
to “prepare and carry out a programme of measures designed to promote road
safety… must carry out studies into accidents arising out of the use of vehicles
on roads or parts of roads, other than trunk roads, within their area [and] in the
light of those studies, take such measures as appear to the authority to be
appropriate to prevent such accidents, including the dissemination of
information and advice relating to the use of roads, the giving of practical training
to road users or any class or description of road users, the construction,
improvement, maintenance or repair of roads for which they are the highway
authority and other measures taken in the exercise of their powers for
controlling, protecting or assisting the movement of traffic on roads.”
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3.4 Statistics on road safety in Great Britain are mostly based on accidents reported to the
police through the STATS19 system. This system allows police forces to report all
personal-injury accidents to the department. It does not collect any information about
damage-only accidents. Information on STATS19 can be found in the report form and
the guidance document used by the police when completing the form. Comparisons
with death registration statistics show that very few, if any, road accident fatalities are
not reported to the police. However, it has long been known that a considerable
proportion of non-fatal casualties are not known to the police, as hospital, survey and
compensation claims data all indicate a higher number of casualties than are reported.
The STATS19 data are therefore not a complete record of all injury accidents and this
should be kept in mind when using and analysing the data. However, they remain the
most detailed, complete and reliable single source of information on road casualties
covering the whole of Great Britain, in particular for monitoring trends over time.
3.5 Since 1993, the valuation of both fatal and non-fatal casualties has been based on a
consistent willingness to pay (WTP) approach. This approach encompasses all aspects of
the valuation of casualties, including the human costs, which reflect, pain, grief and suffering;
the direct economic costs of lost output and the medical costs associated with road accident
injuries. In addition to casualty related costs for each accident there are also costs related
specifically to accidents, comprising of damage to property, police costs, and the costs of
insurance administration. The value of each of these cost elements is determined separately
and then combined to produce overall values of costs per casualty for different levels of
severity

3.6 The cost of fatal and non-fatal casualties in 2019 is tabulated below:
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3.7 The cost per accident in Great Britain in 2019 is tabulated below:

3.6 Portsmouth City Council allocates capital and revenue funding on an annual
basis to facilitate safe travel of all forms across the city. There is an annual prioritised
program of new construction and improvements to existing network conditions, road
safety campaigns and school education which will use the data contained in the
Annual Casualty Report with the aim of preventing further accidents and casualties.
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3.7 It is very difficult to quantify the cost of accidents that have been
prevented because those the accidents haven't taken place. . The total cost of
accidents that happened in Portsmouth in 2019 is tabulated below:
2019 Accident Cost
Breakdown
Accident Severity
Fatal
Seriously Injured
Slight
Total

Number
1
113
449

Cost per
accident (£)
2,260,633
261,498
26,840

563

Total Cost
(£)
2,260,633
29,549,274
12,051,160
43,861,067

The aim of the Casualty Statistics Report is to provide an evidence base to
ensure that funding is targeted to the groups and types of casualties that are
most at risk in order to prevent as many accidents as possible.
4

Data evaluation results resulting in common themes

4.1

The following common themes can be identified in the Casualty Statistics Report:

•

Motor vehicles remain the most common vehicle type involved in road traffic collisions
on Portsmouth's roads, with riders of pedal cycles and motorcycles the next highest risk
group

•

Males account for the vast majority of casualties resulting from road traffic collisions

•

Females account for the majority of casualties that occur as passengers in vehicles

•

Males are more than twice as likely to be driving a vehicle involved in a collision than
females

•

The vast majority of road traffic collisions happen on single carriageway roads, and
during daylight hours

•

Younger drivers and riders remain at the highest risk of being involved in a road traffic
collisions, especially those aged 20-29

•

Failure to look properly, and poor individual decision making over speeds to drive
vehicles at, or the speeds that other vehicles are travelling at, and poor manoeuvres
are the leading identifiable causes of road traffic collisions in the city. This pattern of
behaviour is also reflected in the national data, failure to look properly was the most
frequently reported contributory factor and was reported in 37 per cent of all accidents
reported to the police in 2019. For fatal accidents, the most frequently reported
contributory factor was again failed to look properly. This was reported in 25 per cent of
fatal accidents.
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For accidents where a pedestrian was injured or killed, pedestrian failed to look properly
was reported in 48 per cent of accidents and pedestrians taking unnecessary risks e.g
crossing into live traffic or not using an engineered crossing point or in was reported in
17 per cent of accidents.
Exceeding the speed limit was reported as a factor in 6 per cent of all accidents, but
these accidents involved 15 per cent of fatalities. At least one of exceeding the speed
limit and travelling too fast for the conditions was reported in 12 per cent of all accidents
and these accidents accounted for 24 per cent of all fatalities.
62 per cent of fatalities in reported road accidents also had driver or rider error or
reaction (which includes failing to look properly, loss of control and poor turn or
manoeuvre) reported as a contributory factor leading to the accident.
•

Older drivers (70+) account for the lowest age range of drivers involved in road
traffic collisions, however remain potentially more likely to sustain serious or fatal
injuries in collisions due to potentially greater frailty

•

It is essential that the Council continues to develop its analytical and targeted approach
to road safety, as those in most need of prevention services often do not demand these
services. For example, young male drivers can be seen to be at particular risk of being
involved in road traffic collisions, but could be potentially the least inclined to access
road safety service interventions (eg educational programs) themselves.

•

Increasingly user friendly software and analytical display techniques need to be
developed and designed to highlight road safety issues in the city more easily, and to
enable self-service for residents and councillors where appropriate. Accsmap has
replaced Keynote as the casualty and collision tracking software currently used, which
has been a positive step forward in enabling easier monitoring. Newer road safety
software is now being transitioned to by numerous road safety authorities around the
country (CRASH), and this is currently under investigation for adoption by PCC.

•

Residents in lower Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) are likely to remain at a higher
risk of being involved in a collision

4.2

As a result of this report future behavioural and engineered road safety campaigns
and schemes will seek to achieve progress in the following areas:
-

Continue to reduce the total casualty and collision figures in Portsmouth;
Improve infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists travelling in Portsmouth;
Encourage lower speeds enabling vulnerable road users to travel sustainably with
confidence;
- Meet the requirements of the Local Transport Plan 3 and 4;
- Improve the habitability of the area for residents to encourage and increase the
use of sustainable modes of transport;
- Promote individuals health and wellbeing.
The results of the data evaluation identifying trends in casualty data will be
awarded a weighting in the prioritisation of schemes to ensure investment is
concentrated on sites with predominant trends
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5.

Integrated Impact Assessment

5.1

Included with this report.

6.

Legal implications

6.1

As referred to in the body of the report, the recommendation is consistent with the
Council's specific statutory duties in relation to the preparation and carrying out of a
programme of measures designed to promote road safety which are set out in
Section 39(2) and 39(3) of the Road Traffic Act 1988.

7.

Director of Finance's comments

7.1

There are no direct financial implications as a result of approving the recommendations
within this report.

7.2

It is intended that the annual casualty report is used, alongside speed surveys, to help
inform the schemes that are prioritised when bidding for external funds and corporate
resources.

………………………………………………
Signed by:
Tristan Samuels
Director of Regeneration
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a material
extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of document
Road Casualty Analysis
Department for Transport statistics

Location
www.pedestriansafety.org.uk
www.gov.uk/government/statistics/reportedroad-casualties-in-great-britain-annual-report2019

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………
………………………………………………
Signed by:
Councillor Lynne Stagg
Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

The content of the report provides a statistical breakdown of the number of casualties in the
Portsmouth City Council boundaries in 2019 showing comparison with national figures and
between different types of user. The purpose of the report is to provide statistical analysis that
will be given a weighting in the prioritisation of road safety schemes and behavioural change
campaigns.

1.2.

Under Section 39 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 the Council has a statutory duty to “prepare
and carry out a programme of measures designed to promote road safety… must carry out
studies into accidents arising out of the use of vehicles on roads or parts of roads, other than
trunk roads, within their area [and] in the light of those studies, take such measures as appear
to the authority to be appropriate to prevent such accidents, including the dissemination of
information and advice relating to the use of roads, the giving of practical training to road users
or any class or description of road users, the construction, improvement, maintenance or repair
of roads for which they are the highway authority and other measures taken in the exercise of
their powers for controlling, protecting or assisting the movement of traffic on roads.”

2.
2.1.

National and Local Overview
The total number of people injured or killed on Great Britain's roads over the last 5 years 20152019 are shown below:
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Source: Road casualty analysis (pedestriansafety.org.uk)

2.2.

The total number of people injured or killed on Portsmouth's roads 2015-2019 is shown
below:

Source: Road casualty analysis (pedestriansafety.org.uk)

2.3.

Statistics on road safety in Great Britain are mostly based on accidents reported to the police
through the STATS19 system. This system allows police forces to report all personal-injury
accidents to the department. It does not collect any information about damage-only accidents.
Information on STATS19 can be found in the report form and the guidance document used by
the police when completing the form. Comparisons with death registration statistics show that
very few, if any, road accident fatalities are not reported to the police. However, it has long
been known that a considerable proportion of non-fatal casualties are not known to the police,
as hospital, survey and compensation claims data all indicate a higher number of casualties
than are reported. The STATS19 data are therefore not a complete record of all injury
accidents and this should be kept in mind when using and analysing the data. However, they
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remain the most detailed, complete and reliable single source of information on road
casualties covering the whole of Great Britain, in particular for monitoring trends over time.

3.0

Road Safety Aims and Priorities

3.1 The aims of the Portsmouth City Council road safety program are :


To reduce risks presented to all road users, especially those identified as being
most at risk through the analysis of data and aim to reduce casualties through road
traffic collisions on the city's roads;



To identify areas where the majority of drivers travel above the advertised speed
limit and seek to reduce them through behavioural change campaigns and
implementing speed reduction schemes;



Facilitate safer routes to schools for pupils;



Increase pedestrian confidence in using the city's infrastructure, encouraging more
active travel for example through walking and cycling, which in turn may lead to
improved air quality in the city.

3.2 The council works closely with key partner agencies, including the emergency services
and neighbouring local authorities across the South East region, to ensure best practice and
monitor and evaluate the success of schemes. The council is a member of Road Safety Great
Britain (South East) and the Hampshire Safer Roads Partnership.
4

Detailed analysis of casualty data in Portsmouth 2017-2019

4.1 Month by month analysis of total casualties

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2017
60
48
55
40
46
58
49
39
52
59
58
50
614

2018
50
39
43
48
48
47
53
57
46
57
62
49
599

2019
38
41
40
48
46
47
55
42
45
53
65
43
563
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Casualties in Portsmouth - Year on Year
70
60
50
40

2017

30

2018
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10
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4.1.1 In 2019, there were 563 casualties in total from road traffic collisions in Portsmouth.
This shows a continued downward trend over the 3 years as seen in the national and local
overview and the month by month analysis above. In 2019, 563 casulties were recorded, this
is a a 6% total casualty reduction in relation to 2018; 599 casualties, and an 8% reduction
when compared to 2017; 614 casualties.
4.1.2 The data provides some evidence that the number of casualties is related to the
weather conditions, the amount of daylight and potential socio-economic factors. Casualties
rise steadily from the beginning of the year, where people are less likely to be travelling due
to the weather or financial constraints, post-holiday season, to reach a peak at the start of
British Summer Time as people engage in more social activities. The second peak of the
year coincides with end of British Summer Time and worsening weather conditions.
4.2 Casualties by time of day and day of the week
Casualties by time of day

Time of Day
0000-0059
0100-0159
0200-0259
0300-0359
0400-0459
0500-0559
0600-0659
0700-0759
0800-0859
0900-0959
1000-1059
1100-1159

2017

2018
7
6
6
1
7
3
6
31
35
28
24
31

2019
9
7
3
5
4
8
13
17
52
24
19
30

8
8
3
4
3
5
32
32
29
28
31
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1200-1259
1300-1359
1400-1459
1500-1559
1600-1659
1700-1759
1800-1859
1900-1959
2000-2059
2100-2159
2200-2259
2300-2359

31
52
36
48
51
64
40
30
31
21
16
9

45
32
57
43
55
43
39
27
12
22
18
15

25
29
27
32
57
52
48
37
29
21
12
11

4.2.1 The peak time for road traffic accidents coincides with the traditional peak times of
people travelling to and from work and school. Behavioural change campaigns such as 'Be
Bright' and 'Close Pass' carried out by Portsmouth City Council in partnership with
Hampshire Constabulary seek to educate people about travelling safely in peak times.
4.2.2 Casualties by day of the week

4.2.3 In 2019, Friday was the most common day for casualties from road traffic collisions
(17%, 94), followed by Tuesday (16%, 89), Wednesday (16%, 88) and Thursday (16%, 88),
and Monday at (15%, 83). Sunday (11%) and Saturday (10%) represented the days where
the smallest number of casualties from road traffic collisions occurred in 2019. Over
significant periods of time (eg three years), days on which collisions occur can vary
significantly.
Most of these casualties from road traffic collisions happened between 16.00 - 16.59 (10%,
57), with 9% (52) happening between 17.00 - 17.59, and 9% between 18.00 - 18.59 (48).
Outside of these times, the majority of casualties occurred from 07.00 - 21.59, with a small
number of casualties happening before 7.00 or after 21.59.
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4.3 Casualties by type - Fatal/Serious/Slight
4.3.1 The definition of casualties and injuries is as follows:


Fatal - where a person involved in the accident dies



Serious accident: One in which at least one person is seriously injured but no person (other
than a confirmed suicide) is killed.



Serious injury: An injury for which a person is detained in hospital as an “in-patient”, or any of
the following injuries whether or not they are detained in hospital: fractures, concussion,
internal injuries, crushings, burns (excluding friction burns), severe cuts, severe general shock
requiring medical treatment and injuries causing death 30 or more days after the accident. An
injured casualty is recorded as seriously or slightly injured by the police on the basis of
information available within a short time of the accident. This generally will not reflect the
results of a medical examination, but may be influenced according to whether the casualty is
hospitalised or not. Hospitalisation procedures will vary regionally



Slight accident: One in which at least one person is slightly injured but no person is killed or
seriously injured.



Slight injury: An injury of a minor character such as a sprain (including neck whiplash injury),
bruise or cut which are not judged to be severe, or slight shock requiring roadside attention.
This definition includes injuries not requiring medical treatment.



Source: Assets.publishing.gov.uk/reported-road-casualties-gb-notes-definitions

4.3.2 Slight Casualties
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2017

2018
52
42
47
35
36
43
40
32
44
46
48
39
504

2019
42
33
35
34
41
39
46
48
33
50
48
35
484

29
32
33
40
37
36
37
34
31
46
56
38
449

4.3.3 The number of slight injuries from road traffic collisions in 2019 (449) is at a 3 year low, with a
7% decrease in comparison to 2018 (484), and an 11% reduction when compared to 2017 (504).
4.3.4 Serious Casualties
Month

2017

2018

2019
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Grand Total

8
6
8
4
10
14
9
7
8
13
10
11
108

8
6
8
14
7
6
7
9
13
7
14
13
112

9
9
7
8
9
10
18
8
14
7
9
5
113

4.3.5 The number of serious injuries form road traffic collisions in 2019 (113) is at a three year high,
1% higher than in 2018 (112), and 5% higher than in 2017 (108).
4.3.6 Fatal Casualties
Month
January
February
April
June
December
Total

2017

2018

1
1

2019

2
1
3

2

1
1

4.3.7 The number of fatalities from road traffic collisions in 2019 (1) is at a three year low, with a 67%
reduction in comparison to 2018 (3), and a 50% reduction compared to 2017 (2).
5.0 Casualties by Gender
5.1 Casualties 2017 - 2019
Female
Casualties
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

2017

2018
25
20
19
10
17
18
12
18
19
27

2019
24
15
18
15
20
15
20
20
14
20

15
12
13
18
12
17
25
16
12
20
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November
December
Total
Male
Casualties
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

24
18
227

2017

24
22
227

2018
35
28
36
30
29
40
37
21
33
32
34
32
387

26
14
200

2019
26
24
25
33
28
32
33
37
32
37
38
27
372

23
29
27
30
34
30
30
26
33
33
39
29
363

5.2 In 2019, 64% of casualties resulting from road traffic collisions in Portsmouth were males (363),
and 36% were females (200). Whilst 2019 saw males continue to be overrepresented in road traffic
collisions (a local and national trend), this represented a 6% drop in comparison to 2017 (387), and a
2% drop in comparison to 2018 (372).
The 200 female road traffic casualties in 2019 represents a 12% reduction compared to both 2017
(227) and 2018 (227)..
In 2019, 282 male drivers were involved in road traffic collisions, compared to 127 female drivers. In
2018, 293 collisions involved male drivers (119 were female), and in 2017, 301 collisions involved
male drivers, and 130 female drivers.
Between 2017-2019, male drivers have been more than twice as likely to be involved in a road traffic
collision as female drivers. Males being more likely to be behind the wheel of a vehicle involved in a
collision on the roads has been a national trend over many years.

6.0 Casualties by type of travel
6.1 Type of Travel
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Vehicle type involved in an accident
2019
16, 3%
Car
157, 29%

Goods vehicle
Motorcycle

246, 45%

Other vehicle
Pedal Cycle

12, 2%

Taxi/Private hire car
100, 19%

10, 2%

6.2 Comparison of vehicle by type 2017-2019
Type of
Vehicle
Car
Goods
vehicle
Motorcycle
Other
vehicle
Pedal Cycle
Taxi/Private
hire car
Total

2017

2018

2019

Total
701
39

246

239

216

10
100

13
62

16
65

227

12
157

11
176

9
162

32
495

16

17

16

49

525

518

484

6.3 In 2019, unsurprisingly, the most common vehicle type involved in accidents is the private car;
45%, 216 followed by pedal cycles; 34%, 162, motorcycles; 13%, 65, taxi/private hire; 3%, 16, goods
vehicles; 3%, 16, and other vehicles 2%, 9. Cars are consistently the most common vehicle involved
in accidents (45%, 701), with pedal cycles accounting for 32% (495), and motorcycles representing
15% (227) of vehciles involved in collisions on Portsmouth's roads. Taxis/private hire cars accounted
for 3% (49) of road traffic collisions, whilst goods vehciles (39) accounted for 3%, and other vehicles
accounted for 2%.
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6.4 Total Pedestrian Casualties 2017-2019

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2017

2018
11
7
7
5
8
6
7
4
9
10
13
7
94

2019
15
6
8
4
4
8
5
7
4
15
10
9
95

3
10
6
4
8
8
8
7
9
3
9
7
82

6.6 Pedestrian Casualties - Slight - 2017-2019
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2017

2018
7
5
4
5
4
5
5
2
6
8
10
5
66

2019
14
5
5
2
2
7
4
4
2
13
9
3
70

3
7
5
3
7
6
4
5
5
3
8
7
63

6.7 Pedestrian Casualties -Serious - 2017-2019
Month
January
February
March

2017

2018
4
2
3

2019
1
1
3

3
1
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April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
6
25

4
1
2
2
3
2
3
2
28

1
1
2
4
2
4
1
19

6.8 In 2019, 82 pedestrians were injured in road traffic collisions; 15%. This shows a 14% reduction
compared to 2018 (95), and a 13% decrease on 2017 (94). In 2019, the majority of pedesterian
casulaties suffered slight injuries, 77% and 23% suffered serious injuries. There were no fatal
pedestrian casualties from road traffic collisions in 2019. The majority of these pedestrian casualties
were male, 63% (52), with 37% (30) being female.The majority of these pedestrian casualties were
aged 10-14, 13% (11), followed by those aged 5-9 12% (10), and 25-29 (12%) 10.

6.9 Total Cyclist Casualties
6.9.1 Cyclist Casualties by age

Age Range
0 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 29
30 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 44
45 to 49
50 to 54
55 to 59
60 to 64
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 to 84
85 to 89
Unknown
Total

2017

2018
1
13
34
13
20
12
12
11
10
9
11
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
157

2019

18
23
22
16
18
19
12
18
11
9
3
3
1
1

1
3
15
23
20
22
15
12
13
12
7
9
4
3
1
1

1
1
176

1
162
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6.9.2 In 2019, there were 162 cyclist casualties. Those aged 15-19; 23 (14%) recorded the
highest level of casualties, followed by the 25-29 age group; 22 (14%); and the 20-24 age
group; 20 (12%) .
6.10 Cyclist Casualties by month
Pedal Cycles Casualties By Month & Year
Month
2017 2018
2019
January
14
8
12
February
17
7
10
March
19
14
12
April
10
16
19
May
13
13
12
June
15
16
13
July
18
20
22
August
6
12
9
September
12
21
16
October
12
20
13
November
12
20
17
December
9
9
7
Total
157
176
162

6.11 The pattern of casualties for cyclists follows the same pattern as the total casualty figures with
peaks in mid-summer with increased numbers of people cycling and in the late autumn as the nights
get longer and the weather declines.
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6.12 Powered 2-wheelers casualties
6.13 Motorcycle Casualties by age

Row Labels

2017

2018

2019

15 to 19

20

12

11

20 to 24

18

12

6

25 to 29

15

11

9

30 to 34

14

2

8

35 to 39

2

5

6

40 to 44

9

2

2

45 to 49

6

6

7

50 to 54

7

4

6

55 to 59

4

3

4

60 to 64

2

1

2

65 to 69

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

100

62

65

75 to 79
Unknown
Total

6.14 Compared to 2017, the last 2 years have seen a 38% reduction in 2018 and a 35%
reduction in 2019 in the number of motorcycle casualties on roads across the city.
7.0 Road Traffic Collisions
7.1 The Road Traffic Act 1988 defines a collision as a reportable road traffic collision an accident
involving a mechanically propelled vehicle on a road or other public area that causes: • Injury to
anyone, other than the driver of that vehicle; • Injury to an animal, other than one being carried in that
vehicle; • Damage to another vehicle, other than the vehicle which caused the collision; • Damage to
property constructed on, affixed to, growing in, or otherwise forming part of the land where the road is.
7.2 There can be more than 1 casualty involved in each road traffic collision in 2019, there was a total
of 484 road traffic collisions on Portsmouth's roads, representing a continued downward trend over the
last few years. By comparison, 2019 showed a 7% collision reduction in relation to 2018 (518), and an
11% reduction on 2017 (541).
Out of the 484 collisions in 2019, one was fatal, 110 were serious and 373 were slight severity.
The location of road traffic collisions in the city can be seen on the map below:
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7.3

Causes Of Road Traffic Collisions
Between 2017- 2019, there were 1375 collisions with identifiable causes recorded by the
Hampshire Constabulary that occurred on Portsmouth's roads.
The identified causes are below:

Cause

Total

Failure to look properly
Executing a poor turn or
manoeuvre
Failure to judge other persons
path or speed
Speeding
Alcohol/Drugs
Tailgating
Failure to stop at Give Way
markings/signs
Weather Conditions
Loss of Control
Total

568
239

% of total (rounded to
nearest %)
41
17

182

13

164
77
40
36

12
6
3
3

30
28
1375

3
2
100

Source Hampshire Constabulary - STATS 19
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8.0 Trends in the data to be addressed through future behavioural change campaigns
and engineered changes.

The following themes can be identified through analysis of the data and will go forward
for weighting to contribute to the prioritisation of schemes;


Private cars remain the most common vehicle type involved in road traffic
collisions on Portsmouth's roads, with riders of pedal cycles and motorcycles the
next highest risk group



Males account for the vast majority of casualties resulting from road traffic
collisions



Females account for the majority of casualties that occur as passengers in
vehicles



Males are more than twice as likely to be driving a vehicle involved in a collision
than females



The vast majority of road traffic collisions happen on single carriageway roads,
and during daylight hours



Younger drivers and riders remain at the highest risk of being involved in a road
traffic collisions, especially those aged 20-29



Failure to look properly, and poor individual decision making over speeds to drive
vehicles at, or the speeds that other vehicles are travelling at, and poor
manoeuvres are the leading identifiable causes of road traffic collisions in the
city. The police, however, find it difficult to identify a high number of collision
causes.



Older drivers (70+) account for the lowest age range of drivers involved in road
traffic collisions, however remain potentially more likely to sustain serious or fatal
injuries in collisions due to potentially greater frailty



It is essential that the Council continues to develop its analytical and targeted
approach to road safety, as those in most need of prevention services often do
not demand these services. For example, young male drivers can be seen to be
at particular risk of being involved in road traffic collisions, but could be potentially
the least inclined to access road safety service interventions (eg educational
programs) themselves.



Increasingly user friendly software and analytical display techniques need to be
developed and designed to highlight road safety issues in the city more easily,
and to enable self-service for residents and councillors where appropriate.
Accsmap has replaced Keynote as the casualty and collision tracking software
currently used, which has been a positive step forward in enabling easier
monitoring. Newer road safety software is now being transitioned to by numerous
road safety authorities around the country (CRASH), and this is currently under
investigation for adoption by PCC.
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Residents in lower Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) are likely to remain at a
higher risk of being involved in a collision

End of Report
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Appendix 1 - Total Casualty Data by number of incidents per road and year - Portsmouth
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Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
Integrated impact assessment (IIA) form December 2019

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
The integrated impact assessment is a quick and easy screening process. It should:
identify those policies, projects, services, functions or strategies that could impact positively or
negatively on the following areas:
Communities and safety
Regeneration and culture

Environment and public space
Equality & - Diversity - This can be found in Section A5

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Safer Travel

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old) :
Portsmouth City Council Annual Casualty Reduction

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:
Existing

★

New / proposed
Changed

What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
To reduce casualties along Portsmouth's roads, and to reduce speeds as one of the major causes of
accidents, and to help make the route safer for active travel and travel, by installing road safety
infrastructure, for example installing speed cushions,
Pageraised
137tables, VAS signs etc.

Has any consultation been undertaken for this proposal? What were the outcomes of the consultations? Has
anything changed because of the consultation? Did this inform your proposal?
Extensive internal consultation is conducted, and external consultation will take place, at checkpoint 4 (design stage) of each LTP/
wider road safety projects.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A1-Crime - Will it make our city safer?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce crime, disorder, ASB and the fear of crime?
How will it prevent the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances?
How will it protect and support young people at risk of harm?
How will it discourage re-offending?

If you want more information contact Lisa.Wills@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-spp-plan-2018-20.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The road safety infrastructure implemented on Portsmouth's roads, will reduce offending speeds driven, provide safer routes
generally, and reduce the potential for accidents along the route. The increase in route safety may encourage more active travel,
which in turn could increase air quality and general health within the city.

How will you measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Accident data, speeds and public feedback can be monitored post scheme implementation to assess potential
improvements.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A2-Housing - Will it provide good quality homes?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it increase good quality affordable housing, including social housing?
How will it reduce the number of poor quality homes and accommodation?
How will it produce well-insulated and sustainable buildings?
How will it provide a mix of housing for different groups and needs?

If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/psh-providing-affordable-housing-in-portsmouth-april-19.
pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
There are no negative impacts that will result from road safety infrastructure to help make roads around the city
Page
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safer. Increased route safety can in turn improve
the quality
of the homes in the vicinity.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Post scheme assessment over speeds and road accident data.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A3-Health - Will this help promote healthy, safe and independent living?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve physical and mental health?
How will it improve quality of life?
How will it encourage healthy lifestyle choices?
How will it create healthy places? (Including workplaces)

If you want more information contact Dominique.Letouze@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cons-114.86-health-and-wellbeing-strategy-proof-2.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

Increased safety along roads in the city may encourage independent travel, and active travel, promoting exercise, improving
physical and mental health etc.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The primary purpose of the reduce road speeds and accidents along the route, and facilitate safer active travel,
which in turn could lead to greater physical and mental health, and safety within the city.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A4-Income deprivation and poverty-Will it consider income
deprivation and reduce poverty?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it support those vulnerable to falling into poverty; e.g., single working age adults and lone parent
households?
• How will it consider low-income communities, households and individuals?
• How will it support those unable to work?
• How will it support those with no educational qualifications?
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If you want more information contact Mark.Sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-homelessness-strategy-2018-to-2023.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/health-and-care/health/joint-strategic-needs-assessment

Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Improving safety infrastructure on the roads can help improve confidence in active travel which will benefit low-income households
by providing a safer and more cost effective range of travel options.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be checked by measuring the uptake in active and sustainable travel.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A5-Equality & diversity - Will it have any positive/negative impacts on
the protected characteristics?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it impact on the protected characteristics-Positive or negative impact (Protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010, Age, disability, race/ethnicity, Sexual orientation, gender reassignment, sex,
religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,socio-economic)
• What mitigation has been put in place to lessen any impacts or barriers removed?
• How will it help promote equality for a specific protected characteristic?
If you want more information contact gina.perryman@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-equality-strategy-2019-22-final.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The project will have no negative impact on the protected characteristics, and safer roads will have positive impacts for all.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B1-Carbon emissions - Will it reduce carbon emissions?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
How will it provide renewable sources of energy?
How will it reduce the need for motorised vehicle travel?
How will it encourage and support residents to reduce carbon emissions?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-sustainability-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Road safety infrastructure and casualty reduction may encourage greater incidence of safer, and active travel, which may in turn
reduce dependence on motorised vehicle travel, thereby reducing carbon emissions.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The progress will be measured using the data released by the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS). The
strategy also proposes holding a carbon audit of PCC which will be used to review the progress of the council itself.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B2-Energy use - Will it reduce energy use?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce water consumption?
How will it reduce electricity consumption?
How will it reduce gas consumption?
How will it reduce the production of waste?

If you want more information contact Triston.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s24685/Home%20Energy%20Appendix%201%20-%20Energy%
20and%20water%20at%20home%20-%20Strategy%202019-25.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Improved road safety infrastructure will improve safety on the roads, and confidence in active travel, reducing the over-reliance on
motorised vehicle travel.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Greater active travel may reduce motorised vehicle journeys, thereby promoting sustainable energy usage for
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travel. Facilitating greater active travel through increased route safety may reduce the frequent use of electric
cars, currently and in the future, reducing electricity consumption.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B3 - Climate change mitigation and flooding-Will it proactively
mitigate against a changing climate and flooding?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it minimise flood risk from both coastal and surface flooding in the future?
How will it protect properties and buildings from flooding?
How will it make local people aware of the risk from flooding?
How will it mitigate for future changes in temperature and extreme weather events?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-surface-water-management-plan-2019.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-flood-risk-management-plan.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Carbon induced climate change is directly linked to the increased threat of flooding in the city. Greater active travel, encouraged by
reduced driving speed and greater safety along the route, would reduce the city's carbon emissions will help to negate further longterm threats from flooding.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The measures will be based on reported carbon emissions from the BEIS report.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B4-Natural environment-Will it ensure public spaces are greener, more
sustainable and well-maintained?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it encourage biodiversity and protect habitats?
• How will it preserve natural sites?
• How will it conserve and enhance natural species?
If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-solent-recreation-mitigation-strategy-dec-17.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B5-Air quality - Will it improve air quality?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce motor vehicle traffic congestion?
How will it reduce emissions of key pollutants?
How will it discourage the idling of motor vehicles?
How will it reduce reliance on private car use?

If you want more information contact Hayley.Trower@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-aq-air-quality-plan-outline-business-case.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
While the project has noted its reduction of carbon emissions, and not other emissions that impact air quality, there will be a cobenefit of improved air quality. By encouraging safer walking and cycling the city's motor based traffic will be reduced, and
consequently the air quality will be improved.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Air quality will not be directly measured as a result of this project. However car use, and traffic based carbon
emissions, will be measured through the BEIS reports and usage statistics.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B6-Transport - Will it improve road safety and transport for the
whole community?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users over users of private vehicles?
How will it allocate street space to ensure children and older people can walk and cycle safely in the area?
How will it increase the proportion of journeys made using sustainable and active transport?
How will it reduce the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses, with pedestrians and cyclists?

If you want more information contact Pam.Turton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/travel/local-transport-plan-3
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Active travel will be encouraged and facilitated by providing a safer roads and routes for pedestrians and cyclists, encouraging active
travel. This will further reduce the likliehood of car accidents, improving safety on the roads around the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be measured by reviewing annual road usage statistics and the amount of car accidents, pedestrians or cyclists which are
killed or seriously injured along the route.
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B7-Waste management - Will it increase recycling and reduce
the production of waste?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it reduce household waste and consumption?
• How will it increase recycling?
• How will it reduce industrial and construction waste?
If you want more information contact Steven.Russell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/HampshireMineralsWastePlanADOPTED.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

★

★

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C1-Culture and heritage - Will it promote, protect and
enhance our culture and heritage?
In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it protect areas of cultural value?
How will it protect listed buildings?
How will it encourage events and attractions?
How will it make Portsmouth a city people want to live in?

If you want more information contact Claire.Looney@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
By increasing confidence in the road safety infrastructure, and active travel through walking and cycling, more opportunities will be
facilitated for community based interaction, which may in turn help to encourage local events and community driven culture.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This can be assessed by measuring how access to open and green space in the city is achieved, by which mode
of travel etc.

C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C2-Employment and opportunities - Will it promote the
development of a skilled workforce?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve qualifications and skills for local people?
How will it reduce unemployment?
How will it create high quality jobs?
How will it improve earnings?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Road accidents cost the local and national economy significant sums of money on an annual basis. Reduced road accidents make the
city safer and more economically buoyant, which may in turn attract more businesses and employment opportunities into the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be assessed by measuring the number of successful SMEs within the city; and how attractive the city is to larger businesses.
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C3 - Economy - Will it encourage businesses to invest in the city,
support sustainable growth and regeneration?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it encourage the development of key industries?
How will it improve the local economy?
How will it create valuable employment opportunities for local people?
How will it promote employment and growth in the city?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Providing safer roads and safer routes around the city, and increased confidence for sustainable, active travel, over solely providing
car dominated space, will contribute to the vibrancy of the city. Large retail parks and superstores on the outskirts of the city, which
are not serviced by public transport, may be impacted by reduced custom. Providing safer infrastructure for walking and cycling will
encourage residents to spend more time on their local high street and shop at local businesses.
The low carbon economy has been identified as a growth opportunity for the UK and is forecast to grow from 2% of the UK's total
output today to 13% by 2050. Pursuing low-carbon growth and industry will encourage manufacturing, engineering and economic
growth in the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This can be measured by travel surveys and/or broader city-wide travel data. Economic growth in the low-carbon sector can also be
reviewed.

Q8 - Who was involved in the Integrated impact assessment?
Phil Rennie

This IIA has been approved by:

ext 4889

Contact number:

Michelle Love

Date:

02/21
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Agenda Item 5

Title of meeting: Traffic & Transportation
Date of meeting: 25 February 2021
Subject: Safety Improvements (Safer Routes To School)
Report by: Tristan Samuels - Head of Regeneration
Wards affected: Hilsea (Mayfield Road); Baffins
(Moorings Way; Hayling Aveue); Fratton (Moorland Road)
Key decision:

No

Full Council decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report

To consider the locations suggested for safer routes to school measures as part of the
Safer Improvements LTP 2020/21 programme that was agreed in February 2020.

2.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation:

2.1

Approves the spend from the Local Transport Plan 3 - Safer Routes to
School Improvements budget to be spent at:
 Mayfield School - junction of Mayfield Road and Kensington Road;
 At least one other location from;
1. Moorland Road;
2. Moorings Way/Warren Avenue;
3. Hayling Avenue (all locations illustrated in Appendix A).

3.

Background

3.1

Travelling to education is the most common single purpose of walking journeys but
there is huge potential to increase the proportion of children walking to school. A
generation ago, 70% of primary school children walked to school but this has
dropped to just over half (51%).
The government has a target in its Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy
(CWIS) to have 55% of primary school children walking to school by 2025.
1
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Source: www.gov.uk/government/case-studies/promoting-walking-in-primary-schools
3.2

The Portsmouth City Council Safer Routes to School programme promotes safer,
more environmentally sustainable and healthier ways of getting to and from school,
with particular emphasis on walking and cycling through engineered changes to the
main walking and cycling routes to schools.

3.3

In addition engineered changes Portsmouth City Council also offers a range of
behavioural change activities led by "Stomper the Pompey Monster", a monster
who will lead a school in a half term of activities that encourage children to walk to
school and introduces them to the benefits through his other monster friends who
tach children about road safety while en route and the benefits that walking to
school has on local air quality,

4.

Site Selection

Mayfield School (Mayfield Road/Kensington Junction)
4.1

Since 2014 Mayfield School has been an 'all-through school' offering education
from 4 to 16 years. The 2019 DfE School Census recorded that Portsmouth City
Council had 29,229 children aged 4-16 registered as in full time education with
25,713 registered in main stream Primary and Secondary. At full capacity
Mayfield School accounts for 1420 of those pupils, current pupil numbers are
1349.

4.2

The existing school building is not fit for purpose and Mayfield staff and
governors successfully bid for funding through the governments Priority Schools
Building Program to completely rebuild the school at the eastern end of the
current site on the junction of Mayfield and Kensington Road. Changes to the
surrounding road network were not included in the scope of the scheme.

4.3

Portsmouth City Council Safer Travel Team carried out traffic assessment
at the areas around of Mayfield School, noting issues around parking, and
issues with the current hatched areas at the junction with Kensington
Road/Mayfield Road, installed as a part of a previous Safer Routes to School
scheme which have not completely solved the problem.
Sight lines and visibility at the Mayfield/Kensington junction are detrimentally
affected by inappropriate parking at school drop off and collection times. When
the new build is complete in September 2021 and the main entrance is situated
on this junction will see a significant increase in the number of pupils crossing
and a reduction in traffic/increase in walking and cycling to school will work to
ensure the area outside the school is as safe as possible.

4.2

It is proposed to construct new build outs at the junction of Kensington
Road/Mayfield Road, to increase space for pedestrians/cyclists accessing the
school site, reduce the ability to park directly outside the school, narrow the
carriageway width to provide a reduced crossing distance and safer crossing
location for pupils whilst still maintaining 2 way traffic, improve sight lines.
2
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4.3

The council has engaged with the school, governors and Copnor ward councillors
prior to the publication of this report and the scheme implemented will be in
conjunction with all major stakeholders.

4.4

Mayfield Road has seen 1 accident in the last 5 years near the Kensington Road
junction. To date the entrance of the school has not been located at this junction.

Moorland Road
4.4

Portsmouth City Council have complaints from local ward councillors, Hampshire
Constabulary and residents about speeding along Moorland Road, and speed has
been found to be a factor along one way roads around the city.
Moorland Road is also a key route to access St Mary's Road which is used to
access Newbridge Junior School, Milton Cross Academy and Portsmouth Academy
for pupils and who attend Portsmouth Academy key route with a total of 2,139
pupils attending.

4.5

It is proposed to install Vehicle Activated Signs on Moorlands Road to provide a
clear visual indication to drivers how fast they are going which would lead to
behavioural change of drivers and a reduction in speed.
If the speed of vehicles is reduced then confidence in route by pupils and their
parents/carers will increase and the desired effect is to see an increase in pupils
walking to school.
There have been 0 casualty accidents recorded over the last 5 years in the road
and 2 damage only incidents with parked vehicles and property being damaged by
vehicles travelling over the advertised 20mph speed limit.

Warren Avenue/Moorings Way
4.5

Portsmouth City Council have observed heavy pedestrian use of Moorings Way and
Warren Avenue at the site of Moorings Way Infant School. The implementation of
VAS/Dibond signage along the road(s) to reduce speeds of drivers, provide safer
crossing points for pupils and reduced potential for casualties of vulnerable
pedestrians would help make the route to school safer.
Warren Avenue has seen 6 slight accidents (5 at the junction with Milton Road, and
1 at junction with Moorings Way).
A speed survey was carried out on Moorings Way in March 2020 and the results
are below:
Advertised speed limit - 20mph
Average vehicle speed = 23mph
85th percentile = 29mph

3
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The “85th percentile” speed is a speed at which 85% of traffic will be travelling at, or
below, along a street or road (under free flow conditions).

Hayling Avenue
4.6

Portsmouth City Council have observed heavy pedestrian use on Hayling Avenue
with pupils en route to Langstone Infant and Junior Academies and Milton Cross
Academy. The schools have a combined total of 1440 pupils attending.

4.7

Residents have also given anecdotal evidence of vehicles speeding along Hayling
Avenue
The implementation of VAS/Dibond signage along the road to reduce speeds of
drivers, provide safer crossing points for pupils and reduced potential for casualties
of vulnerable pedestrians.

4.8

Hayling Avenue is a very long and straight road, and has seen 12 accidents over
the last 5 years; 2 serious and 6 slight directly linked to Hayling Avenue, the other 4
accidents recorded on roads leading to or from Hayling Avenue.

4.8

A mobile speed survey was carried out in Hayling Avenue in November 2020 and
the results are below:
Advertised Speed Limit 20mph
Average speed = 24.26mph
85th percentile = 29mph

5.
5.1

Integrated impact assessment
A full Integrated Impact Assessment accompanies this report.

6.

Legal implications

6.1

The measures proposed within the recommendation are within the Council's
statutory powers and duties in relation to traffic management and the
management, maintenance and improvement of highways for which it is the
responsible authority.

7.

Director of Finance's comments

7.1

The cost of the improvements is approx. £70,000, which will be funded by the
Safer Routes budget allocation within the 2020/21 Local Transport Plan
approved by Full Council in 2020.
4
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7.2

A full financial appraisal will be completed before any of the work is commenced
to ensure the works can be delivered within this budget.

………………………………………………
Signed by:
Appendices:
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a
material extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of document

Location

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………
………………………………………………
Signed by:

Appendix 1
Mayfield Road/Kensington Junction:

5
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Moorland Road:

Moorings Way/Warren Avenue:

6
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Hayling Avenue:
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Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
Integrated impact assessment (IIA) form December 2019

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
The integrated impact assessment is a quick and easy screening process. It should:
identify those policies, projects, services, functions or strategies that could impact positively or
negatively on the following areas:
Communities and safety
Regeneration and culture

Environment and public space
Equality & - Diversity - This can be found in Section A5

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Safer Travel

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old) :
Portsmouth City Council Safer Routes To School/Safer Improvements LTP 20/21

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:
Existing

★

New / proposed
Changed

What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
To make routes to school safer for pupils, by installing infrastructure to make active travel safer,
increase confidence in active travel, for example installing VAS signage to reduce speed along the
route, zebra crossings, pedestrian refuge islands
etc. 155
Page

Has any consultation been undertaken for this proposal? What were the outcomes of the consultations? Has
anything changed because of the consultation? Did this inform your proposal?
Extensive internal consultation has been conducted, and external consultation will take place at checkpoint 4 (design stage) of the
project.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A1-Crime - Will it make our city safer?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce crime, disorder, ASB and the fear of crime?
How will it prevent the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances?
How will it protect and support young people at risk of harm?
How will it discourage re-offending?

If you want more information contact Lisa.Wills@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-spp-plan-2018-20.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The safer routes infrastructure implemented at key routes to school will reduce offending speeds driven, reducing the potential for
accidents along the route, increases key areas for pupils to cross when traveling to/from school and in general route safety may
encourage more active travel, which in turn could increase air quality and general health within the city.

How will you measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Accident data and feedback from school/pupils/parents, can be monitored post scheme implementation.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A2-Housing - Will it provide good quality homes?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it increase good quality affordable housing, including social housing?
How will it reduce the number of poor quality homes and accommodation?
How will it produce well-insulated and sustainable buildings?
How will it provide a mix of housing for different groups and needs?

If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/psh-providing-affordable-housing-in-portsmouth-april-19.
pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
There are no negative impacts that will result from increasing routes to schools' safety, safer places to cross for
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vulnerable pedestrians and reduced speeds driven
along156
the route. Increased route safety can in turn improve
the quality of the homes in the vicinity.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Post scheme assessment over speeds and road accident data.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A3-Health - Will this help promote healthy, safe and independent living?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve physical and mental health?
How will it improve quality of life?
How will it encourage healthy lifestyle choices?
How will it create healthy places? (Including workplaces)

If you want more information contact Dominique.Letouze@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cons-114.86-health-and-wellbeing-strategy-proof-2.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

Increased safety along the route may encourage independent travel, and active travel, promoting exercise, improving physical and
mental health etc.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Monitoring and reducing accidents along the route, and facilitating levels of safer active travel, in turn could lead
to greater physical and mental health, and safety within the city.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A4-Income deprivation and poverty-Will it consider income
deprivation and reduce poverty?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it support those vulnerable to falling into poverty; e.g., single working age adults and lone parent
households?
• How will it consider low-income communities, households and individuals?
• How will it support those unable to work?
• How will it support those with no educational qualifications?
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If you want more information contact Mark.Sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-homelessness-strategy-2018-to-2023.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/health-and-care/health/joint-strategic-needs-assessment

Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Improving active travel will benefit low-income households by providing a safer range of travel options.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be checked by measuring the uptake in active and sustainable travel.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A5-Equality & diversity - Will it have any positive/negative impacts on
the protected characteristics?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it impact on the protected characteristics-Positive or negative impact (Protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010, Age, disability, race/ethnicity, Sexual orientation, gender reassignment, sex,
religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,socio-economic)
• What mitigation has been put in place to lessen any impacts or barriers removed?
• How will it help promote equality for a specific protected characteristic?
If you want more information contact gina.perryman@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-equality-strategy-2019-22-final.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The project will have no impact on the protected characteristics, and have a positive impact providing safer routes and crossing
points for vulnerable pedestrians, wheelchair users etc.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B1-Carbon emissions - Will it reduce carbon emissions?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
How will it provide renewable sources of energy?
How will it reduce the need for motorised vehicle travel?
How will it encourage and support residents to reduce carbon emissions?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-sustainability-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The project may encourage greater incidence of safer, active travel, which may in turn reduce dependence on motorised vehicle
travel, thereby reducing carbon emissions.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The progress will be measured using the data released by the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS). The
strategy also proposes holding a carbon audit of PCC which will be used to review the progress of the council itself.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B2-Energy use - Will it reduce energy use?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce water consumption?
How will it reduce electricity consumption?
How will it reduce gas consumption?
How will it reduce the production of waste?

If you want more information contact Triston.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s24685/Home%20Energy%20Appendix%201%20-%20Energy%
20and%20water%20at%20home%20-%20Strategy%202019-25.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Greater and safer active travel will reduce reliance on motorised travel, and energy consumption.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Greater active travel may reduce motorised vehicle journeys, thereby promoting sustainable energy usage for
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travel. Facilitating greater active travel through increased route safety may reduce the frequent use of electric
cars, currently and in the future, reducing electricity consumption.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B3 - Climate change mitigation and flooding-Will it proactively
mitigate against a changing climate and flooding?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it minimise flood risk from both coastal and surface flooding in the future?
How will it protect properties and buildings from flooding?
How will it make local people aware of the risk from flooding?
How will it mitigate for future changes in temperature and extreme weather events?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-surface-water-management-plan-2019.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-flood-risk-management-plan.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Carbon induced climate change is directly linked to the increased threat of flooding in the city. Greater active travel, encouraged by
safer crossing points, reduced driving speed and greater safety along the route, would reduce the city's carbon emissions will help to
negate further long-term threats from flooding.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The measures will be based on reported carbon emissions from the BEIS report.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B4-Natural environment-Will it ensure public spaces are greener, more
sustainable and well-maintained?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it encourage biodiversity and protect habitats?
• How will it preserve natural sites?
• How will it conserve and enhance natural species?
If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-solent-recreation-mitigation-strategy-dec-17.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B5-Air quality - Will it improve air quality?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce motor vehicle traffic congestion?
How will it reduce emissions of key pollutants?
How will it discourage the idling of motor vehicles?
How will it reduce reliance on private car use?

If you want more information contact Hayley.Trower@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-aq-air-quality-plan-outline-business-case.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
While the project has noted its reduction of carbon emissions, and not other emissions that impact air quality, there will be a cobenefit of improved air quality. By encouraging safer walking and cycling the city's motor based traffic will be reduced, and
consequently the air quality will be improved.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Air quality will not be directly measured as a result of this project. However car use, and traffic based carbon
emissions, will be measured through the BEIS reports and usage statistics.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B6-Transport - Will it improve road safety and transport for the
whole community?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users over users of private vehicles?
How will it allocate street space to ensure children and older people can walk and cycle safely in the area?
How will it increase the proportion of journeys made using sustainable and active transport?
How will it reduce the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses, with pedestrians and cyclists?

If you want more information contact Pam.Turton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/travel/local-transport-plan-3
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Active travel will be encouraged and facilitated by providing a safer route and safer crossing points for pupils, pedestrians and
cyclists, encouraging active travel. This will further reduce speeds along the route, reducing the liklihood of car accidents

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be measured by reviewing annual road usage statistics and the amount of car accidents, pedestrians or cyclists which are
killed or seriously injured along the routes.
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B7-Waste management - Will it increase recycling and reduce
the production of waste?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it reduce household waste and consumption?
• How will it increase recycling?
• How will it reduce industrial and construction waste?
If you want more information contact Steven.Russell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/HampshireMineralsWastePlanADOPTED.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

★

★

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C1-Culture and heritage - Will it promote, protect and
enhance our culture and heritage?
In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it protect areas of cultural value?
How will it protect listed buildings?
How will it encourage events and attractions?
How will it make Portsmouth a city people want to live in?

If you want more information contact Claire.Looney@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
By [rovising safer crossing points and increasing walking and cycling, more opportunities will be facilitated for community based
interaction, which may in turn help to encourage local events and community driven culture.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This can be assessed by measuring how access to open and green space in the city is achieved, by which mode
of travel etc.

C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C2-Employment and opportunities - Will it promote the
development of a skilled workforce?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve qualifications and skills for local people?
How will it reduce unemployment?
How will it create high quality jobs?
How will it improve earnings?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Road accidents cost the local and national economy significant sums of money on an annual basis. Reduced road accidents make the
city safer and more economically buoyant, which may in turn attract more businesses and employment opportunities into the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be assessed by measuring the number of successful SMEs within the city; and how attractive the city is to larger businesses.
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C3 - Economy - Will it encourage businesses to invest in the city,
support sustainable growth and regeneration?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it encourage the development of key industries?
How will it improve the local economy?
How will it create valuable employment opportunities for local people?
How will it promote employment and growth in the city?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Providing safer routes to school for sustainable, active travel, over solely providing car dominated space, will contribute to the
vibrancy of the city. Large retail parks and superstores on the outskirts of the city, which are not serviced by public transport, may be
impacted by reduced custom. Providing safer infrastructure for walking and cycling will encourage residents to spend more time on
their local high street and shop at local businesses.
The low carbon economy has been identified as a growth opportunity for the UK and is forecast to grow from 2% of the UK's total
output today to 13% by 2050. Pursuing low-carbon growth and industry will encourage manufacturing, engineering and economic
growth in the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This can be measured by travel surveys and/or broader city-wide travel data. Economic growth in the low-carbon sector can also be
reviewed.

Q8 - Who was involved in the Integrated impact assessment?
Phil Rennie

This IIA has been approved by:

ext 4889

Contact number:

Michelle Love

Date:

02/21
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Agenda Item 6

Title of meeting:

Traffic and Transportation Decision Meeting

Date of meeting:

25th February 2021

Subject:

Speed and Casualty Reduction Measures 2020/21 budget

Report by:

Tristan Samuels - Director of Regeneration

Wards affected:

Drayton and Farlington/St Thomas

Key decision:

No

Full Council decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report:

1.1

To consider the locations suggested for speed reduction measures as part of the
speed reduction LTP 2020/21 programme that was agreed in December 2020.

2.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation:
2.1

Approves the spend from the Speed Reduction Measure budget of speed
reduction measures at the junctions of Dysart/Mansvid/Tredegar Avenue,
the junction of Havant Road and Farlington Avenue and Castle Road
between Kings Road and Hambrook Road.

3.

Background

3.1

In 2019, a total of 1,752 reported road deaths road in Great Britain, a similar
number to the 1,783 deaths reported in 2018. This figure is also similar to the
level of fatalities seen since 2012 which followed a period of substantial reduction
in fatalities from 2006-2010. There were 25, 945 seriously injured casualties and
153, 158 slightly injured casualties. This is 5% lower than in 2018 and is the
lowest level since 1979 when this statistical series with current definitions and
detail began.

3.2

Local authorities have various statutory duties under Section 39 of the Road
Traffic Act 1988 related to road safety, including taking steps to reduce and
prevent accidents, promoting road safety, and securing the safe movement of
traffic and pedestrians.
1
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3.3

The Speed Reduction Measures budget allocated within the LTP 3 funding 202021 will address those statutory duties.

4.

Reasons for recommendations

Junction of Dysart/Mansvid/Tregaron Avenue
4.1

'Give Way' and 'Crossroads ahead' signage on the junctions of
Dysart/Mansvid/Tregaron Avenue. The purpose of this proposed action is to
increase the visibility of the Tregaron Avenue junction to drivers travelling along
Mansvid and Dysart Avenue alongside the existing road markings.

4.2

There is an emerging issue at this junction, there have been 4 incidents since
2019 where vehicles have failed to give way when emerging from Dysart
Avenue. One of these resulted in serious injury to a pedestrian.

4.3

The speed limit for these roads is 20mph. A hand held speed survey was carried
out in March 2020 over 3 hours which recorded 204 cars, the average speed
was 23.4mph and the v85 speed was 27mph. The V85 or mean speed is the
speed at or below 85% of the vehicles travel and is one of the most commonly
used measures of actual speed. The speed range was 14mph - 39mph.

Junction of Havant Road and Lower Farlington Road
4.4

Anti-skid surfacing adjacent to the pedestrian crossing on Havant Road at the
junction of Farlington Avenue. The purpose of this proposed action is to assist
vehicles to slow to a stop at the pedestrian crossing immediately prior to the
junction.

4.5

There have been reports to the Drayton and Farlington ward councillors that this
pedestrian crossing is the subject of frequent near misses as vehicles overshoot
the Stop Lines for the signalised junction and encroach onto the pedestrian
crossing.

4.6

There has been 1 accident resulting in serious injury to a pedestrian at the site
in July 2019.

Castle Road between Kings Road and junction of Hambrook Street
4.7

Two speed cushions to be located between the junctions of Kings Road and
Hambrook Street. Under the DfT Emergency Active Travel Fund Tranche 1
awarded to Portsmouth City Council in May 2020 was an allocation to close the
southern part of Castle Road between Hambrook Street and Western Parade.
This scheme is currently under development to become a permanent scheme.
Prior to this scheme, the council received correspondence from residents in the
northern section of Castle Road - Kings Road to St Edwards Road there was a
high incidence of vehicles speeding along the road.
2
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4.8

The speed limit for this road is 20 mph. A fixed box speed survey was carried
out in September 2019 between 19th and 30th which recorded 15,040 vehicles,
the average speed was 22mph and the v85 speed was 28mph. the speed range
was 5-39mph.

4.9

It is anticipated that these 2 schemes will complement each other when
installed, the speed cushions will ensure average vehicle speed is reduced
along the northern section of the road when approaching the southern section of
the road that is closed and the alternative route.

5.

Integrated impact assessment
Attached

6.
6.1

Legal implications
The measures proposed within the recommendation are within the Council's
statutory powers and duties in relation to traffic management and the
management, maintenance and improvement of highways for which it is the
responsible authority.

7.

Director of Finance's comments

7.1

The speed reduction measures set out in this report are estimated to cost in the
region of £42,000. The cost of the scheme will be funded from the Speed
Reduction allocation within the 2020/21 Local Transport Plan Capital allocation.

7.2

A full financial appraisal will be completed before any of the work is commenced
to ensure the budget is sufficient to cover the cost of the works.

………………………………………………
Signed by:
Appendices:
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a
material extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of document

Location
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The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………
………………………………………………
Signed by:

4
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Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
Integrated impact assessment (IIA) form December 2019

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
The integrated impact assessment is a quick and easy screening process. It should:
identify those policies, projects, services, functions or strategies that could impact positively or
negatively on the following areas:
Communities and safety
Regeneration and culture

Environment and public space
Equality & - Diversity - This can be found in Section A5

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Safer Travel

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old) :
LTP 3 - Speed Reduction Measures 2020/2021

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:
Existing

★

New / proposed
Changed

What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
To reduce speeds driven along the city's roads, to help make routes safer for active travel and travel,
by installing infrastructure to slow vehicle speeds, for example installing speed cushions/speed humps,
VAS signs, raised tables or sinusodial speed humps.
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Has any consultation been undertaken for this proposal? What were the outcomes of the consultations? Has
anything changed because of the consultation? Did this inform your proposal?
Extensive internal consultation has been conducted, and external consultation will take place at checkpoint 4 (design stage) of the
speed reduction projects.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A1-Crime - Will it make our city safer?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce crime, disorder, ASB and the fear of crime?
How will it prevent the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances?
How will it protect and support young people at risk of harm?
How will it discourage re-offending?

If you want more information contact Lisa.Wills@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-spp-plan-2018-20.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The speed reduction infrastructure implemented on roads that have been shown to have excessive speed, will reduce offending
speeds driven, reducing the potential for accidents along the routes. The increase in general routes safety may encourage more
active travel, which in turn could increase air quality and general health within the city.

How will you measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Speeds, and accident data, can be monitored post scheme(s) implementation/annual casualty reports to assess
potential improvements.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A2-Housing - Will it provide good quality homes?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it increase good quality affordable housing, including social housing?
How will it reduce the number of poor quality homes and accommodation?
How will it produce well-insulated and sustainable buildings?
How will it provide a mix of housing for different groups and needs?

If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/psh-providing-affordable-housing-in-portsmouth-april-19.
pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
There are no negative impacts that will result from reduced speeds driven along routes. Increased routes safety
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can in turn improve the quality of the homes in the
vicinity.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Post scheme assessment over speeds and road accident data, route specific checks and annual casualty reports
on the city's roads.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A3-Health - Will this help promote healthy, safe and independent living?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve physical and mental health?
How will it improve quality of life?
How will it encourage healthy lifestyle choices?
How will it create healthy places? (Including workplaces)

If you want more information contact Dominique.Letouze@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cons-114.86-health-and-wellbeing-strategy-proof-2.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

Increased safety along the routes may encourage independent travel, and active travel, promoting exercise, improving physical and
mental health etc.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The primary purpose of the reduce road speeds and accidents along the routes, is to increase safety and
facilitate safer active travel, which in turn could lead to greater physical and mental health, and safety within the
city.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A4-Income deprivation and poverty-Will it consider income
deprivation and reduce poverty?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it support those vulnerable to falling into poverty; e.g., single working age adults and lone parent
households?
• How will it consider low-income communities, households and individuals?
• How will it support those unable to work?
• How will it support those with no educational qualifications?
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If you want more information contact Mark.Sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-homelessness-strategy-2018-to-2023.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/health-and-care/health/joint-strategic-needs-assessment

Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Improving confidence in active travel will encourage take up and benefit low-income households by providing a safer range of travel
options.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be checked by measuring the uptake in active and sustainable travel, and monitoring accident data.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A5-Equality & diversity - Will it have any positive/negative impacts on
the protected characteristics?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it impact on the protected characteristics-Positive or negative impact (Protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010, Age, disability, race/ethnicity, Sexual orientation, gender reassignment, sex,
religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,socio-economic)
• What mitigation has been put in place to lessen any impacts or barriers removed?
• How will it help promote equality for a specific protected characteristic?
If you want more information contact gina.perryman@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-equality-strategy-2019-22-final.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The speed reduction projects will have no impact on the protected characteristics.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B1-Carbon emissions - Will it reduce carbon emissions?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
How will it provide renewable sources of energy?
How will it reduce the need for motorised vehicle travel?
How will it encourage and support residents to reduce carbon emissions?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-sustainability-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The speed reduction projects may encourage greater confidence of safer, active travel, which may in turn reduce dependence on
motorised vehicle travel, thereby reducing carbon emissions.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The progress will be measured using the data released by the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS). The
strategy also proposes holding a carbon audit of PCC which will be used to review the progress of the council itself.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B2-Energy use - Will it reduce energy use?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce water consumption?
How will it reduce electricity consumption?
How will it reduce gas consumption?
How will it reduce the production of waste?

If you want more information contact Triston.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s24685/Home%20Energy%20Appendix%201%20-%20Energy%
20and%20water%20at%20home%20-%20Strategy%202019-25.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Speed reduction may in turn lead to greater confidence for active travel, which may reduce dependancy on
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motorised vehicle journeys, thereby promoting sustainable energy usage for travel. Facilitating greater active

travel through increased route safety may reduce the frequent use of electric cars, currently and in the future,
reducing electricity consumption.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B3 - Climate change mitigation and flooding-Will it proactively
mitigate against a changing climate and flooding?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it minimise flood risk from both coastal and surface flooding in the future?
How will it protect properties and buildings from flooding?
How will it make local people aware of the risk from flooding?
How will it mitigate for future changes in temperature and extreme weather events?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-surface-water-management-plan-2019.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-flood-risk-management-plan.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Carbon induced climate change is directly linked to the increased threat of flooding in the city. Greater active travel, encouraged by
reduced driving speed and greater safety along the city's roads, would reduce the city's carbon emissions will help to negate further
long-term threats from flooding.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The measures will be based on reported carbon emissions from the BEIS report.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B4-Natural environment-Will it ensure public spaces are greener, more
sustainable and well-maintained?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it encourage biodiversity and protect habitats?
• How will it preserve natural sites?
• How will it conserve and enhance natural species?
If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-solent-recreation-mitigation-strategy-dec-17.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B5-Air quality - Will it improve air quality?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce motor vehicle traffic congestion?
How will it reduce emissions of key pollutants?
How will it discourage the idling of motor vehicles?
How will it reduce reliance on private car use?

If you want more information contact Hayley.Trower@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-aq-air-quality-plan-outline-business-case.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
While speed reduction has noted its potential for reduction of carbon emissions, and not other emissions that impact air quality,
there will be a co-benefit of improved air quality. By improving confidence in safer roads and encouraging safer walking and cycling
the city's motor based traffic will be reduced, and consequently the air quality will be improved.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Air quality will not be directly measured as a result of this project. However car use, and traffic based carbon
emissions, will be measured through the BEIS reports and usage statistics.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B6-Transport - Will it improve road safety and transport for the
whole community?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users over users of private vehicles?
How will it allocate street space to ensure children and older people can walk and cycle safely in the area?
How will it increase the proportion of journeys made using sustainable and active transport?
How will it reduce the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses, with pedestrians and cyclists?

If you want more information contact Pam.Turton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/travel/local-transport-plan-3
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Active travel may be encouraged and facilitated by speed reduction providing a safer route for pedestrians and cyclists. This will
further reduce speeds along the route, reducing the likelihood of car accidents.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be measured by reviewing annual road usage statistics and the amount of car accidents, pedestrians or cyclists who are
killed or seriously injured along the route.
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B7-Waste management - Will it increase recycling and reduce
the production of waste?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it reduce household waste and consumption?
• How will it increase recycling?
• How will it reduce industrial and construction waste?
If you want more information contact Steven.Russell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/HampshireMineralsWastePlanADOPTED.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
N/A

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
N/A
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

★

★

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C1-Culture and heritage - Will it promote, protect and
enhance our culture and heritage?
In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it protect areas of cultural value?
How will it protect listed buildings?
How will it encourage events and attractions?
How will it make Portsmouth a city people want to live in?

If you want more information contact Claire.Looney@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
By increasing road safety infrastructure and confidence in safer walking and cycling, more opportunities will be facilitated for
community based interaction, which may in turn help to encourage local events and community driven culture.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This can be assessed by measuring how access to open and green space in the city is achieved, by which mode
of travel etc.

C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C2-Employment and opportunities - Will it promote the
development of a skilled workforce?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve qualifications and skills for local people?
How will it reduce unemployment?
How will it create high quality jobs?
How will it improve earnings?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Road accidents cost the local and national economy significant sums of money on an annual basis. Excess speeding is a leading cause
of accidents, and reduced road accidents make the city safer and more economically buoyant, which may in turn attract more
businesses and employment opportunities into the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This will be assessed by measuring the number of successful SMEs within the city; and how attractive the city is to larger businesses.
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C3 - Economy - Will it encourage businesses to invest in the city,
support sustainable growth and regeneration?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it encourage the development of key industries?
How will it improve the local economy?
How will it create valuable employment opportunities for local people?
How will it promote employment and growth in the city?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Providing safer, lower speed routes may encourage more, sustainable, active travel, over solely providing car dominated space, and
contribute to the vibrancy of the city. Large retail parks and superstores on the outskirts of the city, which are not serviced by public
transport, may be impacted by reduced custom due to car accidents. Providing safer infrastructure for walking and cycling will
encourage residents to spend more time on their local high street and shop at local businesses.
The low carbon economy has been identified as a growth opportunity for the UK and is forecast to grow from 2% of the UK's total
output today to 13% by 2050. Pursuing low-carbon growth and industry will encourage manufacturing, engineering and economic
growth in the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
This can be measured by travel surveys and/or broader city-wide travel data. Economic growth in the low-carbon sector can also be
reviewed.

Q8 - Who was involved in the Integrated impact assessment?
Phil Rennie

This IIA has been approved by:
Contact number:

ext: 4889

Date:

02/21

Michelle Love
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Agenda Item 7

Title of meeting:

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation Decision Meeting

Date of meeting:

25 February 2021

Subject:

Highbury Street proposals (TRO 86B/2020: Proposed parking
restrictions)

Report by:

Tristan Samuels

Wards affected:

St Thomas

Key decision:

No

Full Council decision: No

1.

Purpose of report
To consider the consultation responses to proposed parking restrictions in Highbury
Street under TRO 86/2020, and to decide whether to implement the proposals.
When objections are received to proposed traffic regulation orders (TROs), a
decision by the Traffic & Transportation Cabinet Member is required to be made at
a public meeting.
Appendix A: The public proposal notice and plan for TRO 86/2020
Appendix B: Public response to the proposals

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that:

2.1

Having considered the public response contained in Appendix B, that the
restrictions proposed in Highbury Street under TRO 86/2020 (Appendix A ,
sections A2 and B1) are implemented under TRO 86B/2020, meaning the
double yellow lines and KA zone parking bay are installed as proposed;

2.2

It is noted that the remaining proposals of TRO 86/2020 were implemented in
January 2021 under TRO 86A/2020, due to support and/or no objections.

3.

Background

3.1

Parking restrictions and amendments are considered and may be proposed where
concerns are raised by residents, councillors, the public and/or emergency, public or
delivery services in relation to road safety and traffic management, and/or to
accommodate a change to the highway network. A number of traffic regulation orders
are put forward each year in response to such concerns and requests relating to
various locations across the city. TRO 86/2020 was formed of 8 such proposals.

1
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3.2

This section of Highbury Street is a single carriageway approximately 2 metres wide.
The proposal for double yellow lines in the stretch of Highbury Street between St
Thomas's Street and the High Street was put forward following concerns raised about
parking on the footway causing an obstruction to pedestrians. As there is a vehicle
parked at the closed end of the road nearest the High Street on a regular basis without
causing an issue, a formal parking place has also been proposed there. The KA zone
in Old Portsmouth provides parking for KA permit holders, with up to 1 hour's free
parking for non-permit holders.

3.3

Whilst an historic TRO appeared to be in place for double yellow lines on the northeast side of Highbury Street, there is no evidence to show they were ever installed,
as proposed in conjunction with the residents' parking zone implemented in 1999.

3.4

A representative of Colas has confirmed that there are no double yellow lines shown
on their asset register for maintenance purposes. Colas has maintenance obligations
under the PFI contract established in 2005, and the asset register was complied in
2004. Had the double yellow lines been installed in Highbury Street in 1999, evidence
of them should have been visible in 2004 and included in the register for continued
maintenance.

3.5

Therefore a new proposal was put forward, as few people would remember the
original proposal more than 20 years prior, current residents may not have been
consulted at all, and the sudden application of parking restrictions would be
unexpected and potentially unnecessary. It was therefore deemed prudent to consult
on a fresh proposal to gauge the public response.

4.

Consultation and notification

4.1

The statutory 21-day consultation and notification under Traffic Regulation Order
(TRO) 86/2020 was originally arranged for 7 - 28 October 2020. However, it was
discovered that public notices had not been displayed in all locations affected by the
proposals, and a renewed 21-day consultation took place 29 October - 19 November
2020.

4.2

15 representations were received to the proposals for Highbury Street;




10 objections
4 in support
1 unclear whether in support or objection

4.3

It should be noted that objections to statutory consultations must be made in writing,
as stated on the consultation documents, and therefore only written responses from
residents are taken into account.

5.

Reasons for the recommendations

5.1

Appendix B of the report shows there are mixed views on whether to introduce
restrictions proposed.
2
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5.2

The Highway Code does indicate that vehicles should not park on the footway
(London authorities have wider powers to those outside of London). However, use of
the footway for parking is common practice throughout Portsmouth's residential
streets, due to the enormous parking pressures. Residents use part of the footway,
which varies considerably in width between roads, in order to allow enough space for
traffic to pass - particularly emergency vehicles and other larger vehicles.

5.3

The Council understands why this practice occurs, but does not condone it, and is
aware that the Department for Transport is currently considering a nationwide ban on
pavement parking.

5.4

The narrow stretch of Highbury Street between St Thomas's Street and High Street
is closed to vehicles at the High Street end but is used by pedestrians from the
residential streets around to access the High Street. The issue was highlighted
because a resident was using part of the area outside their property and part of
footway as a parking space. This practice forces some pedestrians to walk in the
carriageway rather than on the footpath to get past the parked vehicle.

5.5

This section of the road is narrow and is used by vehicles delivering to the business
on the High Street. These delivery vehicles need to turn round in the road or reverse
out once the delivery is made, which can make it more dangerous for pedestrians
needing to walk in the road.

5.6

Double yellow lines were approved as part of the residents' parking zone in 1999 but
apparently not installed. Given the information from residents who lived there at the
time, the concerns around conservation of an historic street that were made then
have been repeated now.

5.7

Achieving a relatively straight 50mm yellow line with equal width between double lines
is difficult on cobblestones, and the lines also wear more quickly than lines on other
surfaces. However in terms of the practicality of having lines there are other
examples in Old Portsmouth and elsewhere where parking restrictions have been laid
on cobbled areas and maintained.

5.8

A number of the representations make reference to the vehicle reported as a problem
no longer parking at the location and consider the introduction of restrictions to be
excessive. Google Street images show a vehicle parked across the pavement in
2016 as well the reported concerns in 2020 when the issue was raised.

3
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5.9

The street is part of a residents' parking zone where parking is in considerable
demand. While parking causing an obstruction of the road or footway is an offence
the police could deal with, the police focus their resources on other issues and
enforcement is unlikely. Without restrictions in the section of Highbury Street anyone
could park at any time and in doing some is likely to obstruct the footway or road or
both. By having formal parking restrictions this can be deterred and if necessary
enforced. The end of the road is often used for parking and therefore formalising a
parking place will help the parking capacity. For these reasons it is recommended
that the proposed restrictions in Highbury Street are implemented.

6.

Integrated impact assessment
An integrated impact assessment is not required as the recommendations do not
have a significant positive or negative impact on communities and safety,
regeneration and culture, environment and public space or equality and diversity.

7.

Legal Implications

7.1

It is the duty of a local authority to manage its road network with a view to achieving,
so far as may be reasonably practicable having regard to their other obligations,
policies and objectives, the following objectives:
(a) securing the expeditious movement of traffic on the authority’s road network; and
(b) facilitating the expeditious movement of traffic on road networks for which another
authority is the traffic authority.

7.2

Local authorities have a duty to take account of the needs of all road users, take
action to minimise, prevent or deal with congestion problems, and consider the
implications of decisions for both their network and those of others.

7.3

A proposed TRO must be advertised and the statutory consultees notified and given
a 3-week period (21 days) in which to register any support or objections. Members of
the public also have a right to object during that period. If objections are received to
the proposed order the matter must go before the appropriate executive member for
a decision whether or not to make the order, taking into account any comments
received from the public and/or the statutory consultees during the consultation
period.

8.

Director of Finance's comments
The cost of the additional line painting is likely to be minimal and will be met from
the On Street Parking budget.

4
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………………………………………………
Signed by:
Director of Regeneration
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a
material extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of document
15 letters/emails

Location

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………
………………………………………………
Signed by:
Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation
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Appendix A: The public proposal notice for TRO 86/2020
THE PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL (VARIOUS ROADS) (RESTRICTIONS ON
WAITING, AND AMENDMENTS) (NO.86) ORDER 2020
29 October 2020: Notice is hereby given that Portsmouth City Council proposes to make the
above Order under sections 1, 2, 4, 32, 35, 36, 45, 46, 51, 52 and 53 of the Road Traffic
Regulation Act 1984 (‘the 1984 Act’), as amended, the Traffic Management Act 2004, the
Civil Enforcement of Parking Contraventions (England) General Regulations 2007, and of all
other enabling powers and in accordance with parts III and IV of schedule 9 to the 1984 Act,
to effect:
A) NO WAITING AT ANY TIME (double yellow lines)
1. Avondale Road
West side of the south-western arm; the full length (30 metres) at the rear of Nos. 18-32
Cranleigh Road, to maintain access to the rear pedestrian gates
2. Highbury Street
North-east side, a 48-metre length between the junction with St Thomas's Street and the 5metre parking bay proposed at the south-eastern dead end (Part B of this notice)
3. Jervis Road
South side, a 12-metre length in front of the vehicular access to Scott House car park
(adjacent to No.201 Jervis Road)
4. Parkstone Lane (runs between Parkstone Avenue and Craneswater Avenue)
North side, a 25-metre length eastwards from the junction with Parkstone Avenue (to cease
2 metres before the garage entrance)
5. Tangier Road
North side, a 13-metre extension to the existing double yellow lines westwards from the
private access road to No.265 (opposite Portsmouth College), to meet up with the single
yellow line
B) KA PERMIT HOLDERS / WAITING LIMITED TO 1 HOUR, NO RETURN WITHIN 2
HOURS
1. Highbury Street
South-eastern dead end: a single parking bay, 5 metres in length
C) CHANGE FROM NO WAITING MON, WEDS & FRI 8AM-4PM TO:
NO WAITING MON-FRI 9AM-12PM (NOON)
1. Gatcombe Avenue
North side, the existing 17-metre single yellow line alongside The Golden Hind public
house
D) CHANGE FROM:
WAITING LIMITED TO 1 HOUR, NO RETURN WITHIN 1 HOUR MON-SAT 8AM-6PM TO:
WAITING LIMITED TO 2 HOURS, NO RETURN WITHIN 1 HOUR MON-SAT 8AM 9PM
1. London Road (Hilsea Market)
West side, the existing limited waiting parking bay outside Hilsea Market: Nos. 9-14a
London Road
6
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To view this public notice on Portsmouth City Council’s website www.portsmouth.gov.uk
search 'traffic regulation orders 2020'. A copy of the draft order including the statement of
reasons, and a plan, are available for inspection at the Central Library, Guildhall Square,
Portsmouth PO1 2DX during current opening hours. Library staff cannot provide more
information on these proposals.
Persons wishing to object to these proposals may do so by sending their representations via email
to engineers@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or by post to Nikki Musson, Parking team, Portsmouth City
Council, Civic Offices, Portsmouth PO1 2NE, quoting ref TRO 86/2020 by 19 November 2020
stating the grounds of objection, and name and address details.
Under the provisions of the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985, any written
representations that are received may be open to inspection by members of the public. If the
proposals require a decision to be made at a public meeting, representations are anonymised in
accordance with data protection law and included in the published report. Please see the Council's
website for full details of the Data Protection privacy notice.

Pam Turton, Assistant Director of Regeneration (Transport)
Portsmouth City Council, Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth PO1 2NE

PLAN OF THE PROPOSALS DISCUSSED WITHIN THIS REPORT:
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Appendix B: Public views on the Highbury Street proposals
Objections
1.
Resident and business, High Street
Reference the above dated 7th October 2020 first can I point out that there has been no
physical notice in the Highbury Street area showing the proposed plans for a parking
bay and double yellow lines in Highbury Street - should there be one or is there one
somewhere that we have missed?
Reference detail:
‘A) NO WAITING AT ANY TIME (double Yellows)’
With particular reference to Highbury Street - does the ‘No waiting’ stipulation apply to
delivery vehicles for the Duke of Buckingham Pub?
I am strongly objecting to the proposal for double yellow lines because they are
unnecessary:
1. Is the reality that the double yellows have been proposed with the sole purpose of
stopping the residents of an address on Highbury Street from parking in front of their
property? If that is the case then surely the proposal is a sledge hammer to crack a nut
and there are better solutions to that issue that will not have such a deleterious effect on
this part of the neighbourhood. The first suggestion may be to ask the resident to stop
parking there?
2. Highbury Street is in a conservation area and one of the few remaining old cobbled
streets anywhere in Portsmouth. The Street is narrow and the yellow lines will look both
ugly and incongruous & will destroy any remaining charm left of it. Would the type of
paint required to make the lines cause serious damage along with the visible damage to
the fabric of the pavements and cobbles caused by overuse by heavy vehicles? See
attached pictures of some of the damage caused to pavements and kerbs. The road
itself is a patchwork of piecemeal and botched (no doubt costly) repairs.
In addition - it appears that the double yellows proposed will run the length of Highbury
Street, save the area behind the pub, including across our own dropped curbs in front of
our main gate and garage front access - is this the case? Please see attached drawing.
Problems we do have in Highbury Street:
DELIVERY VEHICLES - I was informed in answer to a written enquiry to an officer that
delivery vehicles to the Duke of Buckingham Pub/Hotel would not be subject to stopping
restrictions on double yellow lines. At present the problems we have in Highbury Street
are those caused by the increased frequency and size of supplier and refuse collection
vehicles to the pub/hotel business due to the increase size of their food delivery
business this year. Please see attached photographs which are date stamped. The daily
refuse collection vehicle routinely mounts the pavement.
8
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TURNING CIRCLE - The space behind the pub which is a highways turning circle is
generally occupied by the parked pub delivery vehicle and because of this a) it cannot
be used as a turning circle and forces vehicles to reverse down the road & b) the
delivery vehicles block the road and the pavements as well as the access to our garage.
In fact they now block the road even when the turning circle is not occupied and their
response when asked to move is frequently unpleasant. It should also be noted that
people using the proposed new parking bay will also be blocked in by these delivery
vehicles.
QUESTION Why don't the double yellow lines turn into the turning circle thus restricting
the pub’s use of it as a permanent unofficial parking space? The drawing shows that
those using the proposed new parking bay at the High Street end will be forced, in the
absence of a usable turning area, to reverse the length of the street. We can attest that
drivers inexperienced using the street find this very difficult and frequently end up on the
curbs and pavements posing a danger to pedestrians and potential damage to cars.
In conclusion we do not feel we have problems with parking in Highbury Street. We do
have problems with regards to the vehicles using the Street. There are times when if
feels more like an industrial estate than a quiet residential street. These problems will
not be solved by the proposal for double yellow lines nor by removing the parking of a
resident on Highbury Street. I would urge you to find a less draconian way of tackling a
parking issue emanating from just one household in the street and address some of the
other matters which effect everyone in the street.
2.
Resident, High Street
Please find below my reasons for objecting to the proposed yellow lines on Highbury
Street PO1 2HW
The main reason is that it seems to be addressing a problem that doesn’t exist.
Neighbours enjoy a good relationship, know each others’ cars and consequently parking
is not a problem.
The main issue is the ever increasing number of delivery and service vehicles using this
very narrow street and yellow lines will have no effect on this as they will still stop in the
road during deliveries etc. May we suggest the now faded yellow lines into the turning
circle be reinstated? This would allow normal sized delivery vehicles to use this as a
delivery bay. Currently as the yellows are so faded this area is used for parking so the
road is blocked many times each day.
Another problem with having no turning circle is when drivers unfamiliar with the area
drive down Highbury street thinking they can access the High Street and then have to
reverse the whole length back out. Anyone who has tried it knows that it is not as simple
as it looks and they invariably end up mounting the curbs and risk damaging their tyres
or at worst hitting a pedestrian.
The other obvious issue is the lack of dropped kerb on the corner of the turning circle.
This angled pavement kerb is very difficult for buggies, the elderly etc.
9
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I really fail to see how putting ugly yellow lines on one of the oldest streets in our
cherished preservation area will improve it in any way!
Below are a few possible things that could be done:
1. Reinstate the turning circle yellow lines so it can be used as intended and act as a
delivery area.
2. Put a ‘no through road’ sign at the junction with St Thomas Street.
3. Form a drop kerb at the angled corner to the turning circle to help pedestrians.
4. Consider imposing a weight limit on vehicles using the street to protect a beautiful
old cobbled roadway which is getting seriously damaged and poorly repaired at no
doubt some cost to the Council.
5. If there is to be a parking bay at the end of Highbury Street it should be brought
back by a couple of meters. During better weather groups of drinkers/smokers outside
the pub are sometimes seen to lean on parked cars and mess has been left along with
broken glass.
3.
Resident, High Street
I am writing to formally object to the proposed implementation of TRO86/2020 in the
southern half of Highbury Street, Old Portsmouth. The TRO appears to be not needed
as the reasons for it being requested seems to no longer exist. Also the southern half of
Highbury Street is one of the very few cobbled streets left in the entire city and is a
much valued part of the Old Portsmouth conservation area. Thus to introduce parking
restrictions with double yellow lines and a parking space with white lines as well as
associated street signage would look extremely intrusive and greatly impact upon the
street’s heritage appearance. I do hope that my objections to the TRO will be given
serious consideration. Can you please let me know the outcome of this matter.
4.
Resident, Highbury Street
In the above order you state that double yellow lines will be introduced in Highbury
Street to the 48-metre section between the junction of St Thomas's Street and the
proposed 5-metre bay at the south-east dead end.
1. When this was discussed many years ago, the council agreed with the resident that
painting yellow lines on the cobbled street was not in the best interest of the
conservation area. May I ask why the policy has changed?
2. Why has this become necessary? There is rarely a problem with parked vehicles
blocking Highbury Street.
3. How will residents offload their vehicles if there is no waiting at any time? After being
away, I often park alongside my front door whilst emptying the vehicle.
4. How will The Duke of Buckingham pub receive deliveries from the brewery and its
suppliers if vehicles are not permitted to wait?
5. What is to happen on the road in front of the existing loading bay and resident's bay?
I object to the proposed order regarding Highbury Street for the following reasons:
1. When this issue was raised some years ago, both the council and residents agreed
that double yellow lines on the cobbled street were not in the best interest of the integrity
of the conservation area. Nothing has changed, so this surely remains true today.
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2. There is seldom an issue with non-residential vehicles causing an obstruction in
Highbury Street. On the infrequent occasions that it happens, the residents have
amicably resolved it.
3. My understanding is that this proposal is due to non-Highbury Street residents raising
an issue about the owner of an address parking on a dropped kerb. If this is so, may I
suggest that the owner is asked officially to stop parking across it. Only if this is ignored,
perhaps a more permanent solution would be to reinstate reinstate the pavement. The
kerb was originally dropped as access to a garage that no longer exists.
I spoke with the owner, and they were surprised to learn that they might be the cause of
the problem. No-one had knocked on their door, left a note on their vehicle or spoken
with them. They said that, rather than continue to be the cause, they would buy a
residents' permit and park elsewhere. Incidentally, the property was marketed and sold
on the strength of having its own parking space outside!
Given these objections, I hope that the council decides upon a more nuanced approach.
May I also suggest that a wheelchair-friendly dropped kerb should be created on the SW
corner of the pavement. At the moment there is a hard drop onto the loading bay area at
the back of the pub.
5.
Resident, Highbury Street
I’m writing to strongly object to the introduction of yellow and white markings in Highbury
street . This will ruin the appearance of this lovely street being one of the few cobbled
areas in Portsmouth and must be kept in the way intended . There is absolutely no need
for defacing a beautiful road . All of us who live in this street abide by the rules and non
residents never park here therefore no need for markings so please save the yellow
paint for a road that needs it
I’ve lived here for many years and this road is one of the oldest in Portsmouth and has
managed without markings for 100s of years so it can survive for 100s more
6.
Resident, Lombard Street
With reference to the above, I am appalled that time and money should be given to such
a proposal. This, to provide 1x parking space in an ancient cobbled street in
Portsmouth. This would involve painting yellow and white signs on the cobbles, and
putting up relevant signage.
I pay a great deal of money each year in the form of council tax, this for the council to
look after this great city of ours.
That anyone should have the audacity to consider such a scheme is beyond
comprehension. Surely, particularly at a time when not only our city but the rest of the
world is suffering such trauma there must be better ways for our council to care and
protect its citizens.
7.
Resident, Old Portsmouth
I write to lodge an Objection to the Proposed Traffic Order( TRO86/2020) for the
introduction of a Resident Parking Space in Highbury Street.
Quite apart from the fact that this is one of the few remaining cobbled streets in the City
- and of 'heritage' interest within a Conservation Area, this part of the Street is a Cul-desac and should never be blocked or part-blocked by parked vehicles.
11
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As it is, the road is frequently blocked by delivery vans and lorries - but these are
generally doing deliveries as they are entitled to. Sadly many of the larger vehicles drive
over the pavements and have cracked many/most of the 'heritage' paving stones.
The installation of a single parking bay at this end of the street will look like (and
doubtless become) a 'personal' parking space for the frontage it serves. None of the
other local residents enjoy this rather special privilege - and it should not be granted in
this case.
Many of us local residents walk routinely down the cobbles in any case - especially
when encouraged to 'keep our distance' from others.
This end of Highbury Street should be a 'No Parking' street (Deliveries Only).
Those few residents who have garages or parking spaces fronting onto the street should
be expected to park in those garages and/or spaces. Persistent offenders should be
ticketed accordingly.
8.
Resident, St Thomas's Street
I am writing to register my objection to the above proposed Traffic Regulation Order.
The proposal is in a conservation area which is one of the very few heritage areas that
remain in the city. The painting of double yellow lines and associated signage would
severely affect the heritage aspect of this conservation area in Highbury Street and
would undermine what is now a unique cobbled street in the heart of Old Portsmouth.
9.
Resident, St Thomas's Street
Following our our phone conversation the other day, could you just remind me of the
reason/justification for the proposed designated parking space at the end of Highbury
Street.
I may be wrong but the photograph of the 4-wheel vehicle must be pretty old, as in
recent times I have only ever seen a different vehicle parked there. It's quite likely that
the resident no longer owns it.
We wish to formally object to the above TRO.
The Old Portsmouth conservation area is the most highly regarded one in the city and it
makes a significant contribution to Portsmouth’s tourism economy. It is greatly admired
and enjoyed by visitors and residents alike. The section of Highbury Street in question is
one of the few completely cobbled roads still left in the entire city, retaining as it does
the feel and atmosphere of the Old Portsmouth that once existed.
The introduction of parking restrictions would result in the painting of double yellow lines
and parking space white lines, plus the associated signage, thus completely destroying
the street’s heritage appearance.
I understand that the proposal originated from concern expressed many months ago by
a local resident drawing attention to the fact that at that time pedestrians regularly had to
step on to the cobbles to walk round a vehicle that protruded beyond the curtilage of the
property where it was parked. The vehicle no longer parks there and has not done so in
recent times.
Please do not implement TRO 86/2020. Thus ensuring that this location in the Old
Portsmouth Conservation Area retains its heritage appearance.
12
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10. Resident, Blount Road
I am writing to object to the above order, as I feel it would be detrimental to the
conservation area of Old Portsmouth, which is much valued by residents and visitors
alike.
I often walk along Highbury Street and do not feel this order is necessary.
I feel adding lines to the cobbles would take away the charm and ambience of the street.

Support
11.
Friends of Old Portsmouth Association Committee Representative
I was sent a message via our ward councillor that the changes to introduce a new
parking bay and confirm the at any time restrictions in Highbury street which are being
advertised.
I can’t find it on the PCC web site but could I, on behalf of the Friends of Old Portsmouth
Association (FOOPA) Committee, register our support for the council’s proposal.
This will formalise the current parking and provide an opportunity to resolve the long
running issue of footway parking, which has restricted the use of the footway to passing
pedestrians. In particular, for those with mobility problems.
12.
Resident, High Street
I am writing in support of the above TRO.
My vested interest in Highbury Street is as a pedestrian using this route every day. Use
of this narrow street by vehicles in recent years has become increasingly and
persistently hap-hazard. My experience of walking down this narrow lane daily is usually
marred by having to step off the pavement onto the cobbled road in order to dodge
vehicles blocking or obstructing the footways.
The problem with the situation as it exists today is that it gives the public no due process
or recourse to challenge vehicle parking where it creates hazards for pedestrians.
Therefore I welcome the implementation of Public Highways road markings so that I and
others are able to exercise our rights as road users and tax payers to be able to use the
pavements safely.
This route is on the desire line for St Jude's School and the Grammar School. I regularly
see parents with buggies and/or kids with toy scooters attempting to navigate these
pavements with difficulty, mornings and afternoons. The same applies to elderly
pedestrians and those with mobility scooters.
Lastly, I understand that a few residents may have raised conservation concerns over
the use of Highways markings/signage on cobbles in Old Portsmouth, however there is
plenty of evidence of their use on cobbles elsewhere in the neighbourhood. The
installation of non-highway 'furniture' in the form of Appy Parking Sensors fixed to the
cobbles in Grand Parade was also permitted by the Council.
13. Resident, Peacock Lane
I am writing in response to TRO 86-2020. The notice invites members of the public who
oppose the TRO to register their objections. Although there is no mention of PCC
13
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inviting members of the public to register their support for the TRO, I am taking the
opportunity to do so. My reasons to support the measure are:
1. Need to maintain pedestrian and disabled access. It is essential that authorised
users of the footway have access. This is explicit in the Highway code Rule 244
You MUST NOT park partially or wholly on the pavement in London, and should not do
so elsewhere unless signs permit it. Parking on the pavement can obstruct and seriously
inconvenience pedestrians, people in wheelchairs or with visual impairments and people
with prams or pushchairs.
There are no signs in Highbury Street permitting parking on the pavement. Close
inspection shows vestiges of double yellow lines (DYL) in that section of Highbury St.
Unless PCC published a TRO in previous years authorising the removal of those lines, it
is safe to assume that the parking restriction is still in force.
I attach two photographs that illustrate how the owner has parked the vehicle with
apparent disregard for the needs of legitimate users of the pavement. It is unacceptable
to force those users to divert into the road merely to accommodate the convenience of
drivers.
2. Encroachment on public space. The Highbury Street property has a dropped kerb
and a small parking space. It is legitimate for the residents to drive their vehicle over the
dropped kerb and park in front of their property provided that the vehicle is entirely within
the private land. It is unreasonable for a resident to purchase a vehicle larger than the
parking space and encroach on public space.
3. Depriving PCC of funds. The sensible outcome is for the resident to apply for
resident parking permit(s) to park their vehicle(s) in authorised spaces in nearby roads.
This would provide much needed revenue for the PCC that is hampered by budget cuts
from central government and the extra costs of managing the coronavirus pandemic
4. Conservation. It has been mentioned that renewing the DYL on the cobbles in
Highbury Street would be counter to the quality of the Old Portsmouth conservation
area. I disagree. There are DYL painted on cobbles elsewhere in OP: Grand Parade,
Battery Row, a small section of Penny Street (southern section), Broad Street leading to
Point and in Bath Square. All these roads have (in my subjective view) more heritage
character than Highbury Street.
5. Need to avoid setting a precedent. There is an underlying problem with too many
cars in Portsmouth. The average increase over the last decade is ~2000 vehicles each
year (see https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/all-vehicles-veh01).
There isn't enough road space on the island to accommodate all of them. Pavement
parking is a growing problem and every time a driver parks without penalty on the
footway it creates the double disadvantage of discouraging walking by making inroads
into pedestrian space and setting a precedent to other car drivers that they too can park
on pavements without sanction. Tolerating such behaviour undermines all the measures
PCC is promoting to encourage a reduction in car use.
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Finally, the proposal of a short duration parking bay at the SE end of Highbury Street is
a worthwhile measure.
14. Resident, no address given
I am writing in support of the proposal to introduce double yellow lines in Highbury
Street, Old Portsmouth for the following reasons:
DYL will prevent vehicles from blocking a public highway, i.e. the pavement, particularly
outside a certain address Cars have persistently been parked on the pavement in front
of the property for at least the last 2 years. I have regularly struggled trying to get a
wheelchair down Highbury Street as I have to get off the pavement, push along the
cobbles on the road and then try to get back on the pavement once I have passed the
obstructing vehicle. This is nigh on impossible and I am sure I am not the only one
struggling.
The street gives direct access to St Judes primary school and is much used mornings
and evenings 5 days a week by parents and children. I have watched parents
attempting the same maneuver around obstructing cars with buggies and with much
difficulty.
DYL will also put it in line with all other roads in the area where parking is restricted in
some way and I understand DYL were historically in Highbury Street as there are still
remnants of paint visible if you look closely.
As for the argument that DYLs should not be used in a conservation area on cobbles,
then there is ample precedent for this, namely round Grand Parade, along Battery Row
and in Broad St leading to Point. These roads are wider and far busier than Highbury
Street and would therefore be deemed more offensive.
The Scottish Government have recently pledged to ban pavement parking if the party
remains in power after the 2021 election and even our own government is considering
the notion.
So please, can PCC insist that pavements are for safe passage and pedestrians, and
not parking.
Unclear
15. Business, High Street
Thank you for the information regarding the parking bay and double yellow lines, I'm
sure in the wisdom of our council this has become a necessity after having been here
for years, My concern is that refuse trucks reverse down the road, commercial and
domestic, and the delivery vehicle also use the rear of the Business to drop off supplies,
so I not sure how this will affect those suppliers, the parking bay at the end of Highbury
street, not sure what the purpose of that will achieve as the resident of the jack house
Gallery, seems to have adopted that dead-end part of the road in full, as for the areas
that have drop curbs that use the front standing area of there house to park a vehicle
which encroaches on to the dropped curb resulting in pedestrians and wheelchair
15
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mobility being restricted forcing them into the cobbled part of the road, before rejoin the
pavement, so when does a yellow line become effective,and inforceable, when the
vehicle is parked the road (Highbury street) or parked on the freestanding area of your
property which encroaches on the dropped curb but doesn't cross the double yellow
line? and due to the dropped curbs having been there for many years, why are they not
getting right of access as one house has a garage the other house had a garage.

End of report
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Agenda Item 8

Title of meeting:

Traffic & Transportation Cabinet Member Decision Meeting

Date of meeting:

25th February 2021

Subject:

Revisions to Solent Transport’s Constitution

Report by:

Tristan Samuels - Director of Regeneration

Wards affected:

All wards

Key decision:

No

Full Council
decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report

1.1

The purpose of this report is endorse the revisions to the Solent Transport
Constitution as set out below and in the appended agreement (Appendix B).

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation:

2.1

Endorses the changes to the Solent Transport constitution as set out in
this report.

3.

Background

3.1

Solent Transport is a partnership led by the four highway authorities in the
Solent sub region: Portsmouth City Council, Hampshire County Council,
Southampton City Council, and Isle of Wight Council. By working collectively,
Solent Transport provides a more powerful and effective strategic force for
improving transport in the Solent sub region.

3.2

The organisation also plays a key role in attracting funding and initiatives to the
Solent and its constituent transport authorities. It has played its part in obtaining
more than £183m to the region since 2017. In 2020 Solent Transport won £29m
to deliver the Future Transport Zone, this includes: E-Scooter, drone trials,
electric and conventional bike share, ticketing initiatives such as MaaS (Mobility
as a Service) and upgrades to Solent Go, as well as micro and macro freight
consolidation. Many of these schemes will be delivered in the Portsmouth area
and in partnership with Portsmouth City Council.
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3.2

When the Solent Transport partnership was formed in 2007 (previously known
as Transport for South Hampshire, TfSH), all parties entered into an agreement
regarding the governance arrangements.

3.3

Minor updates were put forward to Solent Transport Joint Committee (see
appendix B) to update the Solent Transport constitution to ensure that the
document is in line with present arrangements and organisational names are
correct. The revised Constitution is required to be considered by each Council
individually and signed by all constituent authorities. It is important to ensure that
this documentation is up-to-date to allow efficient and properly documented
administration and governance of Solent Transport, as well as the transfer of
any allocated funding associated with these schemes to Local Transport
Authorities.

3.4

The proposed changes to the Solent Transport constitution are predominantly
good housekeeping and an update of the original agreement and are as follows:

3.4.1

That the Constitution of Solent Transport is revised to permit any properly
appointed substitute members to attend meetings on behalf of constituent
authorities rather than as currently restricted.

3.4.2

Updates to the Membership criteria of the Terms of Reference, as set out in
appendix A.

3.4.3

That the meetings cycle be revised to two formal and two member briefings
each year. For clarity, no decisions will be made at those meetings, they are
informal briefings. Should additional formal meetings be required to consider
additional business then they will be arranged and advertised in the usual
manner.

4.

Reasons for recommendations

4.1

Minor updates were put forward to Solent Transport Joint Committee (see
appendix B) to update the Solent Transport constitution to ensure that the
document is in line with present arrangements and organisational names are
correct.

4.2

The revised Constitution is required to be considered by each Council
individually and signed by all constituent authorities.

5.

Integrated Impact Assessment

5.1

An Equality Impact Assessment is not required for a minor change to the Solent
Transport constitution.
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6.

Legal implications

6.1

The recommendation reflects the requirement for the Cabinet Member to
approve formally, specifically on behalf of the City Council as a constituent
member of the Joint Committee, the minor changes and updates to the Joint
Committee's Constitution described in the body of the report and in the
Appendices.

6.2

There are no other legal implications arising directly from the recommendation in
this report.

7.

Director of Finance's comments

7.1

There are no direct financial implications as a result of the Council adopting the
changes to the Solent Transport constitution.

7.2

The Council currently makes an annual contribution to Solent Transport of
approximately £41,000 per annum, this is funded through the cash limited
budget.
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………………………………………………
Signed by:
Tristan Samuels
Director of Regeneration

Appendices:
Appendix A - Solent Transport Constitution
Appendix B - Solent Transport Joint Committee report

Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a
material extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of document

Location

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………

………………………………………………
Signed by:
Councillor Lynne Stagg
Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation
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Report to Solent Transport
Date:

11 October 2017

Report by:

Richard Ivory, Service Director; Legal and
Governance, Southampton City Council

tel:

02380 832794

email:

richard.ivory@southampton.gov.uk

Subject:

Proposed Minor Revisions to Solent Transport’s
Constitution

Purpose of the Report
The purpose of this report is to seek revisions to the Solent Transport
Constitution as set out below and in the appended agreement (Annex 1).
Recommendations
(a)

That the Constitution of Solent Transport is revised to permit any
properly appointed substitute members to attend meetings on behalf of
constituent authorities rather than as currently restricted.

(b)

That Solent Transport support the proposed update to the
Membership criteria of the Terms of Reference as set out in Annex 1
and recommend the adoption of this update to the constituent
Authorities of Hampshire County Council, Isle of Wight Council,
Portsmouth City Council and Southampton City Council. Subject to
such agreement, Solent Transport recommends that the
appointment of substitute Members is made accordingly.

(c)

That the meetings cycle be revised to two formal and two member
briefings each year. For clarity, no decisions will be made at those
meetings, they are simply informal briefings. Should additional formal
meetings be required to consider additional business then they will be
arranged and advertised in the usual manner.
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Context
1.1 The Constitution of Solent Transport Joint Committee as currently drawn
up requires the presence of the relevant Executive Member of each of the
partner authorities in order for a meeting to be quorate. On exception, a
Leader or another Executive Member may be a substitute. On occasions
this has proven difficult and proposed meetings have had to be cancelled
due to unavailability. In order to aid flexibility and the smoother running of
the committee the Chair has proposed that this rule be amended so that
any properly appointed substitute member of the constituent authorities
can attend, contribute and vote (if needs be) in lieu of the original
nominated lead member.
1.2 In addition, having reviewed the business transacted by the Joint
Committee it is proposed to revise the requirement for meetings and it is
suggested that the formal meetings be reduced to two per year (spring and
autumn) with the remaining two becoming informal member briefings. If
members wish, this could be trialled for the year 2017/8 and reviewed
thereafter to ensure it still meets members’ needs.
1.3 If agreed, the revised Constitution will need to be considered by each
Council individually and signed by all constituent authorities.

Section 100 D - Local Government Act 1972 - background papers
The following documents disclose facts or matters on which this
report, or an important part of it, is based and has been relied upon to
a material extent in the preparation of this report.
NB the list excludes:
1.

Published works.

2.

Documents which disclose exempt or confidential information as
defined in the Act.

TITLE

LOCATION

None
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Annex 1
DATED

20137

Hampshire County Council
Isle of Wight Council
Portsmouth City Council
and
Southampton City Council

AGREEMENT
Relating to
Transport for South Hampshire
and the Isle of Wight

Mark R Heath
Director of Corporate Services
Richard Ivory
Service Director: legal and Governance
Southampton City Council
Civic Centre
Southampton
SO14 7LT
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RECITALS
1.

The Parties to this Agreement are all Local Authorities who have joined together to form
Transport for South Hampshire and the Isle of Wight (hereinafter referred to as
“TfSHIOW”) which shall from time to time trade as Solent Transport, the purpose of
which is to promote the sub regional transport agenda, implement schemes of a subregional nature and lobby and/or influence on all other associated aspects of life within
the TfSHIOW Area.

2.

The Parties wish to enter into this Agreement to record their respective rights and
obligations to each other

3.

The Parties enter into this Agreement in pursuance of their powers under the Local
Government Acts 1972 and 2000 and all other enabling powers.

4.

The Parties further note that these arrangements will be kept under review.

NOW IT IS AGREED:
1.

Commencement
This Agreement shall come into force on the date above and shall continue in force until
determined in accordance with Clause 13.

2.

Description
The Parties have entered into this Agreement with the intention of codifying the
governance arrangements for TfSHIOW. This Agreement records the present intentions
of the Parties. It is entered into in good faith, but it is expressly recognised that this
Agreement cannot fetter the discretion of the Parties. Subject to that, the following
points are agreed.

3.

4.

Parties
a.

Hampshire County Council of The Castle, Winchester, Hampshire, SO23 8UJ

b.

Isle of Wight Council of County Hall, High Street, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30
1UD

c.

Portsmouth City Council of Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth,
Hampshire, PO1 2BG

d.

Southampton City Council of Civic Centre, Southampton, Hampshire S014 7LY

Definitions
4.1

“The Parties”

means the Parties to this Agreement set out in Clause 3

4.2

“TfSHIOW”

means Transport for South Hampshire
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5.

6.

7.

8.

4.3

“The TfSHIOW Area” means the geographical area shown on the plan in
Appendix 1

4.4

“Key Objectives”

means the Key Objectives for TfSHIOW laid out in
Appendix 2

4.5

“Lead Authority”

means the local authority appointed by the Parties under
this agreement to lead on a particular function in
accordance with Clause 12.

Interpretation
5.1

The headings for each section throughout this Agreement are provided for ease
of reference only and shall not affect its construction or interpretation.

5.2

Where the masculine gender is used it shall also incorporate the feminine
gender. Where the singular is used, it shall also incorporate the plural and words
importing party and persons includes bodies, corporate and unincorporated and
(in each case) vice versa.

5.3

Any reference to legislation shall include a reference to that legislation as
amended, applied, consolidated, re-enacted by or as having affect by virtue of
any subsequent legislation

Principles and Key Objective
6.1

The Parties agree to establish and participate in a Partnership to be known as
“Transport for South Hampshire” (“TfSHIOW”).

6.2

The Key Objectives for TfSHIOW are as set out in Appendix 2.

Governance Structures, Joint Committee, Senior Management Board and Working
Groups and Membership
7.1

The Governance Structures, Joint Committee, Senior Management Board and
Working Group shall be established in accordance with Appendices 3, 4 and 5.
Any proposed change to this Agreement or the Joint Committee (but not the
Senior Management Board, Working Groups or any other similar structures) shall
be treated as a variation in accordance with Clause 18.

7.2

The terms of reference and membership of the Governance Structures, Joint
Committee and Working Group shall be as laid out in Appendices 3 and 4. Any
proposed change to membership shall be treated as a variation in accordance
with Clause 18.

Decision Making
8.1

A Joint Committee will be established with the terms of reference, membership
and constitutional arrangements as set out in Appendices 3, 4 and 5.
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9.

10.

11.

8.2

The Joint Committee will be administered by the relevant Lead Authority
appointed in accordance with Clause 12 of this agreement. The constitutional
arrangements for the Joint Committee will be determined by that Lead Authority
and will, unless the Lead Authority determines otherwise, follow the
Constitutional arrangements of the Lead Authority.

8.3

The quorum for the joint committee shall be all parties, & decisions shall be
unanimous.

Legal, Governance and Financial Administration Issues
9.1

TfSHIOW shall appoint one of the Parties to provide the services of legal adviser
to the partnership under this Agreement, and that authority shall act as Lead
Authority for providing advice and guidance on all corporate governance,
constitutional and other legal matters. The charges for such provision (which
may be sub-contracted by that authority to other authorities or the private sector)
shall be met in accordance with clause 10 of this Agreement.

9.2

TfSHIOW shall appoint one of the Parties to provide the services of financial
adviser to the partnership under this Agreement and that authority shall act as
Lead Authority for providing advice and guidance on all financial administration
and other associated financial issues. The charges for such provision (which
may be sub-contracted by that authority to other authorities or the private sector)
shall be met in accordance with clause 10 of this Agreement.

Financial Commitments of the Parties
10.1

The running costs shall be met by a financial contribution from the parties
commensurate and based on a pro rata formula agreed by the Joint Committee
based on population.

10.2

Capital schemes shall be funded and the costs of those shall be met from
funding either from Government, other agencies, the private sector and/or jointly
funded by the parties and/or other local authorities, and funding for capital
schemes shall be managed and handled separately from the running costs and
revenue expenditure of the Joint Committee.

Staff
11.1

When any Party agrees to undertaking work at the request of TfSHIOW, the staff
of the Party undertaking such work shall be considered to be seconded to
TfSHIOW.

11.2

During the period of secondment, the staff shall continue to be employed by the
Party from whom they were seconded and managed by that Party and no
changes to the staff’s terms and conditions of employment shall take place.

11.3

When the period of secondment comes to an end, the staff shall be treated as
having returned to their original authority on the terms and conditions applying to
their posts had they not been seconded
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12.

Lead Authorities and their Duties
12.1

In order to achieve the objectives of the partnership, the Parties may appoint a
Lead Authority to act on their behalf in implementing decisions of the Joint
Committee.

12.2

In the event of an authority being appointed as Lead Authority by TfSHIOW,
subject to any terms, conditions, limitations or caveats, the Lead Authority shall:

12.3

13.

a.

act as agent for TfSHIOW in the management and day-to-day supervision
of the particular task the Lead Authority has been asked to lead on;

b.

compile and return all financial and participation data relevant to the task
that the Lead Authority has been asked to lead on;

c.

convene meetings comprising such individuals, bodies or others as
agreed by TfSHIOW in establishing the Lead Authority arrangements and
update the Parties to this Agreement on the progress of the task assigned
to the Lead Authority;

d.

act as the representative of TfSHIOW in any discussions or negotiations
when acting as the Lead Authority;

e.

provide such administrative resources and office facilities as are
reasonably necessary to enable the Lead Authority to manage the project
(subject to any caveats or limitations agreed by TfSHIOW in establishing
the Lead Authority arrangements);

f.

exercise overall responsibility for ensuring the quality assurance of the
project or task assigned to the Lead Authority, including monitoring and
evaluation in consultation with other Parties; and

g.

play such other role(s) as would normally and reasonably be expected of
a Lead Authority in relation to the project or task as assigned.

The Lead Authority shall have full authority and power to act within the scope of
the roles and responsibilities laid out in this Agreement on behalf of TfSHIOW in
the course of or for the purpose of doing the activities agreed by TfSHIOW as
Lead Authority in relation to the specific task assigned. Such action may be
taken without further consent or approval from the Joint Committee provided this
is within the scope of the authority given by the Joint Committee. The parties
shall take such steps as shall be necessary to enable the Lead Authority to fulfil
its role.

Termination and Withdrawal
13.1

TfSHIOW recognises that the success of the partnership depends upon the
mutual co-operation of all the Parties and the withdrawal of any Party may have
serious administrative and financial repercussions for the remaining Parties and
any Party withdrawing from TfSHIOW shall, unless otherwise unanimously
agreed:
a.

give six months notice in writing of withdrawal to all other Parties; and
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b.

14.

Intellectual Property
14.1

14.2

15.

16.

the other Parties shall consider what future arrangements should apply
for the discharge for their functions which may include to agreeing to
continue joint arrangements further to a new joint agreement.

Unless otherwise agreed:
a.

The Parties shall not acquire any right, title or interest in or to the
intellectual property rights of TfSHIOW.

b.

TfSHIOW will not acquire any right, title or interest in or to the intellectual
property rights of the Parties.

Any issues, challenges or claims in relation to any intellectual property rights
shall be advised to each of the Parties immediately, and any intellectual property
right claim shall be managed by the Parties as agreed.

Data Protection, Freedom of Information, Information Sharing and Confidentiality
15.1

Without prejudice to the specific requirements of this clause, each Party shall
comply with its legal requirements under data protection legislation, the General
Data Protection Regulation, freedom of information and associated legislation,
and the law relating to confidentiality.

15.2

An authority will be appointed as a Lead Authority for the purposes of ensuring
compliance with any legislative or legal requirements relating to these issues
should they arise directly in relation to TfSHIOW (as compared to information
held by the Parties to this Agreement).

15.3

Subject to any legal obligations either arising upon the Parties and/or TfSHIOW,
information supplied by the Parties or third parties shall, unless agreed by
TfSHIOW, subject to any over-riding legal obligations, be treated as confidential.

Liability of the Parties
16.1

Whilst the Parties shall make all reasonable attempts to mitigate loss, each Party
(“the indemnifying Party”) shall be liable for and indemnify the others against any
expense, liability, loss, claim or proceeding whatsoever arising under any statute
or at common law in respect of personal injury to or death of any person
whomsoever arising out of or in the course of or caused by any act or omission of
that indemnifying Party in respect of its role in the activities of the Joint
Committee and/or under this Agreement and /or where acting as Lead Authority .

16.2

Whilst the Parties shall make all reasonable attempts to mitigate loss, each Party
(“the indemnifying Party”) shall be liable for and shall indemnify the others
against any reasonable expense, liability, loss, claim or proceeding in respect of
any injury or damage whatsoever to any property real or personal in so far as
such injury or damage arises out of or in the course of or is caused by any act or
omission of that indemnifying Party in respect of its role in the activities of the
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Joint Committee and/or under this Agreement and/or where acting as Lead
Authority .

17.

16.3

Whilst the Parties shall make all reasonable attempts to mitigate loss, each Party
(“the indemnifying Party”) shall indemnify the others in respect of any reasonable
loss caused to each of the other Parties as a direct result of that indemnifying
Party’s negligence, wilful default or fraud or that of any of the indemnifying
Party’s employees in respect of its role in the activities of the Joint Committee
and/or under this Agreement and/or where acting as Lead Authority.

16.4

Where a Party is appointed the Lead Authority under the terms of clause 12 of
this Agreement, the other Parties shall each indemnify the Lead Authority on pro
rata basis according to the proportions of their respective financial commitments
as set out in Clause 10 of this Agreement with the intent that the Lead Authority
shall itself be responsible for its own pro-rata share.

Review
This Agreement may be reviewed at any time by agreement between the Parties.

18.

Variations
This Agreement may at any time be varied or amended by the Monitoring Officer where
the amendment is minor and has been agreed by all the Parties in writing in advance.
Otherwise, this Agreement may at any time be varied or amended by a deed executed
by all the Parties

19.

Insurance and Indemnification
Each of the Parties shall ensure that they have a sufficient policy of insurance of any
work that they undertake on behalf of TfSHIOW and for a period of six years after
termination of this Agreement.

20.

Severability
If any term, condition or provision contained in this agreement shall be held to be invalid,
unlawful or unenforceable to any extent, such term, condition or provision shall not affect
the validity, legality or enforceability of the remaining parts of this agreement.

21.

Publicity
The Parties recognise their respective public reputations and legal responsibilities. Each
Party shall use all reasonable endeavours not to harm or compromise these.

22.

Waiver
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No term or provision of this Agreement shall be considered as waived by any of the
Parties to this Agreement unless a waiver is given in writing by that Party to all other
Parties to this Agreement.
23.

Notice
Any notice, demand or other communication required to be served under this Agreement
shall be sufficiently served if delivered personally to or sent by pre-paid first class
recorded delivery post or facsimile transmission to the addresses set out in Clause 3 and
if so sent shall, subject to proof to the contrary, be deemed to have been received by the
addressee at the time of personal delivery or on the second working day after the date of
posting or unsuccessful transmission as the case may be. Anything served personally or
transmitted which is received at the recipient's premises on a day when it would not in
the ordinary course of its business have been open for business shall be deemed to
have been received on the next following day when it is open in the ordinary course of
business or would have been if it had not ceased to conduct business.

24.

Governing Law
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English Law
and the Parties hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.

25.

Counterparts
This agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, all of which when
taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument.

26.

Exercise of statutory authority
Without prejudice to this agreement, nothing in this agreement shall be construed as a
fetter or restriction on the exercise by any of the parties of their statutory functions.

27.

Exclusion of Third Party Rights
Save to the extent as expressly provided for in this Agreement no person not a Party to
this Agreement shall have any right to enforce any term of this Agreement and the
provisions of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) 1999 shall not apply to this
Agreement

28.

Survival of Clauses
The following clauses shall survive the expiry or termination of this Agreement



Clause 4 (Definitions)
Clause 5 (Interpretation)



Clause 6 and Appendix 2 (Principles and Key Objectives)
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29.



Clause 9 (Legal, Governance and Financial Administration Issues)



Clause 10 (Financial Commitment of the Parties)



Clause 14 (Intellectual Property)



Clause 15 (Data Protection, Freedom of Information, Information Sharing and
Confidentiality)



Clause 19 (Insurance and Indemnification)



Clause 23 (Notice)



Clause 28 (Survival of Clauses)

No Partnership at Law
As public bodies, the Parties do not enter into this Agreement with any view of profit.
The use of the terms “partners” and “partnership” in this Agreement merely denotes the
intention of the Parties to work within local government legislation in a common way to
achieve shared objectives, and should not be taken as an indication of any legal
partnership for the purposes of the Partnership Act 1890.
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THE COMMON SEAL OF THE PARTIES IS
HEREUNDER AFFIXED IN THE PRESENCE OF:

Authorised Signatory
Hampshire County Council

Authorised Signatory
Isle of Wight Council
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Authorised Signatory
Portsmouth City Council

Authorised Signatory
Southampton City Council
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TfSHIOW AREA

APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2
KEY OBJECTIVES OF TfSHIOW

Objectives of TfSHIOW shall be:


Development and Delivery of seamless and co-ordinated public transport operation in
partnership with the operators across the sub-region and securing infrastructure to support
that;



Development and Delivery of sub-regional transport schemes and innovations and
implementation of sub-regional transport policies (including strategic traffic management);



Pursuing and securing funding for sub-regional transport schemes (and supporting each
transport authority in doing so for local schemes);



Holding and dispersing developer contributions for sub-regional transport schemes;



Holding and dispersing other transport funding allocated on a sub-regional basis.



Monitoring and reviewing delivery at sub-regional level and



Developing and updating transport policies in support of the South Hampshire Spatial
Strategy, the Regional Transport Strategy and the Regional Spatial Strategy (The South
East Plan).
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APPENDIX 3

GOVERNANCE, JOINT COMMITTEE AND WORKING GROUPS
TFSHIOW - TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR JOINT COMMITTEE
GENERAL
a.

This is a joint committee of the Parties under Section 102(1) of the Local Government
Act 1972.

b.

The Parties have arranged under Section 101(1) of that Act for the discharge by the
Joint Committee of such of the council's functions as are within the terms of reference
(set out below).

c.

Certain functions are delegated by this Joint Committee within their terms of reference to
officers.

d.

Where a function or matter within the Joint Committee’s competence has been
delegated, the Joint Committee may exercise that function / matter concurrently with the
officer to whom it has been delegated.

TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

To develop and keep under review the strategic policy framework within which the
Parties can each discharge their transportation functions and other incidental or linked
functions so as to achieve the Key Objectives across the TfSHIOW Area.

2.

To recommend the Annual Business Plan to the parties who will approve the Business
Plan through their own decision-making system and, once approved, to implement the
approved Annual Business Plan

3.

To discharge, on behalf of the Parties their functions where such arrangements:

affect two or more of the Parties; and

have been authorised by all of the Parties by being specifically referred to in the
Approved Annual Business Plan.

4.

To influence, advise and lobby government and other agencies, both nationally and
internationally, where to do so is consistent with the Key Objectives.

5.

To commission research into matters relevant to the Key Objectives.

6.

To pursue and seek funding.

7.

To develop proposals for the future development of TfSHIOW.

8.

To develop proposals on how the Parties can discharge their functions to promote or
improve the economic, social and environmental wellbeing in the TfSHIOW area to
achieve the Key Objectives
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9.

To carry out such other activities calculated to facilitate, or which are conducive or
incidental to the discharge of the TfSHIOW’s functions in implementing the Annual
Approved Business Plan

10.

To report to the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire (PUSH) on progress in
delivering the key objectives.

11.

To organise and run, at least on an annual basis, a conference of all the relevant and
interested stakeholders

12.

To appoint members to the Working Groups and to modify or vary the terms of reference
of the existing working groups set out in Appendix 4, and to establish such further
Working Groups from time to time as the Committee considers necessary.
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APPENDIX 4

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE SENIOR MANAGEMENT BOARD
GENERAL
The Senior Management Board is an informal body and without statutory powers or authority,
save as directly delegated to individual officers by their authority / the Joint Committee of
TfSHIOW.
SPECIFIC TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

To provide policy advice to the Joint Committee and to implement the decisions of the
Joint Committee.

2.

To provide policy advice on behalf of the parties to the Joint Committee.

3.

To implement the decisions of the Joint Committee.

GENERAL TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

To provide advice and guidance to the Joint Committee within the specific terms of
reference of the Joint Committee.

2.

To monitor and review the activities of the five Working Groups.

3.

To monitor the business plan and delivery and to recommend future iterations of the
business plan to the Joint Committee.

4.

To implement and deliver the decisions of the Joint Committee.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE WORKING GROUPS
GENERAL
a.

These Working Groups are informal bodies and without statutory powers or authority
save as directly delegated to individual officers by their authority / the Joint Committee.

SPECIFIC TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE WORKING GROUPS
1.

Transport strategy

2.

Public Transport (bus, rail, ferry and integration improvements).

3.

Strategic traffic management and travel information

4.

Strategic transport corridors

5.

Resources and funding

GENERAL TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR ALL WORKING GROUPS
1.

To provide advice and guidance to the Senior Management Board and Joint Committee
within the specific terms of reference of each Working Group

2.

To monitor and review the budget, governance, financial compliance matters and issues
where appropriate.

3.

To monitor the action plan and delivery

4.

As delegated by the Joint Committee / Working Group, to be responsible for operational
decision making & the day-to-day management of projects and activities carried out in
the name of or on behalf of TfSHIOW
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APPENDIX 5
MEMBERSHIP

Joint Committee
One Executive Member of each of the partner local authorities leading on the respective issues
within the Terms of Reference of the Joint Committee or exceptionally in the absence of that
person, any properly appointed substitute memberthe Leader of the relevant partner local
authority or another Executive Member of that local authority appointed by the Leader to attend
the meeting as a Joint Committee member.
Note: A standing invite to the Committee will be provided to the Government Office of the South
East, the South East England Regional Assembly, the Highways Agency and Network Rail,
each of whom will be eligible to attend and speak but, for the avoidance of doubt, not vote.
A standing invite also exists so that the relevant district councils may attend any meeting, and
may also attend any meeting and speak (with the consent of the chair) where a matter of
relevance to their jurisdiction is under discussion. For the avoidance of doubt, the relevant
district councils are:


Havant



Gosport



Test Valley



Fareham



New Forest



Winchester



Eastleigh



East Hampshire

A standing invite also exists so that the relevant transport operators and/or stakeholders may
attend any meeting, and may also attend any meeting and speak (with the consent of the chair)
where a matter of relevance to their operation is under discussion

Senior Management Board
The Chief Executives of each of the partner local authorities, or their senior representatives.
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Comment [cxpukg1]: These two
agencies no longer exist.

Agenda Item 9

Title of meeting:

Traffic & Transportation Cabinet Member Decision Meeting

Date of meeting:

25th February 2021

Subject:

Review of Portsmouth Supported Bus Services

Report by:

Tristan Samuels - Director of Regeneration

Wards affected:

All wards - except Paulsgrove and Hilsea

Key decision:

No

Full Council
decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to outline Portsmouth City Council's current position
on supported bus services and to seek agreement to extend the 5 existing
contracts to 31st December 2021.

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation:

2.1

Approves the extension of all 5 existing supported bus service contracts
from 27 March 2021 to 31 December 2021.

3.

Background

3.1

Portsmouth City Council has a statutory duty under the Transport Act 1985 Act,
to consider the provision of bus routes where there are no commercial services,
but there is demand from residents and visitors who otherwise would be
unserved by public transport.

3.2

The City Council subsidies three complete weekday bus routes including
services: 12, 22 and 25, plus Sunday and Bank Holiday services on the 13 and
14. Please see table 1 and appendix A for details of each of the routes.
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Table 1: summary of supported bus service operation information

Service
12

13/14

22

25

Operational Information
Days of Operation: Monday - Saturday
Frequency: hourly off peak
Route Description: Tipner - North End - Chichester Road Fratton Way
Days of Operation: Sunday/ Bank Holidays
Frequency: 2 hourly
Route Description: City Centre - Fratton - Milton - Baffins
Days of Operation: All days of the week
Frequency: Every 1 hour and 10 minutes
Route Description: Highbury - Cosham - Drayton - Farlington
Days of Operation: All days of the week
Frequency: Every 45/90 minutes
Route Description: The Hard - Old Portsmouth - Southsea
Shops - Devonshire Avenue - Eastney - Hayling Ferry.

3.3

All current contracts are due to expire on 31 March 2021. Services 12, 13/14,
and 22, were awarded in January 2019, and were extended from 30 December
2020 to 31 March 2021 at the Traffic & Transport decision meeting on 18
September 2020. This brought each of the contracts in line with new service 25
contract, which commenced operation on 30 August 2020 and is due to expire
on 31 March 2021.

3.4

The contract costs are shown in the table below:
Service
12
13/14
22
25

Full year cost
(£)
43,601
9,480
42,650
112,000

Cost in 20/21 Notes
(£)
43,601
9,480
42,650
65,333
Service started 30th August

3.5

The tables in appendix B provide a comparison route by route of the number of
passenger journeys made on supported bus services in Portsmouth. These
tables show that due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, and three lockdowns
there has been a large decline in passenger numbers. For example in January
2021 bus operators reported that they were operating at between 20% and 25%
of pre-COVID-19 passenger numbers in Portsmouth.

3.6

Due to bus passenger numbers and revenue being impacted, it is possible that if
a retendering process was undertaken now, that this could result in higher
tendered prices being returned due to lower passenger revenues.

3.7

There is provision within the existing supported bus service contracts to extend
these services for a further year. Portsmouth City Council Procurement Team,
would support any extension in the current climate.
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3.8

All of the existing supported bus service contract routes cover large residential
and commercial areas of the city, otherwise not benefitting from a bus service.
These include:

3.8.1

Service 12 serves Tipner, North End, Chichester Road, St Mary's Hospital and
Tesco (Fratton), operating hourly Monday to Saturday day times.

3.8.2

Service 22 serves the Highbury, Cosham High Street, Lower Wymering,
residential areas in Drayton and Farlington, Drayton Shops and Sainsbury's
(Farlington), operating every 70 minutes daily.

3.8.3

Service 25 is a new route which started operation on a trial basis from 30th
August 2020 replacing previous services 6, 15 and 16 which had been
withdrawn for most of the summer due to the impact of COVID. The route serves
both commercial and residential areas as well visitor attractions and provides a
connecting service for both the Hayling and Gosport Ferries. The route serves
The Hard Interchange, Old Portsmouth, Southsea shops, Albert Road,
Devonshire Avenue, and Eastney to the Hayling Ferry through residential areas
which had no bus services. The service operates every 90 minutes (45 minutes
off peak Monday to Saturday) daily, including Sundays and Bank Holidays.

3.8.4

Services 13/14 serve the City Centre, Fratton, Milton, Portsmouth College and
Baffins. The subsidised services operates Sundays and Bank Holidays every 2
hours and complements the Monday to Saturday commercial service.

4.

Reasons for recommendations

4.1

The Coronavirus pandemic has had a major impact on public transport ridership
and the number of passengers travelling by bus, but these services are still
essential to allow key workers to access employment and residents to access
health and make essential journeys.

4.2

Current ridership levels on supported bus services do not reflect likely ridership
once we are out of the pandemic. Therefore planning bus services based on this
level of ridership is not recommended for the reasons outlined below.

4.3

When bus companies submit prices for tendered bus service contracts, they
estimate what the passenger revenue will be; this includes concessionary fares.
Tender prices are likely to be higher than the current contract prices, as
ridership (and revenue) is lower than pre COVID-19 levels. Although ridership
may not return in full to pre pandemic levels immediately, it is reasonable to
assume it could reach 80% of pre pandemic levels by the summer 2021 once it
has been possible to vaccinate a large percentage of the adult population
allowing users to have the confidence to travel. Portsmouth City Council will
continue to monitor the situation and work closely with bus operators during this
time.
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4.4

Currently bus operators are in receipt of COVID Bus Support Services Grant
(CBSSG) funding from the government which makes up the shortfall in revenue
on commercial bus services and council supported services 12, 13 and 14. In
addition the City Council has been allocated CBSSG funding which is being
used to make up the revenue shortfall on service 22. It is also being used to
support service 25, which replaced service 15 that was withdrawn by First Bus
due to the pandemic.

4.5

The future of CBSSG funding is unclear, as the government is reviewing its
continuation. Its withdrawal would have a major impact on both commercial and
supported bus services. Portsmouth City Council will continue to liaise with
government to understand the position of grant funding.

4.6

In addition to this funding the Council is in receipt of Bus Service Operating
Grant (BSOG) and the allocation for 2020/21 can be transferred to 2021/22. The
Council was also successful in being award some Better Deal for Bus Users
funding which can be transferred to 2021/22. This funding can be used for the
tendered service extensions proposed in this report.

5.

Integrated Impact Assessment

5.1

An Integrated Impact Assessment has been completed and is attached as
appendix C to this report.

5.2

An Equalities Impact Assessment is not required for an extension to the existing
contract as there are no proposed changes to the level of service provided.

6.

Legal implications

6.1

The Council's relevant statutory powers and duties in relation to the provision of
public passenger transport services and related service subsidies are contained
in section 63(4), (5) and (8) of the Transport Act 1985.

6.2

Section 63(8) of the Transport Act 1985 imposes a specific statutory duty upon
the Council in exercising the functions concerned to have regard to the transport
needs of members of the public who are elderly or disabled.

6.3

On the basis that the existing contracts contain express provision enabling the
contracts to be extended for the durations proposed and that the Council is
satisfied that the extensions will provide the best value for money obtainable in
the circumstances, there are no discernible legal/procurement risks entailed in
awarding the extensions.
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7.

Director of Finance's comments

7.1

The Council will support the extension of the bus contracts at a cost of £155,800
until the 31st December 2021.

7.2

This will be met in full by utilising the following external grants. The Bus Support
Operators Grant (BSOG) £102,800 (includes the permitted carry forward from
2020/21 grant allocation) and £53,000 permitted carry forward to the Better
Funds Bus Grant allocation 2020/21.

7.3

Any extension beyond the 9 months will be subject to a future report being
presented to the Traffic and Transportation Committee.
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………………………………………………
Signed by:
Tristan Samuels
Director of Regeneration

Appendices:
Appendix A - Supported bus service route maps
Appendix B - Supported bus service passenger numbers
Appendix C - Integrated Impact Assessment

Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a
material extent by the author in preparing this report:
Title of document

Location

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………

………………………………………………
Signed by:
Councillor Lynne Stagg
Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation
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Appendix A - Supported Bus Service Route Maps
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Appendix B - Supported Bus Service Passenger Numbers
Service 12
Month

Passengers Month

Jan 19
Feb 19
Mar 19
April 19
May 19
June 19
July 19
Aug 19
Sept 19
Oct 19
Nov 19
Dec 19

1613
1909
2215
2153
2344
2346
2711
2560
2506
2681
2688
2369

Jan 20
Feb 20
Mar 20
April 20
May 20
June 20
July 20
Aug 20
Sept 20
Oct 20
Nov 20
Dec 20

Passengers Percentage
change
2745
+7%
2515
+32%
1782
-20%
64 *
-97%
343
-85%
712
-70%
1067
-61%
1220
-51%
1463
-42%
1562
-42%
1140 #
-58%
1313
-45%

* first lockdown
# second lockdown
Service 13/14
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Month

Passengers Month

Jan 19
Feb 19
Mar 19
April 19
May 19
June 19
July 19
Aug 19
Sept 19
Oct 19
Nov 19
Dec 19

288
317
365
337
421
525
399
456
512
398
366
550

Jan 20
Feb 20
Mar 20
April 20
May 20
June 20
July 20
Aug 20
Sept 20
Oct 20
Nov 20
Dec 20

Passengers Percentage
change
325
+13%
326
+2%
287
-27%
44*
-89%
83
-80%
79
-85%
111
-72%
210
-54%
219
-58%
166
-58%
187 #
-49%
162
-71%

* first lockdown
# second lockdown
Service 22
Month

Passengers Month

Jan 19
Feb 19
Mar 19
April 19
May 19
June 19
July 19
Aug 19
Sept 19
Oct 19
Nov 19
Dec 19

5148
4946
5376
5253
5799
5026
5410
5136
4902
4675
5070
4635

Jan 20
Feb 20
Mar 20
April 20
May 20
June 20
July 20
Aug 20
Sept 20
Oct 20
Nov 20
Dec 20

Passengers Percentage
change
4894
-5%
4514
-9%
3392
-37%
877 *
-83%
1056
-82%
1334
-73%
1706
-68%
1961
-62%
2238
-54%
2754
-41%
2399 #
-53%
2433
-48%

* first lockdown
# second lockdown
Service 25 (service started 30th August 2020)
Month
Aug 20
Sept 20
Oct 20
Nov 20
Dec 20

Passengers
216
4184
3630
2115 #
2048
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# second lockdown
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Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
Integrated impact assessment (IIA) form December 2019

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
The integrated impact assessment is a quick and easy screening process. It should:
identify those policies, projects, services, functions or strategies that could impact positively or
negatively on the following areas:
Communities and safety
Regeneration and culture

Environment and public space
Equality & - DiversityThis can be found in Section A5

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Transport Planning

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old) :
Review of tendered bus services

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:

★

Existing
New / proposed
Changed

What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
To extend the existing contact for supported services from 31 March 2021 to 31 December 2021. As
the Local Transport Authority, The Council's legal duties in relation to the provision of public passenger
transport services is contained in the Transport Page
Act 1985.
Under section 63 of the Act, councils must
233
secure the provision of such public passenger transport services as the Council considers appropriate

to meet any public transport requirements which would not otherwise be met, ensuring bus services are
provided where they are socially necessary and would not otherwise be provided commercially.
Has any consultation been undertaken for this proposal? What were the outcomes of the consultations? Has
anything changed because of the consultation? Did this inform your proposal?
No Consultation has been undertaken as we are not changing the services just extending their contract to allow them to operate
for a longer time under the existing contracts as re-tendering during this time is likely to see an increased cost with the current
Covid-19 outbreak.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A1-Crime - Will it make our city safer?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce crime, disorder, ASB and the fear of crime?
How will it prevent the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances?
How will it protect and support young people at risk of harm?
How will it discourage re-offending?

If you want more information contact Lisa.Wills@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-spp-plan-2018-20.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How will you measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A2-Housing - Will it provide good quality homes?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it increase good quality affordable housing, including social housing?
How will it reduce the number of poor quality homes and accommodation?
How will it produce well-insulated and sustainable buildings?
How will it provide a mix of housing for different groups and needs?

If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/psh-providing-affordable-housing-in-portsmouth-april-19.
pdf
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Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal
will have,
and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A3-Health - Will this help promote healthy, safe and independent living?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve physical and mental health?
How will it improve quality of life?
How will it encourage healthy lifestyle choices?
How will it create healthy places? (Including workplaces)

If you want more information contact Dominique.Letouze@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cons-114.86-health-and-wellbeing-strategy-proof-2.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

A key focus of the City Council's supported services is to enable social independence, by providing bus routes where there is no
commercial provision. Encouraging residents to travel through more sustainable options, which in turn will have a positive impact
on the health of Portsmouth residents. Reducing dependency on alternative modes of transport such as private cars. Supporting
residents to use public transport will also improve air quality through reduced trips.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Ongoing public transport operator engagement to monitor usage, engaging with residents to ensure areas of city
that need to be serviced are connected through public transport services.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A4-Income deprivation and poverty-Will it consider income
deprivation and reduce poverty?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it support those vulnerable to falling into poverty; e.g., single working age adults and lone parent
households?
• How will it consider low-income communities, households and individuals?
• How will it support those unable to work?
• How will it support those with no educational qualifications?
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If you want more information contact Mark.Sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-homelessness-strategy-2018-to-2023.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/health-and-care/health/joint-strategic-needs-assessment

Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A5-Equality & diversity - Will it have any positive/negative impacts on
the protected characteristics?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it impact on the protected characteristics-Positive or negative impact (Protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010, Age, disability, race/ethnicity, Sexual orientation, gender reassignment, sex,
religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,socio-economic)
• What mitigation has been put in place to lessen any impacts or barriers removed?
• How will it help promote equality for a specific protected characteristic?
If you want more information contact gina.perryman@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-equality-strategy-2019-22-final.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Extending the contracts will allow for the supported bus services to continue to operate on a frequent service. Extending the contact
will have a positive impact on all those protected characteristics who hold a concessionary bus pass including age and disability or
who travel on a supported service.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Ongoing public transport operator engagement to monitor usage, engaging with residents to ensure areas of city
that need to be serviced are connected through public transport services.
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B1-Carbon emissions - Will it reduce carbon emissions?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
How will it provide renewable sources of energy?
How will it reduce the need for motorised vehicle travel?
How will it encourage and support residents to reduce carbon emissions?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-sustainability-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Supported bus services reduce private car usage through the promotion of alternative transport modes, along with reduced trips
inside the Portsmouth, therefore reducing carbon emissions within the city.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The Transport team and Air quality team will continue to measure air quality levels within the city.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B2-Energy use - Will it reduce energy use?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce water consumption?
How will it reduce electricity consumption?
How will it reduce gas consumption?
How will it reduce the production of waste?

If you want more information contact Triston.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s24685/Home%20Energy%20Appendix%201%20-%20Energy%
20and%20water%20at%20home%20-%20Strategy%202019-25.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B3 - Climate change mitigation and flooding-Will it proactively
mitigate against a changing climate and flooding?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it minimise flood risk from both coastal and surface flooding in the future?
How will it protect properties and buildings from flooding?
How will it make local people aware of the risk from flooding?
How will it mitigate for future changes in temperature and extreme weather events?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-surface-water-management-plan-2019.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-flood-risk-management-plan.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B4-Natural environment-Will it ensure public spaces are greener, more
sustainable and well-maintained?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it encourage biodiversity and protect habitats?
• How will it preserve natural sites?
• How will it conserve and enhance natural species?
If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-solent-recreation-mitigation-strategy-dec-17.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B5-Air quality - Will it improve air quality?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce motor vehicle traffic congestion?
How will it reduce emissions of key pollutants?
How will it discourage the idling of motor vehicles?
How will it reduce reliance on private car use?

If you want more information contact Hayley.Trower@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-aq-air-quality-plan-outline-business-case.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Supporting travel by public transport, and in particular by bus with Euro 6 emission levels, is less polluting than traveling in
individual, privately owned cars. The supported services enable bus services where they would not otherwise be provided
commercially. This enables residents a greater choice on their travel reducing reducing the need for private vehicle hire/ownership
and encouraging modal shift in Portsmouth, which will in turn improve air quality through a reduction in vehicle emissions.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The Council monitor air quality across the city through a series of testing sites. These will continue to be
monitored through the Air Quality Team.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B6-Transport - Will it improve road safety and transport for the
whole community?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users over users of private vehicles?
How will it allocate street space to ensure children and older people can walk and cycle safely in the area?
How will it increase the proportion of journeys made using sustainable and active transport?
How will it reduce the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses, with pedestrians and cyclists?

If you want more information contact Pam.Turton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/travel/local-transport-plan-3
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Supported services provides public transport options for residents, giving more mobility and flexibility to access services within the
city. Reducing the need for private vehicle trips which in turns reduced the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses by reducing the
number of cars on the road.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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Engagement with public transport operators and the Portsmouth City Council Traffic management team.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B7-Waste management - Will it increase recycling and reduce
the production of waste?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it reduce household waste and consumption?
• How will it increase recycling?
• How will it reduce industrial and construction waste?
If you want more information contact Steven.Russell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/HampshireMineralsWastePlanADOPTED.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C1-Culture and heritage - Will it promote, protect and
enhance our culture and heritage?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it protect areas of cultural value?
How will it protect listed buildings?
How will it encourage events and attractions?
How will it make Portsmouth a city people want to live in?

If you want more information contact Claire.Looney@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C2-Employment and opportunities - Will it promote the
development of a skilled workforce?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve qualifications and skills for local people?
How will it reduce unemployment?
How will it create high quality jobs?
How will it improve earnings?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C3 - Economy - Will it encourage businesses to invest in the city,
support sustainable growth and regeneration?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it encourage the development of key industries?
How will it improve the local economy?
How will it create valuable employment opportunities for local people?
How will it promote employment and growth in the city?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Congestion is a barrier to growth in the region, reducing this through supported bus service. By reducing the number of private
vehicles on the road. Implementing bus routes are socially necessary to improving connectivity and enable public transport access
for lower income and isolated residents to access the wider employment market, along with day activities for health and wellbeing.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Ongoing public transport operator engagement to monitor usage, engaging with residents to ensure areas of city that need to be
serviced are connected through public transport services.

Q8 - Who was involved in the Integrated impact assessment?
Chi Sharpe
Simon Bell
Gina Perryman
This IIA has been approved by:

Felicity Tidbury

Contact number:

02392 688261

Date:

27/01/2021
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Agenda Item 10

Title of meeting:

Traffic & Transportation Cabinet Member Decision Meeting

Date of meeting:

25th February 2021

Subject:

Concessionary Fares Scheme Reimbursement to Bus
Operators

Report by:

Tristan Samuels, Director Regeneration

Wards affected:

All

Key decision:

No

Full Council decision:

No

1.

Purpose of report

1.1

This reports outlines the recommendation for the reimbursement to bus
operators for travel made using Concessionary Bus Passes in 2021/22.

2.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation:

2.1

Notes the contents of this report;

2.2

Revises the reimbursement to bus operators to one based on the
percentage of mileage operated in accordance with guidance issued by
the Department for Transport on 20 November 2020;

2.3

Delegates authority to the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation
in conjunction with the Director of Regeneration and the S151 Officer, to
make any necessary changes within the allocated budget.

3.

Background

3.1

Portsmouth City Council administers the English National Concessionary Travel
Scheme for residents of the city under the terms of the Concessionary Travel
Act 2007, and the Mandatory Travel Concession (England) Regulations 2011. The
scheme allows eligible pass holders free travel on local buses. Bus operators
are reimbursed on a 'no better no worse' basis for the loss of revenue forgone
for the journeys made. This is calculated by using, the average adult fare and
specific additional costs incurred. This follows the terms of the Act and
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Department for Transport guidance and managed on behalf of the Council by
specialist consultants contracted by the authority.
3.2

The annual Portsmouth City Council, Concessionary Fares budget for 2020/21
is £4.2m

3.3

In letters to Local Transport Authorities, dated 25 March 2020 and 4 April 2020,
the Department for Transport urged authorities to continue to pay bus and coach
operators for tendered services, concessionary fares and home to school
transport at the levels before any downturn in patronage due to COVID-19, for at
least the period of the outbreak.

3.4

For the current year (2020-21), the City Council has made concessionary fares
payments in line with pre COVID-19 travel levels, rather than actual use to help
maintain the bus network for key workers and essential journeys. This is in line
with the guidance received from the Department for Transport.

3.5

In addition to this, the government provided COVID-19 Bus Services Support
Grant (CBSSG) paid direct to bus operators for the loss in commercial
passenger revenue.

4

Reimbursement for 2021/22

4.1

The Department for Transport has permitted Local Authorities to calculate
concessionary fares reimbursement locally, outlining a number of principles to
be considered when developing their methodology:1. Seasonality of services – (some authorities have adopted approaches to
cover this, for example, averaging two lower winter and two higher summer
payment methods)
2. Decline in concessionary patronage - (total concessionary bus journeys fell
by 2.5% in England in 2018/19, however, this may vary across local areas)
3. Decline in patronage as a whole
4. Operators may have ceased trading/some services
5. Operators may have started trading/new services
6. Operators may have varied their services to increase/decrease the
frequency/length of journey - (If TCAs decide to consider this principle, we
urge TCAs to only reduce concessionary fare reimbursement funding to the
level of service that operators are providing them with. For instance, if an
operator was providing 90% service levels, TCAs may consider providing
90% concessionary fare funding.)'

4.2

Taking into account the factors listed in para 4.1, it is recommended that
concessionary fare reimbursement for the 2021/22 financial year reflects the
level of service provided to residents - point 6 of the DfT guidance above.

4.3

The most effective way of measuring this is the actual weekly mileage
operated by bus operators, a figure which is already provided to the DfT by
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bus operators. This figure can then be presented as a percentage of the
mileage operated pre-COVID-19, and the corresponding proportion of
concessionary fare reimbursement paid accordingly.
4.4

At the time of writing this report, First Bus are operating at 80% of preCOVID-19 mileage and Stagecoach 70% of pre-COVID-19 mileage.

4.5

Actual mileage operated will increase as lockdown restrictions are eased
and schools reopen within the year and that this be reflected in the end of
each quarter reconciliation payment.

5.

Consultation

5.1

The Council have consulted with both First Bus and Stagecoach which together
operate all local bus services in Portsmouth.

5.2

Both operators are content with this approach, and shortfalls will be made by
Government through CBSSG payments.

5.3

The operators have requested that the Council revert to pre-pandemic levels of
payment should government withdraw CBSSG during the 2021/22 financial
year, the Council. This would equate to 100% of budget for the weeks affected.

6.

Reasons for recommendations

6.1

The Council are required to provide bus companies with 28 days' notice of the
reimbursement arrangements and any change to the reimbursement levels.

6.2

Due to Portsmouth City Council proposing to change the reimbursement levels,
in line with government guidance a decision needs to be taken at this Traffic &
Transportation meeting.

6.3

To reflect government guidance that concessionary fares reimbursement should
reflect the level of service provided in the local area.

6.4

That authority be delegated to the Cabinet Member for Traffic and
Transportation in conjunction with the Director of Regeneration and S151
Officer, to make any changes to the level of reimbursement paid as operators
revise service levels and therefore actual mileage operated at short notice in line
with changes to government travel advice.
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7.

Integrated Impact Assessment

7.1

An Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA) has been be undertaken and is attached
in Appendix A. The IIA has identified that there are no impacts on the level of
service provided to users.

8.

Legal Implications

8.1

The Council's statutory duty, as a travel concession authority, to reimburse bus
operators for providing concessions is set out in Sections 149 and 150 of the
Transport Act 2000 (inserted by the Concessionary Bus Travel Act 2007) and
further provision about the arrangements for such reimbursement are contained
in the Mandatory Travel Concession (England) Regulations 2011, as amended.

8.2

Details of the national policy response in respect of such reimbursement to
operators in light of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic are set out in the body
of the report.

8.3

The recommendation in this report is consistent with the Council's relevant
statutory duties and the national policy response referred to above.

9.

Director of Finance comments

9.1

The cost of the Council's Concessionary Fare Scheme is approximately £4.2m
per annum.

9.2

The cash limited budget does not cover the full cost of running the scheme. The
scheme is reliant on a subsidy of over £216,000 from the Council's parking
reserve each year and an allocation of around £18,000 from the Council's Bus
Support to Operators Grant (BSOG).

9.3

The recommendation to reimburse the bus operators based on percentage of
mileage will depend on the level of service that is being operated during the
year. Current service levels are running between 70% and 80%, but this is
expected to increase as lockdown restrictions are eased.

9.4

It is anticipated that the cost of the scheme will be in the region of £3.4m to
£3.8m (based on service levels running at 80% to 90%). Once normal levels of
service resume then the reimbursement will be akin to that to pre Covid levels.

9.5

It is anticipated that any shortfall will be made by Government directly to the bus
operators through the CBSSG payments or through any other rescue packages
that may become available in the future.
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………………………………………………
Signed by:

Appendices:
Appendix A - Integrated Impact Assessment

Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972

Title of document

Location

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/
rejected by ……………………………… on ………………………………

………………………………………………
Signed by:
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Integrated Impact Assessment (IIA)
Integrated impact assessment (IIA) form December 2019

www.portsmouth.gov.uk
The integrated impact assessment is a quick and easy screening process. It should:
identify those policies, projects, services, functions or strategies that could impact positively or
negatively on the following areas:
Communities and safety
Regeneration and culture

Environment and public space
Equality & - DiversityThis can be found in Section A5

Directorate:

Regeneration

Service, function:

Transport Planning

Title of policy, service, function, project or strategy (new or old) :
Concessionary Fares Scheme Reimbursement to Bus Operators 2021/22

Type of policy, service, function, project or strategy:

★

Existing
New / proposed
Changed

What is the aim of your policy, service, function, project or strategy?
Under the terms of the Concessionary Travel Act 2007, and the Mandatory Travel Concession
(England) Regulations 2011, Portsmouth City Council administers the English National Concessionary
Travel Scheme for residents of the city. The scheme
comprises
Page
249 a pass allowing free travel on local
buses for journeys starting within Portsmouth for eligible residents on grounds of age or disability. Bus

operators are reimbursed on a 'no better no worse' basis for the loss of revenue forgone according to
the number of journeys made, the average adult fare and specific additional costs incurred. This follows
the terms of the Act and Department for Transport guidance and managed on behalf of the Council by
specialist consultants contracted by the authority.
Has any consultation been undertaken for this proposal? What were the outcomes of the consultations? Has
anything changed because of the consultation? Did this inform your proposal?
There has been consultation with the bus companies.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A1-Crime - Will it make our city safer?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce crime, disorder, ASB and the fear of crime?
How will it prevent the misuse of drugs, alcohol and other substances?
How will it protect and support young people at risk of harm?
How will it discourage re-offending?

If you want more information contact Lisa.Wills@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-spp-plan-2018-20.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How will you measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A2-Housing - Will it provide good quality homes?
In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it increase good quality affordable housing, including social housing?
How will it reduce the number of poor quality homes and accommodation?
How will it produce well-insulated and sustainable buildings?
How will it provide a mix of housing for different groups and needs?
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★

If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/psh-providing-affordable-housing-in-portsmouth-april-19.
pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A3-Health - Will this help promote healthy, safe and independent living?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve physical and mental health?
How will it improve quality of life?
How will it encourage healthy lifestyle choices?
How will it create healthy places? (Including workplaces)

If you want more information contact Dominique.Letouze@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cons-114.86-health-and-wellbeing-strategy-proof-2.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

The provision of a Concessionary Fares allows residents that meet the entitlement criteria to have access to sustainable modes of
travel, and provide access to essential services and facilities. enabling elderly and disabled people, especially those on low incomes,
to continue to use public transport and to use it more often, improving their access to a range of basic necessities such as health care
and shops and reducing social isolation. Achieving social inclusion benefits for older and disabled people by allowing greater
freedom to travel, for free, by local bus.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The transport team will monitor the number of journeys undertaken within the city along with concessionary
passenger data numbers.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A4-Income deprivation and poverty-Will it consider income
deprivation and reduce poverty?
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★

No

In thinking about this question:
• How will it support those vulnerable to falling into poverty; e.g., single working age adults and lone parent
households?
• How will it consider low-income communities, households and individuals?
• How will it support those unable to work?
• How will it support those with no educational qualifications?
If you want more information contact Mark.Sage@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-homelessness-strategy-2018-to-2023.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/health-and-care/health/joint-strategic-needs-assessment

Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Concessionary travel allows older and disabled people (especially those on low incomes) improved access to services,
facilities and social networks by 'free' scheduled bus services, and and also promote social inclusion. Providing greater freedom to
access shops, services and amenities, work, freedom to access healthcare and freedom to visit family and friends.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Passenger numbers of concessions on the bus services within Portsmouth along with bus mileage in the city.

A - Communities and safety

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
A5-Equality & diversity - Will it have any positive/negative impacts on
the protected characteristics?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it impact on the protected characteristics-Positive or negative impact (Protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010, Age, disability, race/ethnicity, Sexual orientation, gender reassignment, sex,
religion or belief, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil partnership,socio-economic)
• What mitigation has been put in place to lessen any impacts or barriers removed?
• How will it help promote equality for a specific protected characteristic?
If you want more information contact gina.perryman@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-equality-strategy-2019-22-final.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B1-Carbon emissions - Will it reduce carbon emissions?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
How will it provide renewable sources of energy?
How will it reduce the need for motorised vehicle travel?
How will it encourage and support residents to reduce carbon emissions?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cmu-sustainability-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The funding of concessionary bus travel is more sustainable and less polluting than the private car. This scheme provides an
alternative mode of transport to the private car for all who qualify, allowing them to travel for free.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
Concessionary passenger numbers on bus services within the city will be monitored along with mileage recorded from both bus
operators.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B2-Energy use - Will it reduce energy use?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce water consumption?
How will it reduce electricity consumption?
How will it reduce gas consumption?
How will it reduce the production of waste?

If you want more information contact Triston.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s24685/Home%20Energy%20Appendix%201%20-%20Energy%
20and%20water%20at%20home%20-%20Strategy%202019-25.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B3 - Climate change mitigation and flooding-Will it proactively
mitigate against a changing climate and flooding?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it minimise flood risk from both coastal and surface flooding in the future?
How will it protect properties and buildings from flooding?
How will it make local people aware of the risk from flooding?
How will it mitigate for future changes in temperature and extreme weather events?

If you want more information contact Tristan.thorn@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-surface-water-management-plan-2019.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-flood-risk-management-plan.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B4-Natural environment-Will it ensure public spaces are greener, more
sustainable and well-maintained?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it encourage biodiversity and protect habitats?
• How will it preserve natural sites?
• How will it conserve and enhance natural species?
If you want more information contact Daniel.Young@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-solent-recreation-mitigation-strategy-dec-17.pdf
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B5-Air quality - Will it improve air quality?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it reduce motor vehicle traffic congestion?
How will it reduce emissions of key pollutants?
How will it discourage the idling of motor vehicles?
How will it reduce reliance on private car use?

If you want more information contact Hayley.Trower@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/env-aq-air-quality-plan-outline-business-case.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
Supporting travel by public transport, and in particular by bus with vehicles with Euro 6 emission levels, is less polluting than
traveling in individual, privately owned cars. By reducing the amount of emissions from transportation in a dense urban area like
Portsmouth, public transportation can help to reduce emissions, to meet air quality standards, and to decrease the health risks of
poor air quality for our residents.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
The Council monitor air quality across the city through a series of testing sites. These will continue to be
monitored through the Air Quality Team.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B6-Transport - Will it improve road safety and transport for the
whole community?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it prioritise pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users over users of private vehicles?
How will it allocate street space to ensure children and older people can walk and cycle safely in the area?
How will it increase the proportion of journeys made using sustainable and active transport?
How will it reduce the risk of traffic collisions, and near misses, with pedestrians and cyclists?

If you want more information contact Pam.Turton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/travel/local-transport-plan-3
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?
The provision of the Concessionary fare travel allows residents to make journeys by sustainable travel modes. More trips can be made
without a car, fewer vehicles are on the road. This reduces the risk of traffic crashes and decreases greenhouse gas emissions and
other types of air pollution.

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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Passenger numbers on bus services will be monitored to understand demand from companion pass holders. These will be reported
to this committee in January 2022.

B - Environment and climate change

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
B7-Waste management - Will it increase recycling and reduce
the production of waste?

★

In thinking about this question:
• How will it reduce household waste and consumption?
• How will it increase recycling?
• How will it reduce industrial and construction waste?
If you want more information contact Steven.Russell@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://documents.hants.gov.uk/mineralsandwaste/HampshireMineralsWastePlanADOPTED.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C1-Culture and heritage - Will it promote, protect and
enhance our culture and heritage?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it protect areas of cultural value?
How will it protect listed buildings?
How will it encourage events and attractions?
How will it make Portsmouth a city people want to live in?

If you want more information contact Claire.Looney@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/pln-portsmouth-plan-post-adoption.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C2-Employment and opportunities - Will it promote the
development of a skilled workforce?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it improve qualifications and skills for local people?
How will it reduce unemployment?
How will it create high quality jobs?
How will it improve earnings?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?
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C - Regeneration of our city

Yes

No

Is your policy/proposal relevant to the following questions?
C3 - Economy - Will it encourage businesses to invest in the city,
support sustainable growth and regeneration?

★

In thinking about this question:
•
•
•
•

How will it encourage the development of key industries?
How will it improve the local economy?
How will it create valuable employment opportunities for local people?
How will it promote employment and growth in the city?

If you want more information contact Mark.Pembleton@portsmouthcc.gov.uk or go to:
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/cou-regeneration-strategy.pdf
Please expand on the impact your policy/proposal will have, and how you propose to mitigate any negative
impacts?

How are you going to measure/check the impact of your proposal?

Q8 - Who was involved in the Integrated impact assessment?
Chi Sharpe
Simon Bell
Gina Perryman
This IIA has been approved by:

Felicity Tidbury

Contact number:

02392 688261

Date:

15/02/2021
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